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This list includes most of the abbreviations, acronyms, and

symbols used in this report. Many are identical to those used by Rice

et al. (1967), Gierharc (1967) and / or Hubbard et al. (1970). The

units given for symbols in this list are those required by or resulting

from equations as given in this ieport and are applicable except

when other units are specified. The following relationships are

provided as a convenience to the reader.

I ft = 3.048 x 10 km

1 sm = 5280 ft

I sm = 1. 60934 km

Inmn = 1.852 km

1 rad = 57.29577951°

In the following list the English alphabet precedes -thGreek alphabet,

letters precede numbers, and lower-case letters precede upper-case

letters. Miscellaneous symbols and notations are given after the

alphabetical items.

a(t) normalized amplitude factor of a modulated signal as

a di-nensionless voltage ratio from (B-5).

A defined by (A-8) and expressed in dBW (sec. A. 2. 3 only).

A the peak value in V of the sinusoid in (B-33) and (B-34).

A(t) amplitude factor of a modulated signal in V.

A0  peak amplitude of carrier L-inusoid in V.
2

A, effective area of an antenna in mn from (43).

Ay a conditional adjustment to Lb. in dB from (10).

AF audio frequency.

AFC automatic frequency control.

AGARD Advisory Groups for Aerospace Research and
Development.
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AGC automatic gain control.

AI articulation index.

AM amplitude modulation.

AM0  desired AM signal.

ASK amplitude shift keying.

ATC air traffic control.

b(t) normalized baseband or me ssea.ge signal as a
dimensionless roltage ratio.

SbiL binary digit.

B receiver bandwidth in Hz.

B a dimensionless distance ratio defined in fig. 35
(sec. 5. 2 only).

B transmission bandwidth in Hz (sec. B. 2. 1 only).

B& system bandwidth in Hz (sec. B. 2. 3 only).

Be single-channel bandwidth in kHz.

B1 bandwidth of information signal in Hz, i. e., baseband
(sec. B. 2. 3 only).

BO AF output bandwidth in Hz.

Bn effective receiver noise bandwidth in Hz (footnote 10,
sec. 4.2. 3).

B, bandwidth of-ba-zeband signal in Hz.

BR approximate bancwidth of modulated spectrum in Hz.

BR RF bandwidth of the modulated signal in Hz.

B3 43  bandwidth defined by half-power, 3 dB, points in

!zHz (sec. 4. 2. 3).

c 4. 342944819 from (20).

C-MSO C-message line weighting from fig. 16 (sec. 3.3.4 only).

C a distance in nm defined in fig. 35 (sec. 5. Z only).

CU a parameter in dB defined by (55).

CCIF International Frequency Consultative Committee

CCIR International Radio Consultative Committee.
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CEI Communications Electronics, Inc.

COMSAT Communications Satellite Corporation.

CW continuous wave.

d great circle path distance in nm.

de effective distance in km from (14).

d,• a distance in km from fig. 3.

dB d in irn for "B" facility-to-aircraft "B" path
(fig. 36).

d d in r•m for desired path (fig. 33).

dK d expressed in km.

dL path smooth-earth horizon distance in km from (15).

dL1 , 2 either terminal smooth-earth horizon distance dLi

or dL3 in km (fig. 2).

du d in nm for undesired path (fig. 33).

dB decibels.

dB/kT.B. dB greater than kT0 B, (sec. 3. 3. 1).

dBm dB greater than 1 noW.

dBW dB greater than I W.

D(p) desired 3ignal power variability in W.

DI U desired-to-undesired signal power ratio
in dB.

D/ U(min) minimum value of D/ U in dB from (A-16),

D/ U(p, n) D/ U variability in dB for n undesired signals
(sec. A. Z. 4 only).

D/ U(qT) D/ U variability in dB from (6).

Dd0 w (p) D(p) expressed in dBW.

DC direct current.

DEI Defense Electronics, Inc..

DM delta modulation.

DPSK differentially coaerent PSK.

DSB double sideband.
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n

DSB/SC DSB/ suppr,-ssed carrier.

e Z.718281828.

eo (t) normalized baseband or message signal as a

dimensionless voltage ratio from (B-7).

eM (t) normalized modulated signal as a dimensionless
voltage ratio from (B-6).

e () exponential or complex carrier signal function as a
dimen3ionless voltage ratio from (B-Z7).

erfc-l inverse complementary error function.

0 Er. rms noise field strength for bandwidth B, in V /m-
Hz.

E• E, in dB greater than I uV/ m.

SE S (t) baseband or m essage signal in V .

E (t) modulated carrier signal in V from (B1-4).

EIRP effective i-otropic radiated power.

EPUT event per ,anit time meter.

ERL ESSA Research Laboratories.

ESSA Environmental Science Services Administration.

f frequency in MFHz (in kHz for fig. B. 3 only).

Sf(t) modulating signal in V (sec. B. 1. 3).

Sf, effective antenna noise factor, a dimensionless
power ratio (fig. 15).

f. antenna circuit noise factor, a dimensionless power
ratio (fig. 15).

f4 carrier offset frequency in kHz (sec. 5.4 only).

Sf rms frequency deviation in kHz (iig. B. 3'.

fD Doppler frequency in Hz.

£.. maximum baseband frequency in kliz (in Hiz for
sec. B. 2. 1 only).

f•l network noise fartor, a dimensionless power ratio
from (35).
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fl, flo assigned and actual LO frequency respectively, in
Hz (sec. 5.4 only).

fo, fot assigned and actual carrier frequency respectively,
in Hz (sec. 5.4 only).

irequency in kHz at which S.1 (f) peaks (fig. B. 3).

fr receiver noise factor, a dimensionless power ratic

(fig. 15).

fS effective system noise factor, a dimensionless power

ratio from (40).

fS sampling frequency in Hz (sec. B. 2. 3 only).

ft test tone frequency in Hz (sec. B. Z. 3 only).

ft transmission line noise factor, a dimensionless

power ratio (fig. 15).

f, f. expressed in kHz (fig. B. 2).

ft feet.

F[ ] Fourier transform operator.

F. antenna noise figure in dB/kT0 Bn from (fig. 9).

Fan median antenna noise figure in dB/ kT0 B, from

(fig. 8).

Fn network noise figure in dB from (37).

F, receiver noise figure, f,, in dB.

F. effective system noise factor in dB.

FAA Federal Aviation Administraiion.

FCC Federal Communications Commission.

FDM frequency division multiplex.

FM frequency modulation.

FMO desired FM signal.

FS frequency shift.

FSK frequency shift keying.

FIA line weighting (fig. 16).

g(qT , f) dimensionless frequency factor from fig. 5.
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g(t) general complex time function from (B-11).

• gr G. expressed as a dimensionless power ratio.

go required grade of service (sec, 2).

G either Gr or Gt.

G(w) spectrum of g(t).

G, dimensionless network power gain ratio (sec. 3. 3. 2).

G;.. path antenna power gain in dB greater than isotropic
for (8),

Gr, Gt maximum free-space gain in dB greater than
isotropic for receiving and transmitting anten-_as,
respectively.

GHz gigahertz.

hr hours.

h•, he altitude in ft above surface of aircraft "A" and
aizcraft "B", respectively.

H[ ] Hilbert transform operator from (B-17).

Hr, lit height of receiving or transmitting antenna in ft

above surface.

H. (w) transfer function for Hilbert transform from (B-23).

HI, Ha antenna height for terminal I or Z in ft above
surface.

Hz hertz or cycles per second.

IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers.

IF intermediate frequency.

Im imaginary part operator.

IER Institutes for Environmental Research.

ITS Institute for Telecommunication Sciences.

ITT h.ternational Telephone and Telegraph.

ITU International Telecommunication Union.

j imaginary operator, V-1.

J.( ) Bessel function of first kind and order n.
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JTAC Joint Technical Advisory Committee.

k 1. 374 x 10 joules/ K, Boltzmann' s constant.

gain factor dependent upon the distribution of the
modulating signal.

km kilcmeters.

kHz kilohertz.

kW kilowatts.

K a power ratio in dB used in fig. A. 6 and defined in
footnote 2 of sec. 3.

"K degrees Kelvin.

A a dimensionless power loss ratio defined as 1 in
fig. 15.

c •antenna circuit coupling loss expressed as a
dimensionless power ratio thet is < I (fig. 15).

It transmission line loss expressed as a dimensionless

power ratio that is < I (fig. 15).

log common logarithm (base 10).

in natural logarithm (base e).

L number of quantizing levels.

SLb hourly median basic transmission loss in dB.

Lt (qT) a level of Lb in dB that is not exceeded for a
fraction qT of the time.

SLte Lb in dB for propagation through free space from (11)

bL• estimated long-term median of Lb in dB as given by
Gierhart and Johnson (1969).

SL,: expressed in dB.

1 Lb polarization loss in dB (table A. 1).

SLt line loss, it, in dB.

LO locl oscillator.

m meters,

min minutes.
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ms milliseconds.

m(t) general modulation function, the dimensionless
voltage ratio of (B-Z8).

mW milliwatt.

mX mean value Ui x.

MY mean value of y,

mz mean value of z from (A-2).

m4 mean value of z' from (A-3).K M a constant used in sec. 5. 2 only.

M number of channels in a multichannel system for
(8-38) only.

M modulation index ior linear modulation, a dimension-
less voltage ratio.

M(w) spectrum of the modulation function m(t).

it fading margin in dB (table A. 1).

M, mean power in dBW of the it signal.

MK mean power in dBW resulting from n signals,
obtained from (18), (A-5) or (A-7).

MHz megahertz.

MRT modified rhyme test.

n number of undesired signal sources.

n order of J.( t (sec. B. 1.1 only).

n number of elements the quantized signal is coded
into (sec. B. 2. 1 only).

nm nautical miles.

N average noise power in W.

N defined by (A-9) as a dB value (sec. A. 2. 3 only).

N coding base (secs. B. 2. 1 and B. Z. 3 only).

N positive integer for (A-l) only.

Ne single channel available noise power in W for (47).
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I. a i noise power in W.

N, available input noise power in W.
N0  available outpu~t noise power in W.

NS surface refractivity in N-units.

N. power density of white Gaussian noise in WI/ Hz.

NAFEC National Aviation Facilities Experimental Center.

NATO Noirth Atlantic Treaty Organization.

p time availability in % (100 x qT).

Pi Johnson noise power in W/Hz from (27).

Pu noise power available from an equivalent lossless
antenna in W (sec. 3. 3. 1).

p. d. f. probahility density function.

pps pulses per second.

Pe probability of error.

P. total system noise power or system threshold dBW
for applicable B, .

P. systein noise power density in dB greater than
1 W/Hz.

P, total received signal power at anatenna terminals

in W for (42).

PF baseband signal power in W from (B-34).

P4  Johnson' s noise in dBW from (U8).

PM allowable undesired satellite signal for microwave
systems in dB greater than I W/ m2 for a 4-kHz
bandwidth from (441.

P0 average carrier power in W, table B. 3.

PS total r;-ceived power in W for use in (42) only.

PTF total system noise power flux density in dB greater
than 1 W/ mo for a 3 P -kHz bandwidth.

PAM pulse amplitude modulation.

PB phoneticaliy balanced (words or messages).

PCM pulse code _modalation.
PDM pulse duration modulation.



PEP peak envelope power.

PFM pulse frequency mnodulation.

PM pulse modulation.

PPM pulse position modulation.

PSK phase shift keying.

PTM pulse time modulation.

q same as qT (footnote 11, sec. 5. 1).

qL location availability (sec. 2).

qT time availability, a fraction of time used in (12)
and (13).

Q service probability, a fraction between
0 and I (sec. 5.1).

ro a distance in nm defined in fig. 35.

ru a distance in nrm defined in fig. 35.

rad radians.

rms root mean square.

R a radius in nm defined in fig. 35.

R. (qy) signal ratio available qT of the time.

Rr(g,) signal or protection ratio required for g..

Rm dimensionless signal power -to-intermodulation power
ratio.

RN normal range in nm for (A-14).

RR reduced range in nm for (A-14).

Re real part operator.

Rec recommendation.

RF radio frequency.

s seconds.

Sgn( a dimensionless function defined by (B-23).

sm statute miles.

S station separation in nm (fig. I s 34 and 36).

S signal level in dBW (sec. 4. 2. 3 only).
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SMf) spectral density function in W/Hz.

SF shape factor of receiver IF bandwidth defined by (60).

S/ N dimensionless signal power-to-noise power ratio.

S. N¢ dimensionless ratio of signal-to-noise power in a
4 kHz channel.

S/ N(g,) S/N required for a particular g,.

S/ Nw signal power-to-noise power density ratio in Hz.

"Sý carrier portion of RF input power in W (fig. 28).

Sc,/N dimensionless carrier power-to-noise power ratio.

S, I NW carrier power-to-noise power density ratio in liz.

Se. (f) baseband spectral density function (fig. B. 3).

S. (f) modulated signal spectral density function (fig. B. 3).

SCI speech communication index.

SCIM SCI meter.

SHF superhigh frequency band,-. to 30 GHz.

SSB/ L single sideband/ lower.

SSB/U SSB/uyper.

t time in s.

Ta antenna noise temperature in OK from (32).

TC antenna circuit temperature in K (fig. 15).

To effective noise temperature in 0 K from (36).

To reference temperature of 288°K.

Tr pulse transmission rate in pps.

Tt transmission line temperature in K (fig. 15).

TDM time division multiplex.

TMR-5 a DEI receiver model.

TR-711 a DEI receiver model.

TRMS true root mean square.

U undesired signal power in W.
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U(p, n) U variability in W for n undesired AM networks
(sec. A. 2.4).

UdSW U expressed in dBW,

Uw (p, n) UT• variability in dBW for n undesired AM networks
(sec. A. 2.4).

UHF ultra high frequency band, 300 to 3, 000 MHz.

v rate of change of path length (m/ s).

VHF very high frequency band. 30 to 300 MHz.

VOR VHF omnirange, an air navigation aid.

W watts.

SW hourly median available power at the receiving
antenna terminals in dBW.

W/ m 2 -Hz power flux density per Hz.

W(qT) W in dBW exceeded for a fraction qT of the time
from (13).

"WN long-term median of W in dBW from (8) or W(0. 5).

-Wt power delivered to the terminals of the transmitting4 antenna in dBW.]WO (qT) W(qT) in dBW for desired sigrnl.

Wu (qT) W(qT) in dBW for undesired signal.

x a random variable (sec. A. 2. 2).

x multiplication.
x(t) a general time function or signal (real).

1 xivale of x characterizing the :th percentage range.

X a dB value used in fig. A. 7.
X(W) spectrum of x(t).

I y a iandom variable (sec. A. 2. 3).
y(t) a general time function or signal (real).

yj value of y characterizing thz jt• percentage range.
Y(qT) long-term variability of W in dB greater than W .

Y(q, d., 100 -MHz) same as Y. (q7 , d.) (fig. 30).
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Y(W) spectrum of y(t) (app. B only).

Y1 (qT) Y(qT ) in dB for ith signal.

Yo (qT) long-term power-fading in dB from fig. 4.

YO (W?) Y(qT) in dB for desired signal.

Y. (Q) long-term variability of D/ U(qT ) in dB greater than
D/ U(O. 5).

Yu(qT) Y(qT) in dB for undesired signal(s).

z the random variable x + y.

z? the random variable x - y.

zu a particular v-alue of z, X, + ys.
z,• (dimensionless) standard normal deviate (fig. 32).

960 CEI receiver model number.

6A3 emission BR = 6 kHz, AM, f. = 3 kHz.

15F3 emission BR = 15 kHz, FM, f= 3 kHz.

a mean value of un-lesired power in W available from a
single AM network (sec. A. 2. 3).

a (dimensionless) fraction of total RF power not
included in BR (app. B only).

0. mean value of power in W available fro m the ith
undesired signal source (sec. 3. 2).

modulation index or deviation ratio for FM, a
dimensionless frequency ratio.

same as •.

modulation index for PM, a dimensionless phase ratio.

y actual direct ray takeoff angle or look angle in
degrees for (44) and fig. A. 1.

65 ( ) dimensionless unit impalse function.

•-i( ) dimensionless unit step function defined by (B-22).

oo - fa' in Hz (sec. 5.4 only).

Aflo flo - fo I in Hz (sec. 5. 4 only).

AD desired power increase in dB from (A-14).
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AF peak frequency deviation in kHz.

AIF shift of IF frequency from (57) in Hz (sec. 5.4 only).

AP power margin in dB frum (52).

AN internal noise introduced by network in W for (34).

AR range reduction in nrm from (A-15).

AD frequency deviation in rad/ s.

B an angle defined in fig. 33.

0(t) time variant angular frequency in rad for (B-5).

00 initial phase angle of carrier wave in rad.

X wavelength of operating frequency in m for (43).

one-half the variance of the Laplace distribution of
sec. B. 1.3.

A (dimensionless) peak-to-average power ratio.

A/B, (dimensionless) peak-to-average power ratio of the
baseband and modulated signal, respectively (B. 1. 3).

variance in W3 of undesired power available from a
single AM network (sec. A. 2.3).

uV microvolts.

uV/ m-10 kHz field intensity for 10-kHz bandwidth.

variance in W2 of undesired power available from
the itb source.

3. 141592654.

p dimensionless irnput carrier power-to-noise power
ratio (fig. 29).

a2  the variance of the Gaussian distribution of sec. B. 1. 3.

Oc (q) standard error of prediction in dB from (53).

ial variance in dB2 of undesired received power for the
ith source from (24).

Y •avariance in dB2 of the normally distributed dBW
resulting for n sources from (19) or (A-5).

02, ocr variance of x and y, respectively.
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variance of z and k', respect'vely.

CD • variance of D/ U(p, n) in dB from (A-12).

E summation,

T time lag in S.

general phase function in rado

Po (t) phase function of carrier wave in rad.

68 (t) spectrum of the baseband function.

6,1() Wspectrum of the modulated carrier wave.

wV angular frequency in rad/ s.

Wo L for carrier in rad/ s.

0 ohms.

Q peak angular frequency deviation in rad.

( )a available --trameter value, e.g., (D/ U),.

S), adjacent channel, e. g., (Afo)• (sec. 5. 4 only).

( )d desired channel, e.g., (A4 )d (sec. 5. 4 only).

( )6 parameter expressed in dB, e.g., (SI N)46

( )i input parameter value, e.g., (SIN),.

( )o output parameter value, e.g., (S/N)0 .

( )r required parameter, e.g., (D/U),.

(_..) analytical signal, e.g., b(t).
( )o degrees.

( )* complex conjugate, e.g., eo* (t).

( ) Hilbert transform, e.g.., X (W).

( " ) partial derivative, e.g., e(t)"
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A A

peak value, e.g., Ea.

subtraction.

+ addition.

minus or plus.

convolution via (B-19).

w> convolution via z = x + y process of sec. A. 2. 3.

convolution via z' = x - y process of sec. A. 2.3.

percent.
4 positive square root.

is equal to.

-- is approximately equal to.

> is greater than.

>> is much greater than.

> is greater than or equal to.

< is less than.

is proportional to.

approximately.

multipli cation.
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I ELECTROSPACE PLANNING AND ENGINEERING
FOR THE AIR TRAFFIC ENVIRONMENT

G. D. Gierhart, R. W. Hubbard, and D. V. Glen

Service limitations imposed upon VHF/ UHF/ SHF
radio communication links by cochannel and adjacent-
channel interference is the primary subject of this
report, but limitations imposed by intermodulation
and noise are also discussed. Methods for predicting
available desired-to-undesired signal ratios (protection

- ratio) and determining the required protection ratio are
summarized. Appendices on frequency sharing with an
air traffic control satellite, modulation characteristics,
and system" performance measurements are included.

I Key Words: Air traffic control, electrospace, frequency
sbaring, interference, protection ratio,
propagation, satellite communication,I, transmission loss.

'1 1. INTRODUCTION

Electrospace is becoming more congested and more efficient

use of this natural resource must be made if vital telecommunication

requirements are to be satisfied (Norton, 196Z; JTAC, 1964, 1968;

I Commerce Technical Advisory Board, 1966; Booker and Little, 1965).

- The term "electrospace" is used here only to emphasize that efficient

J use of the electrom-agnetic spectrum for radio telecommunication

depends on parameters ot-her than frequency, e.g., time, polarization,

radiated power, antenna directivities, and terminal locations.
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However, the eight-dimensional matrix concept of electrospace

suggested by Hinchman (i969) is not used in this report.

Electrospace assigned to aeronautical radio must provide

reliable services for an increasing air traffic density (IEEE, 1970).

Potential interference between facilities operating on the same or on

adjacent channels must be considered in expanding present services

to meet future demands. Service qualty depends on the desired-to-

undesired signal ratio at the receiver, which varies with receiver

location and time even when other parameters, such as antenna gain

and radiated powers, are fixed (Kirby et al., 1952).

This report provides information applicable to services

operating from about 100 MHz to about 15 GHz. At these fiequencies,

propagation of radio frequency energy is affected by the lower,

nonionized atmosphere (troposphere), specifically by variations in the

refractive index (Bean and Dutton, 1966) of the atmosphere.

Atmospheric absorption and attenuation or scattering due to rain

becomes important at SHFI (Rice et al., 1967, chs. 3 and 10; Gierhart

and Johnson, 1969, app. B; Kerr, 1964, ch. 7; Skerjanec and

Samson, 1970). The terrain along and in the vicinity of the great-

circle path between transmitter and receiver also plays an important

part. In this freqr:ency range, time and space variations of received

signal and interference ratios are best described statistically.

Within the last decade a number of methods and procedures

have been developed for calculating field strength and its variability

at VHF/ UHF/ SHF. The work discussed here follows procedures that

have been used by the Institute for Telecommunication Sciences(ITS,

formerly the Central Radio Propagation Laboratory) to pi edict

statisticaily the effects of terrain and atmosphere on the variability of

field strength, and on the performance of radio systems (Rice et al.,



1967; Johnson, 1967; Longley and Rice, 1968). It is also convenient to

use thi concept of transmission loss (Norton, 1953 and 1959), which is

the ratio (usually expressed in decibels) of power radiated to the power that

would be available at the receiving antenna terminals if there were no

circuit losses other than those associated with the radiation resistance

of the receiving antenna.

The primary purpose of this report is to illustrate the

application to interference predictions for air traffic control (ATC)

systems of (a) the a vailable desired-to-undesired signal ratios

(protection ratios) predicted by Gierhart (1967) for an ATC satellite,

(b) the transmission loss atlas developed by Gierhart and Johnson

(1969), (c) the required protection ratios derived from measurements

made by Hubbard and Glen (1968), and 0' Brien and Busch (1969), and

(d) the analysis of modulation characteristics reported by Hubbard

et al. (1970).

Basic service requirements in terms of required signal ratios

associated with intermodulation, noise, a-ad interference are discussed

in section 2. Methods for the prediction of available signal ratios and

the determination of required signal ratios are summarized .Ln section

3 and 4, respectively. Illustrative examples of the application of these

methods are given in section 5. Frequency sharing with an air traffic

control satellite is analyzed in appendix A.

The use in frequency engineering of information such as that

presented here has been discussed by Hawthorne and Dougherty (1965)

and Frisbie et al. (1969); information on spectrum engineering for

air navigation aids is given by JTAC (1968), the international Civil

Ii



[ Aviation Organization (1968), an,' the Federal Aviation Administration'

(FAA, 1965a, 1965b, J969a, 1969b).

2. SIGNAL RATIO REQUIREMENTS

Satisfactory service is provided by a communication link when

the information transmitted is received with the required fidelity.

Intermodulation, noise, and interference limit the fidelity that can be

obtained over a particular link at a given time. In general, service

requirements sbould specify the extent to which degradation caused by

these factors may be tolerated. However, circumstances may be such

that initial link design and/ or installation can provide adequate preform-

ance with respect to some of these factors so that they need not be

considered further, e. g., links are frequently engineered so that

inter modulation and interference effects are negligible compared with

an estimated constant noise level, and performance predictions are

based only upon the time variability and prediction uncertainty

associated with trantmission loss estimates for the desired propagation

path.

We will assume that satisfactory service is obtained only when

(R lm). > (R im).,(I

(SIN), > (SlN)r. (2)
ard

(D/U). > (D/U),. (3)

where

R = signal power -to-intermodulation power ratio in dB,

When the Federal Aviation Agency %FAA) became a part of the
Department of Transportation in April 1967, it was given the new name
Feder[l Aviation Administration (still FAA).
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S/ N dimensionless signal power-co-noise power ratio
(sec. 3.3.4),

jD/U desired signal power-to-undesired signal power ratio
in dB.I and the subscripts a and r denote available and required ratios,

Srespectively.

i To F !low unique values for these ratios, they can be determined

for the case where the loss in fidelity associated with t1 'e other two

ratios is negligible e. g., (D/ U)r would be determined for the case

where (RIm)S >> (RI.), and (SIN). >> (S/N),•.

Though convenient, this method neglects whatever inter-

dependence the required ratios may have, and levels of fidelity used

to deterinine them woul.d probably be somewhat larger than that

actually obtained when the available ratios are all equal to their

respective required ratios. An approximate compenisation for this

effect can be made by increasing the required ratios to ac(count for

the increase in apparent undesired power when more than one available

Sratio is important, e.g., by 5 dB ('iO log 3) if all available ratios ar.-.

near their required values, or by increasing the two required ratios

that are near their available ratios by 3 dB (-10 log 2) if one available

ratio is very much greater than its required value (see sec. 3.3. 2 and

app. D).

The significance as well as the magnitude of these ratios

depends vpon the location of the measurement point within the

I receivi•ng system to which they are referred. In this report the ratios

will oe understood to be availabl.-. power ratios at the receiving
aOntenna output; the problem of cariving these ratios from measure-

ments made at other points in the receiving system is left to the user

(sec. 3. 3. Z).

5
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The distinguishing chavacteristic of intermodulation is that

it cannot be reduced effectively by simply increasing the radiated

power of the desired station; i.e., ail increase in radiated power will

increase the available desired power, but this increase will be

accompanied by a corresponding increase in intemodulation power

and (Rim). will be unchanged. Actually, an attempt to increase

(RIN), by increasing radiated power would result in a decrease of

fidelity because of increased equipment noise level if the power

received is in excess of the receiver saturation level. Intermodulation

may be caused by nonlinearities in the equipment, resulting from, for

an example, a transmission line that is not properly matched across

the frequency band required (Medhurst, 1959), or from propagation

where it is primarily associated with multipath (Beckmann and

Spizzichino, 1963, ch. 16; Dougherty, 1968; Sunde, 1969).

Propagation via tropospher-.c scatter is basically a multipath

phenomenon (Beach anc Trecker, 1963), and it is customary to limit

path intermodulation by restricting the operating bandwidth used over

such paths (Shaft, 1961; Sunde, 1964). Antenna directivity and/or an

improvement in i.cceiver capture ratio (sec. 4. 5) can sometimes

be used to reduce path intermodulation caused by scattering or

reflection from terrain on line-of-sight or diffraction paths. Wideband

microwave line-of-sight links may experience occasional path inter-

modulation (Gierhart et al., 1964) because of atmospheric rnultipath

(Crawford and Jakes, 1952). The nature of these disturbances

suggests that adaptive systems to sense and adjust the bandwidth in

accordance with the capabilities of the path might be useful, but site

relocation, alternate routing, or simply accepting short-time periods

of inferior performance may be more practical.

6



Some of the methods mentioned above for combating path

intermodulation can also be used to help alleviate the detrimental

effects of phase interference fading when low signal level rather

than path intermodulation is the basic problem. However, the

diversity techniques frequently used to counter these low signal levels

should not be expected to be effective in reducing (Rim),, except

perhaps by sophisticated combiner circuits.

Intermodulation will not be discussed further here since a more

comprehensive treatment is beyond tCie scope of this report. It has

been mentioned primarily to alert the reader to the existence of a

limitation to link performance that cannot be solved by increasing

radiated power.

In this report, the noise power involved in S1 N at the output

terminals oi the receiving antenna. is taken to be the effective system

noise power obtained fr.om (40) in section 3.3. 2. The undesired signal

powar involved in D/ U is the power that would be available at the

output terminals of the receiving antenna when noise is neglected

and no power from the desired station is present. This power may
result from one or many undesired signal transmissions and is not

dependent upon the receiver bandpass characteristics.

The service requirements described above are based only

on the fidelity required for satisfactory transmission and do not allow

adequately for the uncertainmes associated with the transmission
characteristics of radio cbannels. These determine the time
availability of satisfactory service that will be discussed in section 3.

Semi-em,_pirical methods of predicting the time variability,
location-to-location variability, and service probability of trans -

mission loss for tropospheric communication circuits have been

developed by Barsis et al. (1962), Rice et al. (1967), and Longley

and Rice (1968). The prediction of available ratios as presented here

7



is in the context of these methods, and the reader is encouraged to

become familiar with them.

A required grade of service g, for desired signal in the presence

of undet-ired signz'ls will guarantee a corresponding degree of fidelity

of the information delivered tc.) the receiver output and is assumed to

depend only upon vhether a required desired-to-undesired signal

ratio R,(P,) is exceeded. If increasing values of available grades

represent bettcr grades of service, R,(g.) must increase with g,-

A comn-.ankition link is assumed to provide satisfactory

service of a given gracde g, if the available signal-to-noise ratio

Ra exceeds the required protection ratio R. (g,) for at least a fraction

qT of the time; L.e., satisfactory service exists if

RL(qT) > R,(g.)o (4)

In this expression R, = (S/N)., or P. = (D/U),, or R. is a suitable

combination of (SIN), and (D/U),, and (Rim). >> (RIm),. Interference

from unwanted signals is further discussed by Rice et al. (1967, ann.V).

More complex methods of defining satisfactory service in

terms of time availability qT, location availability qL, and service

probability Q have been developed {Longley and Rice, 1968, ann. 1)

but are beyond the scope of this report. Variability of received

signal level with location and orientation of an airborne terminal
4

can be treated as "short-term" fading (Gierhart and Johnson, 1967).

The relative importance of time availability and service probability

is illustrated in section 5. 1.
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3. PREDICTION OF AVAILABLE SIGNAL RATIOS

Service requirements can be stated by specifying signal ratios

(RI,,, and/or S/N, and/or D/U) along with a point in the receiving

system to which they are referred), and time availability 9T (see

sec. 2). As stated earlier, the limitations imposed by R1 • are

neglected here; i.e., (RI,,). >> (RIM)r. A detailed analysis of the

case where both S1 N and D/ U are important simultaneously is beyond

the scope of this report. We will assume that an adequate allowance

for S1 N and D/ U can be made by treating each separately. An

approximate but simple way to treat cases where both (S/ N).

(SI N) aad (D/ U). - (D/ U)r is to consider each separately but to

increase each required value by 3 dB (see sec. 2).

In this discussion D/ U(qT ) will be used to designate the value

of the available signal power ratio expressed in dB as a function of

the time availability qT at the receiving antenna terminals, it can be

either (D/ U), or (S/N),. Hence,

SD/U(qT) = WD (qT) S Wu (qT) dB, (5)

where W(qT) is the hourly-median available power at the receiving

antenna terminals in dBW that is exceeded a fraction qT of the time,

and the subscripts D and U are used to designate desired or undesired

components, respectively. More precisely W(qT) is a quantile or

percentile corresponding to the probability distribution function value
1 - qT. The operational symbol 9 is used to indicate the process

by which the distribution of a random variable z' x .- y is determined

from the distribution of the random variables x and y. When x and y

are statistically independent, a convolution operation can be used

(see sec. A. 2. 3). If the distribution functions associated with

Jr
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WD (qT) and Wu (qt) are approximately normal, a simplified

approximate method (if we assume statistical independence) given by

Rice et al. (1967, sec. V. 7) can be used to determine D/ U(qT); i. e.,

(5) becomes

D/U(qT )' = WO (0.5) - WU (0. 5) + YT (qT) dB, (6)

where YT gives the variability of D/ U(qT) about its median value,

D/ U(0. 5), and is obtained from

YT(q!) Y- (qT) + Y2 (1 -qT) dB, (7)

where I.F implies a positive square root and T is negative only when

qT 0. 5. The variability of W0 (qT) and Wu (qt) about their median

values are defined as Yc (qT ) and Yu (qT), respectively. Values of

Yu (1 - qT ) are obtained by evaluating Yu (qT) at 1 - qT, i.e., if

qT = 0-.9, then YU (1 -qT)I = YU,(0.-1)-.

Estimates of long-term median value of basic transmission

loss, Lb in dB, values given by Gierhart and Johnson (1969) can be

used to calculate long-term median available power at the terminals

of an antenna, W. in dBW, in terms of (a) the power delivered to

the terminals of the transmitting antenna, Wt in dBW, (b) the path

antenna power gain, G,, in dB, and (c) a conditional adjustment

Ay in dB to Lb. based upon the variability Y(qT) of the available power

about its long-term median W., i.e.,

WS Wt + G3 -(Lb, +A.) dBW (8)

where G. and.Ay can be obtained from (9) and (10).

Path antenna power gain includes the effect of losses (a)

associated with the antenna' s inability to radiate all the available

power delivered to its terminals, and (b) the inability of the path to

I0



realize the full free-space gain ol the antennas; e.g., when the

antenna beai.is do not i.tersect, and/or the antennas do not have

the same polarization, and/ or the propagation mechanism does not

a llow full gains to be realized (Rice et al., 1967, secs. 2.4, 5.2,

9.4; Longley and Rice, 1968, sec. 1-3). When the full free-space

gains of the antenna are nearly realized, G,, can be replaced by

G1 =. Gt + Gr dB, (9)

where Gt and Gr are the maximum free-space gains of the trans-

mitting and receiving antennas in dB greater than an isotropic

~ radiator.

frm The term A. is added to Lb, to prevent available signal powers

from exceeding levels expected for free-space propagation by an

unrealistic amount when Lb. is close to its free-space value Lbf and

the variability Y(qT) is large, i.e.,

UA = 0 for (Lf - 3) < (Lb, Y(O. 1)); (10a)

otherwise,

AY = Lt + Y(O. 1) - Lb, -3 dB. (lOb)

I Such conditions can exist for line-of-sight links extending close to the

radio horizon. The free-space basic transmission loss value, Lbf, is

calculated from path distance d in nautical miles (nm) and frequency f

in MHz from the expression

Lte ='37.8 +Z01og f + Z0log d dB, (11)

where d is used to approximate the free,-space direct ray path

bet% .-en antennas. The modification of W= by AY in (8) can decrease

Wt by as much as '15 dB.



Available power variability W(qT) is the available power

exceeded for a fraction qT of the time, i.e.,

W(qT) W. + Y(qT) dBW. (12)

It is related to long-term basic transmission loss variability

•(qT) by

L.(qT) = Wt + GP - W(qT) dB, (13a)

which can be used with (8) and (12) to obtain

Lb(q) Lb. +Ay - Y(qT) dB. (13b)

Note that Lb (qT) represents loss values that are not exceeded for a

fraction qT of the time, whereas W(qy) represents values of received

power levels that are exceeded for a fraction qT of the time.

Values of Y(qT) can be estimated by the methods given in

section 3. 1.

The use of these relationships will be illustrated by their

application to cases where (a) there is interference from a single

undesired source (sec. 3. 1), (b) there is interference from multiple

undesired sources (sec. 3. 2), and (c) service is limited by noise

(sec. 3. 1). In these applications we will assume that (a) the

expressions given in this section are valid, (b) Lb. values obtained

from Gierhart and Johnson (1969) are applicable, and (c) signal level

variabilities obtained with the long-term power fading model

described by Rice et al. (1967, sec. 10) are suitable. Thus, these

examples include only long-term variability; i.e., Y(qT) is the

variability; associated with "hourly medians", and the median levels are

t.,- medians of hourly medians or long-term medians as given in the

transmission loss atlas developed by Gierhart and Johnson (1969).

Information contained in the atlas may be used to estimate gross

12



transmission characteristics at frequencies of 125, 300, 1600:, 5100,

and 15, 000 MHz. Curves of Lb. are given as a function of (1) path

distance for antenna elevations of 0. 025, 0. 050, 0. 1, 0. 5, 1, 2, 5,

10, 15, 25, 30, 40, 60, 80, 100, and 150 thousand feet above ground,

r. and (Z) actual direct ray takeoff angle for the same values of antenna

elevation, but with one terminal fixed at synchronous satellite

altitude. The methods used to develop these curves and propagation

considerations that may be important when applying the curves to

specific problems aie di.-,cussed in the atlas.

Longley and Rice (1968, ann. 1) assume that the effects of

shcrt-term or within-the-hour fading are allowed for by the required

Ssignal ratios, i. e., the (D / U )r for a particular link is the hourly

median value required in the presence of whatever short-term fading

L (undzsired transmissions included) is associated with the link.

Methods are given by Rice et al. (1967, ann. V) for (a) determining

(D/ U), in the presence of short-term fading from the ratio required

without fading2 , and (b) estimating the "long-term cumulative

distribution of instantaneous power". Hence, the allowance for short-

term fading could be included in (D/ U)r, as required by the context

here, or in (D/ U), if the methods summarized above for calculating

(D/I U), were expanded accordingly3 .

2 Rice et al. (1967, sec. V. 2) describe short-term fading by the

Nakagami-Rice distribution. To use this method an estimate of the
ratio, K, in decibels between the steady component of the received
power and the Rayleigh fading component must be made for the short-
term fading expected on the link (Norton et al., 1955b; Janes, L955).

3 Gierhart and Johnson (1967) include an allowance for the short-
term fading associated with phase-interference fading and aircraft
antenna gain variability in their estimates of available signal ratios.

13



3. 1 Interference From a Single Source

D/ U(q 7 = 0. 9) calculations based on (5) through (13) for the

single interfering source case will be illustrated in this section for

the following configuration:

(a) An aircraft receiving terminal at a height, 1-1r, of 5, 000 ft

above the surface with an antenna directivaty of 3 dB

(greater than isotropic) toward the desired station and

-1 dB toward the undesired terminal. Antenna efficiency

and transmission line loss factors are assumed to be equal

for both desired and undesired signals so that D/ U(0. 9)

at the terminals of an ideal antenna (100% radiation

efficiency) placed at the aircraft location would equal the

D/ U(0. 9) at any point in the receiver predetection system.

A WE (0. 9) -' -157 dBW at the terminals of the ideal antenna

is taken as the minimum power required for satisfactory

service in the absence of interference. This power level

is about 9 dB greater than the Johnson' s noise level

obtained from (28b) for a 6-kc noise bandwidth and

corresponds to 20-dB less than 1 4V across 50 P.

(b) A ground-based desired transmitting terminal located at

a distance, d, of 180 nm from the receiver with an antenna

height, Ht, of 50 ft above the surface. Its antenna radiates

30 dBW at a frequency f of 125 MHz and has a gain of

10 dB toward the receiver.

(c) An airborne undesired transmitting terminal at an altitude,

11t, of 30, 000 ft above the surface at a distance of 380 nm
from the receiver. Its antenna radiates 14 dBW at about

125 MHz (either cochannel or adjacent channel) and has a

2-dB gain toward the receiver.

The geometry involved is illustrated in figure 1.

14
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UNDESIRED
S TA TION
14 dBW

125 MHz

RECEIVING
AIRCRAFT

30, 000 ft

DESIRED
STATION - (Earth curvature is not shown.

30 dBWJ[ Neitber path is actually
5, 000 ft line of sight.)

H- 180 nm 380 nm

DESIRED PATH UNDESIRED PATH

Figure 1. Geometry for example in sec. 3. 1.

The effective distance d. required to calculate Y(qT) with the

Rice et al. (1967, ch. 10) model is defined as

d, d.130 dK/(dL +d,l)km when d <dL +dSl , (14a)

or

cd. 130 + dK -(d4 + d, 1 ) km when dK > dL + dj, (14b)

where

dL dLj, + dua km, (15)

and dK is the great-circle path distance in kilometers (I nm 1. 852 kin)

Smooth-earth terminal radio horizon distances dL1 and dL2 can be

obtained from figure 2. The theoretical distance d, 1 between the
radio horizons, which corresponds to a path distance (dK =dL+dl) where

diffraction and scatter fields are approximately equal over a smooth

earth with an effective earth's radius of 9000 kin, is given in figure 3

15
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as a function of frequency. Effective distance caiculations that are

applicable to this examplc can be summarized as follows:

Parameter Desired Path Undesired Path

Ht ft 50 30, 000

dI km 16.6 395.1

Hr ft 5, 000 5, 000

dL2 km 165.4 165.4

dý. dLI + dL• km 182 560.5

f MHz 125 -1-5

d . km 60.3 60.3

d, + ds, km 24Z.3 620.8

d nm 180 380

dK = 1.85Z d km 333.4 703.8

de km 221 213

Long-term variability Y(qT ) of available power about its long-

term median is a function of qT, de and f, i.e.,

Y(0. 1) = Y0 (0, 1, d.) g(O. 9, f) dB, (16a)
2. 00 Y(o. 1)

Y(0. 01) = lesser of or dB, (16b)
Ltý +Ay - Lt + 5

2. 73 Y(O. 1)
Y(0.001) = lesser of or dB, (16c)

L. + Ay - Lbrt + 5.8
3. 33 Y(0. 1)

Y(0. 0001) = lesser of or dB, (16d)
Lbn +Ay - L4r + 6

Y(0.9) = Y (0.9, d5 )9g(0.9, f) dB, (16e)

Y(0.99) = .. 28 Y(0.9) dB, (16f)

and Y(0. 999) = 2.41 Y(0.9) dB, (1 6g)

Y(0. 9999) = 2. 90 Y(0. 9) dB. (16h)

18



The relatiorsnips involving Lw have been included t4 prevent available

signal powers from exceeding levels expected from free-space levels

by unrealistic amounts.

Variabilities applicable to this exatmpie for all hours in a

contitnetal temperate climate are calculated from (16), where the

de values obtained a'ove are used to obtain YO values from figure 4

and 125 MHz is used to obtain the frequei"ry factor, g(qT, f) from

figure 5, i. e.,

Parameter Desired Undesired

qT 0.9 0. 1 (1- 0.9)

de km 221 213

YO dB -8.0 9.45

g 1.085 1.095

"Y dB Y= -8.68 Yu= 10. 348

Y2 dB2 75.34 107.08

I 4 Work in preparation by Barsis et al. (1970) indicates that the
j variability associated with air /grour- propX-gation -n a continental

temperate climate for effective distances less. than 200 km is not as

great as that predicted by the Longley and Rice (1968, fig. 1. 4)
variability model. Therefore, the all-hours continental U. S. time
block variab'lity given by equations (UI. 69) and (Ill. 70) with constants
from tables IIL 3 and 1H. 4 in the report by Rice et al. (1967) is

recommended for use with the L.. atlas (Gierhart and Johnson, 1969)
when a continental climate (all-hours) is involved. Variabilities
applicable to individual time blocks and other climate types can be
obtained from Rice et al. (1967, ann. !II, ch. 10). These variability
models do not include attenuation caused by rain which can beconme a
very important part of system design at frequencies above 6 GHz.
Rice et al. (.967, sec. 3.3) and! or Skerjanec and Samson (1970)
can be used to estimate rain attenuation.

Estimates of Lb. and variability for satellite links as a function
of takeoff or look angle (fig. A. 1) can be made using Gierhart and
"Johnson (1969, sec. 4) and Rice et al. (1967, sec. I. 2), respectively.
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Then YT is obtained from (7),

YT ( )- - Y• (0.9) + YU (0.1) - 182.42 =13.5 d3.

Lb, values from figures 6 and 7, variabilities, and (10) and

(11) are used to determine Ay values, i.e.,

Parameter Desired Undesired

Y. (0.1) dIB 9.25 9.45

g 1.095 1.095

Y(0. 11 dB 10.1 10.3

f MHz 125 -125

d nm 180 380

Lbt dB 124.9 131.4

Hr ft 5,000 5,000

Ht ft 50 30,000

Lba dB 176 175

AY dB 0 0

Then, previously obtained paramete- values are used with (8) to

calculate Wo (0.5) and W.(0. 5), i.e.,

Parameter Desired Undesired

Wt dBW 30 14

Grp dB 13 (10 +3) 1 (Z-)

L=. dB (-) 176 (-) 175

AY dB -)0 -)0

dBW -133 = WD(0.5) -160 = WU(0.5)

Since YT (0. 5) 0, D/ U(0. 5) can be obtained from (6), i. e.,

D / U(0.5) = WO(0.5) - Wu(0. 5) , (17)

and
D/ U(0. 5) = -133 + 160 = 27 dB.
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Consequently, a signal rati- of 27 dB or greater would be available

during 50% of the time. D/ U(0. 9) calculated from (6) gives

Di/U(0.9) = W0 (0. 5) - WU(0. 5) + YT(0.9) = 27 - 13.5 = 13.5 dB.

A more stringent service requirement of qT = 0. 9999 would result in

a- available signal ratio of D! U(0. 9999) = 27 - 42.7 = -15.7 dB.

The availability of service without intericrence can be checked

via (12), i.e.,

WO (0.9) = WD (0.5) + Yr (0.9) dB,

i. e.,

W0 (0.9) = -133 -8.7 = -141. 7 dBW,

which is greater than the -157 dBW required.

Either (13a) or (13b) can be used to calculate Lb(0. 9) for the

desired path; i.e., using (13a) gives

Lb(0. 9) = Wt + G - WDo(0.9) dB,
and

L.(0.9) = 30 + 13 + 141.7 = 184.7 dB,
or from (13b),

Lb(0.9) = Lbz +AY - YD(0-9) dB,
and

Lb(0.9) = 17 6 + 0 + S.7 = 18 4. 7 dB.

Note that Lb(0 9) is the loss value that is rnot exceeded 90% of the

time or is exceeded 10% of the time.

In summary, satisfactory service for qT = 0. 9 exists (a) in the

asence of undesired transrnissions, since WQ(C. 9) > -157 dlBW, and

""b) whenr the receiver noise level is neglec.ed and the reqi.ired system

is probably operating above its noise threshold (W0 is 15 dB above

-157 dBW for 90% of the time), the minimum accerptable (DI U) should

be about 13 dB (see sec. 2). In this case a 0. 5-dB decrease in (D/ U)r

would probably be more than adequate to allow for the noise contribution,

[i 25
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since the sum of two powers is only about 0. 2 dB greater than the

larger power when the two levels are 15 dB apart (see app. D).

3. Z Interference From Multiple Sources

Equations, (5) through (27) can be used to estimate D/ U(qT) when

the undesired power is made up of contributions from multiple sources.

To accomplish this either the "power convolution" methods or the "log-

normal" method5 (Norton et al., 1952) can be applied to combine the

undesired power statistics predicted for each undesired signal by using

the methods discussed above for a single undesired signal. The

"power convolution" method is more cumbersome but probably more

accurate if the signal levels are statistically independent and can be

applied in situations where intermittent transmissions are involved

(see sec. A. 2. 3). Correlation between signal levels can be included if

the "iog-normal' method is used, but the assumption of statastical

independence simplifies the method considerably. M-dian total power

levels can be estimated by a "median power sum" method (Rice et al.,

1967, sec. V. 5) in which the median und-esired power (in watts) is

approximated by the sum of the median undesired signal powers (in

watts), where the median noise power can be included, if desired.

D/ U(qT = 0.9) calculations for multiple interfering sources by

a simplified log-normal method will be illustrated in this section for the

following configuration.

(a) An aircraft receiving terminal with characteristics identical

to the one used in the example in section 3. 1. However,

s Bcth of these methods are discussed and illustrated by application

in sec. A.2. 3.

26
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three (two more) interfering stations are assumed, and the

receiving antenna gains toward these stations is taken as -1.,

-1, and + 2 dB.

(b) A ground-based desired transmitting terminal with

characteristics identical to the one used in the example in

section 3.1.

(c) Three airborne undesired transmitting term_,ials, each

with characteristics identical with those of the Terminal

used in the example in section 3. 1. Although these aircraft

are all at the same distance from the receiving aircraft,

they are not at the same bearing.

The simplified log-normal discussed and used in section A. 2. 3

assumes n statistically independent undesired powers, each with a

mean value of a W and a variance of u W2 . However, undesired powers

with unequal statistics can be considered if na and nu in (A-5) and (A-6)

a.'e taken to be the sum of individual means, Z ol , and the sum of

individual variances, Epl, respectively; i.e., the mean6 M,, and the
n

A• variance oa of the normally distributed (in dBW) total undesired power

resulting frcm n statistically independent undesired signals are given

-i i by

M c [ln(F, a,) - 1--•)2] dBW, (18)

and

CZ= c2 In{I +[ ui,(c 1 ) dB23  (19)

where In means natural logarithm and

c = 10 log e A.34294, (20)

with logarithm to base .0 indicated by log.

SMn is also the median since the mean and median of a normMlly
distributed random variable are equal.
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Although (18) and (19) are exact when (a) tMe siu -al levels are

statistically independent, and (b) the total undesired power is normally

distributed in dl3W, the process nmust be regarded as approximate,

since these conditions will probably not be completely met in practice.

If the power in dBW received from the i"h station is normally

distributed, (18) and (19) with n = 1 can be manipulated to obta,:a each

.2al and u, from the inean M, and variance c. of the normally distribution

dBW levels, i.e., *

and

. ci.24 { exp [(4•)2] -I} W2. (22)

For this special case (Crow et al., 1960, pp. 229-Z30),

*72 Y2 (qT = 0. 1587) dB" (23)

and

I Y.(qT = 0. 1) /I. ZSZ dB, (24)

where Y, is the long-term variability associated with the i' signal.

Calculations of l I s and u, S s for the three undesired stations

from (21) through (24) and the values for Yu(0. 1) and Wu(0. 5) obtained

in section 3. 1 are summarized below.

A
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Parameter Undesired Stations

I IlorZ 3

G4 dB I (Z - 1) (2 +2)

Wut(0.5) dBW -160 157

M, dBW -160 -157

M//c -36.841 -3 6. 15

Y.(0. 1) dB 10.3 10.3

dB 8.034 8.034

F / c 1.850 1.850

'atIc) 2  3.422 3.4ZZ

at W 5. 536 x 10-16 1. 104 x 10-15

a W2 3.064 x 10"31 1.2?.0 x 10-ýO

Wa 9.083 x 10"30 3.616 x 10`9

Now Zu 5.433 x 10"2 W2 andFa. = Z.212x 10-15 Ware
nn

used with (19), (24) and (18) to obtain YL(0. 1) and Wu(0. 5), i.e.,

O2+ 54.3349
c 4.891 =2.

C= 343 •2.494 = 6. 858 dB,

Yu (0.1) = (1. Z82) (6. 858) - 8.79Z dB,

w4,(0.5) = [in (Z. 1212 x 10-') - ½.494)] (4.343),

and
W.u (0.5) = -152.0 dBW.

YT and D/ U(0. 9) are obtained as before from (7) and (6):

YT (0-.9) - 4YO(0.9)+Y2(0.1) = - 475.34+77.30.= -12.4 dB,

D/U(O. 5) = WO(0.5) - Wu(0.5) = 10.3 dB,
and

D/U(0.9) = D/tU(0.5) +YT(0.9) = 10.3-1Z.4 = -2.1 dB.
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The "median power sum" method previwusly mentioned can be

used to estimate Wu(O. 5), i. e.,

Wu(0.5) o 1log • 1 0 MI/10 dBW (25)

S10log [(1 + I +2) 10"-'] = -154dBW.

This value does not agree with the -152 -dBW value obtained by

the "log-normal" method, because the "log-normal" method sums

mean powers in watts rather than median levels. Since in the Iongley

and Rice (1968, arn. 1) variability model, Y(qT), segments of two

normal distribution functions with standard deviations of about tiO.

same magritude are used to describe variability for qT < 0.5 and

qr > 0. 5, values of Wu (0. 5) obtained by the "log-normal" method are

probably more accurate. Both methods will yield similar results

when the variabilities are low, e.g., E i 10W to within 0. 5 dB

wnen • 2 d6B. When the maximum value of Y(0. 1) obtainable from

the long-term power fading model in section 3. 1 of about 16 dB

(fig. 30, d, =1 60 kin) is applicable, tue "log-normal" method will

yield Wu (0. 5) values that are larger than those obtained with the

"median power sum" method by an amount that will not exceed 1 dB

times the number of undesired sources involved. The Yu (0. 1)

resulting from use of the "log-normal" method will always be less than

the largest Y (0. 1) involved.

3.3 Interference From Noise

3.3. r Description of the Noise Enironment

Adequate descriptd'm of the noise environment in which a

communication system operates mu.st be known in order to predict

system perfo-rnaance. Certain variations of atmospheric noise power

30



Iwith time of day, season, frequency, and geographic location do have

systematic trends. However, other variations, such as day-to-day

leve!s of atmospheric noise with,,n a given hour and the short-term

distributions of man-made noise, do not follow well-defined trends

•and must be described statistically (Disney and Spaulding, 1968).

No single parameter of the noise environnent will provide a completely

adequate description, but it is meaningful to select one parameter (or

use in predicting system performance. The average noise power

density is generally the most helpful and convenient to use for this

purpose and is used exclusively in this report to present both noise

measurements and to compute systern requirements.I Of primary importance in system design and evaluation is the

available noise power density at a receiving te• minal in the system. This

power density is conveniently expressed as a noise factor, referred to

the noise power density available at the terminals of a lossless antenxia.

This factor is defined as

P r T a
kf. T B1 - (26)

where

p, = noise power available from an equivalent lossless anterna in

the bandwidth B, in W,

'k = Boltzrnant s constant = 1. 38 .- 10 3 joules/°K,

To -the reference temperature in 'K, taken as 2880 K (after Norton,

1953),

- B = effective receiver noise bandwidth in Hz (footnote 10, sec.
4. 2, 3), and

T= antenna noise temperature in "K (in the presence of external
noise).

From (26), it is apparent that fL is easily related to either noise power

I in a given bandwidth or to antenna temperature due to external noise.
3
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Ilote zhat both f. and T. are independent of banclwidth, since p. is

proportional to bandwidth, as is the reference power (k T. B") in (Z6).

SThe quantity k T: B . is com m only know n as Johnson noise pow er in

W, in the bandwidth B It can be expressed in terms oi a power

density as

pj = kT. = ].38x 10-"3 x 288 °K

= 397.44 x 10"-2 W/Hz, (27)

or in dB as

P= 0 log pj = -230+26

= -204 dB relative to 1 W/ Hz , (28a)

or in terms of total Johnson noise power (reference power) as

Pr = Pi + 10log B,

= -204 + 10 log Bj dBW, (Z2b)

where B, is the noise bandwidth in Hz.

The antenna noise Lactor of (26) can be similarly expressed in

dB/kT. B, as'

F, =Pa - P-

= PT + 204 - 10 log B. dB/kTo B,, (29)

where

PO = 10 log p, dBW.

Measured values of the antenna noise figure F. for various noise sour',:es,

both terrestrial and man-made, are shown in figures 8 and 9. The

curves represent median values of the noise power and are currently

the best available estimates of both atmospheric and man-made noise

7 dB/k T. Bn is used to denote dB relative to k To B. throughout
this report.
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I levels. They include recent measurements made by the Lkstitute for

: Telecommunication Sciences (ITS). A more complete aualysi3 C'

the distribution in amplitude and time of these noise sources is given

by Disney and S-aulding (1970). The distribution of noise power

density levels about the median values in figure 8 are given in the

following table. Dispersion of the data at the higher frcquencies in

figure 9 is not available at this time,

NWise Classification Fre. Range (M•Hz) rms Deviation (dB)

Urban 1-10 3
10-500 ±6

Suburban 1-10 ±4
20-500 8 8

Rural 1-10 ±6S Z20-900+ Z. 5

it should be noted that the above deviations are ior the average power

- values for each location and frequency, and not the instantaneous ie

variations which would be much larger than the values shown.

The recommendations of CCIR for the maximum allowable inter-
fering satellite signal at a terrestrial station have been plotted in figure

9 for both an isotropic antenna and one of 20-dB gain. The recommenda-

tion is made in power flux. density units in a 4-kHz bandwidth, which has
been converted to F. in dB/k To Bn for figure 9. (See sec. 3.3.3.)
These recommended values are given for comparison with typical

receiving system threshold and noise interference levels in the 1-to-

S10-GHz frequency range.

I To determine the median noise power level (F.) from figures

8 and 9, the highest noise curve appropriate to the system usually

dominates. For example, in figure 9, a terrestrial radio relay

receiving system operating at 4 GHz would correspond to the curve

marked "Commercial Receiving System", (F.. = 6.5 dB/k T. B,),

i3
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whereas at. 2 GHz in an Lrban envirounent nian-niade radi3 ue-se would

be expocted to domiz-te ( 1.5 dB/kT, Bt)----

The foillj-ihig paragraph fro-n-JTAC (1963) sammaiizeb the

Oescripz•ox o0 exý-cted hoise power from vokriou.4 sources.

"T7.- predmrninant noise source varies with fz- uency, -in azeas

Srelatively -ree mrnan-,made ioise, atrnspheric noise dominates for

a high pei-cent.ae of time at fit,•quenc'es below Ž0 1•1.z, and galac-tic

S- - sorrces -drn-inate from 20 MHz io the iirequency aL wrhich the noise

w~thix -the receiver becomei6 important. - This can be expectr.d to - [
Occur between 100 and 500 M1Mz, depending upon the qu ality of the first

sz.gcs of the receiver. In artias of high man-made noise, it iz likely - -

.tlcs• -uintended rvd'ations wil dominate over a large important

*• - - segment of the uw.ifle frequency spectrum. '•. g., a'0 MHz to 1000 M-z.
It Is likely that the unintended readiations from -lectric powei* trans-

mrssion and use will dominate below 10 M11z and radiation3-from

motor vehicles will-dominate above 20 MJIz"." In addition, at 10 GHz,

the sky brightnes s temperato're begins to dor-niate, particulaily at

-g -antenna elevation angles below 10 .

The spectrum between 1 and 10 GHz is particularly attractive

to the establishment of satellite communication ifrequencies, as a "noise

window" exists between galactic noise (below I GtHz) and sky brightness

temperature (above 10 GHz). The noise at the upper limit varies wirh

the elevation angle of the antenna above the earth' s horizon and depends

on atmospheric gases and precipitation within the antenna bandwidth.

Extensive studies have been made to determine the proliferation

af unintended man-made noise. A survey of published and gathered data

describing unintentionally generated man-made VHF/ OHF noise has

been made by Skomdl (1965). Measurements have been carried out at

ground level, from aircraft, on and above rural and urben areas.
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Of particular interes ar t those made by Buehler et a]. (1968) above

Seattl4, a• 000 ft, at 137 MI-Iz. )ýigure 10 shows *. • increase in noise

- power lexv~l above thne-centra; area which agrees in general with those

-skBOwn in- figure 1-`or "Man-Made Urban (Downtown VWashington)".

Figure 8 indicates a -1,ve.1 of 30 dB at street level.

The increase of noise with altitude is illustrated in figures 11

-and 12. Because of the larger nei-bbr of noise sources visible with

--higher altitude: the uoise le',el also increases. Typical results at

altitudes above -the 10, 000 ft -shown in figure 11 are indicated in figure

S 12. These curve.- were adapted from a noise contour figure (BuAIh-

and Lunden, 1966) for I MHz above the la-rd side of Seattle.

As shown, the noise level increases with higher altitude until4 60, 090 ft is reached. At b0, 000 and 80i 000 fi, at distances beyoni!

25 s{zý fnm the Seattlt eo1?e a.ea, it remains •o:etant, while within

25 sin it decreases with increasizg ei.cvstion. At 10 sm we se - a Irop

in txe noise level of Z dB/ k T B-1 when elevation is changed from

40, 000 to 66,000 ft. and an additional loss of 2. -SdBi k T0 B. between

60, 000 and 80, 000 ft.

The dotted line tetween 0 and 10 sm in figure 1Z is taken irom

a figure given by Bu'4iler and Lunden (1966) showing high noise levels

within a 1 -srn radius nf the city core at 50GO ft. Another paper of

interest ;s by Ploussious (1968). who rnade measurements at Z26. Z,

305.5, and 369. Z MHz over Boston, New York, Baltimore, Philadelphia,

and Miami to determine the characteristics of city noise and its effect

on UHF. The magnitude of power density ibove these cities was

computed to be 3 x 10-19 to 1 x 10-"' W/ m2 -Hz (denoting power flux

density per Hz). Using Spaulding' s (1969) method, we converted these

values to F, (dB/k T. B.) where

Ea E 2

1Z0T 377 ' (30)
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and

P= power flux density in WIms - Hz,

Er= signal flux density in V/m - Hz.

Solving (30) for E,, we have E, in a range between 3.35 and 1. 94 uV/m -

10 kHz. Converting these values to F, gives

F& =E -Z0 log fp,2 - I0 log B+95.5, (31)
d8

where E. = rms field strength for a bandwidth B. in dB above %/71m,
d8

fm, = frequency in MHz,

B3= effective noise bandwidth in Hz (10 kHz for this example),

aind

Fe = Z0 log 1. 94 - ZO log 250 - 10 log 104 +95.5

= 20 (0. 2871) - 20 (2. 3974) - 10(4) + 95. 5

= 13. 3 dB/kTrBu.

Converting 3 x 1013 W/rm2 -Hz to F, results in F = 18.05 dB/

kTo BU. This gives us an F. range of 13.3 to 18.05 dB/kT0 B, as an

estimate of noise encountered at 250 M.Eiz over these cities. This

estimate is based on measurements made at aircraft altitudes above

5000 ft. Below 5000 ft the identification of individual noise sources was

sometimes possible.

It has become common practice in some of the literature to

refer to external or antenna noise temperature rather than a noise

factor. The relationship between these two terms is given by (26)

and can be written

Ta = faTO V (3Z)

where T. is again the reference temperature, usually taken as 288 *K.

A convenient logarithmic curve for converting f, to F. (in dBI k T0 Bj)
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S.and either of the terms f. or F. to antenna temperature T, is given

in figure 13. Examples of the use of this curve are as follows:

(a) Given: f. = 10O. Desired: F,.

Procedure: Enter the horizontal scale for f. = 102

and read the vertical scale for F. = +20 dB/KToB..

* (b) Given: F, =-20 dB. Desired: f,.

Procedure: Enter the vertical scale for F, = -20 dB and

read the equivalent value of f. = 10-2 = 0. 01

on the horizontal.

(c) Given: F= 20 dB. Desired: Ta.

Procedure: Enter the vertical scale for F. -20 dB an-3

I read the corresponding value of T. /To as

1072. Thus, T. = 10-2 To = Z.88 0 K.

I ~(d) Given: f. =0. 1. Desired: Ta.

: Procedure: Based on (32)

STa = fa T, = 0.1 x 288°K = 28.8°K.

3.3.2 Determination of System Operating Thresholds

For communication systems whose performance is noise limited,

I• the operating system threshold can be estimated from the gross noise

characteristics presented in the previous section ana from the noise

factors of the elements of the receivirng system. The general definition

of noise fa.ctor (Friis, 1944) is given as the ratio of the S/N ratio at the

input to the S1 N ratio at the output of a linear device. This factor can

be written for any general network as

f SO/NO = kTo B,,G (33)
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where S, available input signal power, N. = available input noise

power (k To Bj), S,- = available output signal power, N0 = available :utput

noise power, G, = gain of the device (G0 = S, / S.), and the factor

k To B, is that defined previously for Johnson noise.

It is important to note here that "available power" refers to the

power that would be delivered to a matched impedance. in other words,

the above definitions do not account for an impedance mismatch effect

that may exist between linear devices combined in tandem. This will

[ be noted later in the discuesion of system operating threshold.

t From (33) we see that the noise factor is equivalently defined

as the ratio of the noise power output of the device to the noise power

1 { that would be availabl.e if the device merely amplified the thermal

noise of the source. This can be expressed as

kToBG,÷ AN AN
f=kToB = kTBG+ (34)

where AN is the internal noise introduced by the device or network.
The internal noise can also be related directly to au effective noise

temperature from (34) as

kTBC T
f TBI+ + T--L (35)
kTo B.G. To

where T. is defined as the effective noise temperature, or the tempera-

ture at the input of the device that would account for the internal noise

AN. The effective noise temperature should not be confused with an

actual physical noise temperature, as they are not necessarily the

same. The effective temperature is more useful in engineering
practice since it entails the loss or gain factors of the device by

definition. Quite frequently, a receiver or other device is evaluated
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in terms of effective noise temperature rather than a noise factor or

figure-. Thus, from (35) we obtain for a device having self-noise

the following relationship between noise factor and effective noise

temperature:

To = To. (36)

We see from (34) that an ideal device (one having no self-noise) is

represented by an f. = 1, or an equivalent effective noise temperature

of T. = 0 *K from (36). A noise figure (see foctnote) for a linear

device is given by

FU = 10 log f" dB, (37)

and for the above ideal device, F. = 0 dB. A noise figure for a

receiver given as 6 dB would thus correspond to a noise factor of

fr = 4 and an effective noise temperature T. = (f-1) 288 = 864*K.

A chart useful in converting from one to another of the above

noise terms is shown in figure 14. The true conversion curve between

noise factor and effective noise temperature is based on (36) in which

the noise factor f appears. It is at times desirable to convert from

noise figure in dB directly to effective temperature without the necessity

of first converting back to a noise factor. An approximate metý:- 'd for

this conversion has been given by McCurley and Blake (1961) as

T 8 (approx.) = 600 Pn K ,(38)

S "Noise factor" and "noise figure" are not ,,ell defined or standardized

in the literature, in this report the term "noise factor" will be used
to denote a ratio quantity, and "noise figure" will denote the logarithmic
conversion of a noise facto: to dB.

4
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where FiN is the noise figure in dB. A plot of this relationship is shown

in the dotted carve in figure 14 and is seen to be valid for noise figures

of 3 dB or less.

It is important to recognize in the above discussion a fundamental

diflerence between the definition of antenna noise factor f. in (26) and

the later definition used for the noise factor of a linear device or net-

work in (34) and (35). The antenna noise factor used in this report is

based upon the consideration of the noise output from an equivalent

lossless antenna in the presence of external noise only, and with no

internal noise. This definition permits a direct relationship between

the measured external noise powers in figures 8 and 9. Thus these

external noise source levels are expressed directly in terms of the

antenna noise figure F.. In contrast, the definition of the noise factor

for other networks or devices are based upon a consideration of the

available input noise plus self-noise contributed by the network or

device. This fundamental difference leads to the two separate

relationships for equivalent noise temperature in figures 13 and 14.

Note also that the two definitions are equivalent when the network or

device under consideration has no self-noise (f.--1).

These two basic definitions have been found most convenient

j to apply to system design and analysis problems. North (194Z)

originally defined an operating noise factor that characterizes the noise

performance of an entire receiving system in contrast to the noise factor

of a receiver alone. Norton (1953) gave a more general expression for

this factor and designated it as an effective system noise factor, based

upon the element noise factors defined above. The effective system noise

factor concept makes appropriate allowance for the external noise

received by the antenna as well as the receiver noise and accounts for

the effects of losses in the antenna circuit and transmission line.
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As noted previously, the noise factor definitions given in this

section are based upon "available" power or "effective" temperature

considerations. Norton(1953, 19b2) has shown that the noise figure for

a network can also be written as

+ (41, Tn (9= +(•,-)To

where Vt =the loss factor for the network = S /So 1, and T" is the

absolute temperature of the network or device. Applying (39) to the

equation for several networks in tandem derived by Friis (1944),

Norton gives the following genev.al expression for an effective system

noise factor:?

T To

The parameters in this expreesion are as noted in the illustration of

the network in figure 15. In this manner, the total receiving system
noise factor is dependent upon the external noise described in the

effective (lossless) antenna noise factor f., the receiver noise factor

fro and the associated losses in the actual antenna circuit (Lt) and the
transmission line (Ctt). It can be shown that, if we assume the antenna

circuit and transmission line temperatures to be the same and equal

to the reference temperature, To, (40) can be simplified to

f. = fa - I + f(Iftfr ,(41)

since from (39) we see that for T• = T0 the network factor f .

The assumptions used to arrive at the simplified expression (41) under

SThis expression is for a system containing a receiver wi;th single
response. For a more general expression applicable to a receiver
with significant image or other responses, see Norton (1953).
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most operating conditions will cause less than 1 -dB error (Disney and

Spaulding, 1970), A complete development leading to (40) and (11) can

also be found in a report by Barsis et al. (1961, app. III).

As an example of the application of the system noise factor

concept, the following operating noise threshold calculation is made

for a receiver operating in a rural environment:

(1) System parameters

Frequency: 125 MHz

Receiver bandwidth: 30 kHz
i• Antenna: isotropic (G, = 0 rIB)

SNoise factor: fr = 3.16 (5 dB)

J Antenna circuit losses = I dB (f = 1. Z6)

Transmission line losses = 1 dB (ft = 1. 26)

(2) Johnson noise power per unit bandwidth

From (Z8a),

Pj = kT. = -204 dB relative to IW/Hz

(3) System noise factor

From (41),

and from figure 8, we find that man-made rural median

noise power at 125 MHz is approximately 15 dB above

kTOB.. Converting this value to equivalent noise factor

from figure 13, we have f, = 31.6. Then,

f = 31. 6 -l +(1. Z 6 x l. Z 6 x 3.1 6 )

= 31.6- 1 +5.02 = 35.62.
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Again, using figure 13, we obtain

FS = 15.5 dB,

which is equivalent to a system noise temperature of

To = 35.62xZ88°K = 10,259°K.

(4) System noise power density

Combining the result for F. in step (3) with the Johnson

noise power in step (2), we find the system noise power

density to be

P" = P4 + F0

= -204+ 15.5

= -188 dB relative to 1 W/Hz

(5) Total system noise power

In the receiver (with an equivalent noise power bandwidth

of 30 -kHz), the total system noise power is fcund from

step (4) to be

Pr = P, + 10 logB,

= -188.5+10log 30x 103

= -l11. 5 + 44.7

= -143.8 dBW in 30 kHz bandwidth.

The above value of PT is the operating threshold for the system

and represents the total available noise power in the receiver in the

specified rural environment.

In svch systems as the conventional A TC communication net-

work, there will frequently be undesired signals, in addition to the

noise power, at the receiver input terminals. These interfering signals

can be accounted for in terms of additional undesired power combined
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I wibh the noise power to determine a new operating threshold. For

example, assume a cochannel signal irom a satellite FM emission at

the terminals of the example terrestrial receiver above. If this

il is of the same power level as the noist. threshold, the total

noise plus interference power will result in a new threshold level:

P= -143.8 +3 = -140.8 dDW in 30-kHz bandwidth.

Note from figure D-1 in appendix D that two signals of equal power

combine to a total power 3 dB higher than &he level of either individual

signal. Also from figure D-1, we see that if an iit,.rfering signal

I is at least 6 dB lower than the noise threshold, the threshold level

will increase by less than I dB3.

3.3.3 Noise and/or Signal Power Flux Density

• Both noise and signal levels are sometimes expressed in units

of flux density i. e., a power level per square meter of area. Thus, ifB desired, the above sample calculations can be converted to power flux

density in the following manner:

Power flux density = - WI m 2  (42)
A4

where PS is the. total power in W and A. is the effective area of the

antenna in square meters given by

A&=g.X 2 /4n 4-a , (43)

where gr = the antenna gain relative to isotropic, and

1X = wavelength of operating frequency in meters.
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Thus, PTF (total system noise power flux density) for the example

system in step (4) above becomes (in dB)

PTF = P, - 10 log A,

= -143.8 - (-3.4)

= -140.4 dB relative to 1 W/m 2

in 30 kHz.

It is generally more straightforward and less cumbersome in system

analysis to work in basic power units and with the concept of trans -

mission loss rather than in the flux density units. However, the latter

are useful in the analysis of satellite systems because of a current CCIR

(1967) recommendation. For example, CCIR Recommendation 358-1

specifies the maximum allowable satellite signal received on the earth' s

surface for microwave systems with directional antennas as

P,= -152+1- ] dB relative to I W/m' (4,4)
in a 4-kHz bandwidth,

where y is the look angle of the terrestrial receiver antenna toward the

satellite in degrees. Thus the factor y/15 permits an increase in flux

density of 6 dB directly under the satellite because of the directive

antenna. In the terrestrial ATO network, the antennas are generally

isotropic, and the allowance for directivity in this case is not

practical. To illustrate comnputations where power flux density units
are used, however, we shall for the sake of example take the basic

nondirective value given in (44). The basic -152 dB power flux density

level given for a 4-kHz bandwidth can be converted to a 30-kHz band-

width power level as follows:
p 30

PM +(-3.4) + 1 log [ 3]

- -152 -3.4 +8.75

= -146. 65 dBW in 30-kHz bandwidth.
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In this case, a satellite terminal in the ATC system that does not exceed

the basic ievel of (44) would produce the above interfering signal level

at the terrestrial receiver. From step (5) in section 3. 3. 2, the system

noise threshold war found to be -143. 8 dBW in the 30-kHz bandwidth.

The difference between the noise threshold and the unde sired satellite

signal is Z. 85 dBW. Entering this difference into figure D. 1, we find

a 1. 8-dB increase in system threshold. Thus the new threshold becomes

P, = -143.8 + 1.8 = -142 dBW in 30 kHz

This value can be used with an appropriate protection ratio to establish

the required level for a desired signal into the example receiver with

*. a 30-kHz bandwidth.

3.3.4 Signal-to-Noise Ratio Notations] In the literature, the definitions applied to S/ N are quite

Svaried, and it is often diificult to compare systerr -erformance

i- characteristics directly because of these variations. In this section

we shall comment briefly on a few of the more common notations and

the relationship between them where applicable.

Perhaps the most prevalent definition is the straightforward

ratio of total signal power to total noise power in a specified common

bandwidth, where the mean or average power of the signal and noise

- fluctuations -s usually implied. It is, however, sometimes more

convenient to relate peak power values or peak envelope power (PEP).
Such ratios should be clearly defined by the author and designated by
appropriate use of subscripts or other distinguishing notation. It is

also common practice to note carrier -to-noise ratios (C/ N) and other

quantities, such as D/ U signal ratios. The signal and roise parameters

involved in these ratios are clearly implied by the notation, but the actual

power level (average, peak, etc.) is subject to the same variation as in

S/N notations.
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A common variation in notation is to designate a S1 N density

ratio, pe-rhaps denoted as S1 N,, which is total signal power to noise

power density N, (noise power per Hz bandwidtq). This particular

notation is convenient for comparing performance characteristics

of several different systems in which the required bandwidth may be

quite different. For example, see the systems compa'-'ison in figure Z7.

For ratios specified in this manner, the total noise power is obtained

by multiplying the noise density term N, by the appropriate bandwidth

B. Thus, S/N can be expressed as

S S
S S (45)

and in dB form as

F(N) d-( I)10 log B, (46)(IR W d.B "

For example, if (SI Nw) dB = 50 dB for a system having a 10-kHz band-

width, the equivalent (S/ N)dB is

N dB = 50 - 10 log 10'

= 50-40 = 10 dB.

Another notation often used, partic'alarly in multichannel voice

communication systems, is one that specifies the noise or interference

power in a 4-kHz bandwidth. Conversion of such ratios can be made in

a similar manner as indicated above, or related to some other band-

width with certain restrictions. If conversion is made to a wider band-

width than that specified in the original ratio, a simple bandwidth-ratio

conversion is usually made. A simple bandwidth conversion is strictly

true under the assumption that the noise power is uniformik distributed

over the bandwidth of interest.
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As an example, let S/ N0 denote an S1 N where N. is specified

as the noise power in a channel of 4-kHz bandwidth (B, = 4 kHz). Then

S S-- x 4000, (47)
Nw N,

or in dB

dBS=)dd + 10 log (4 x 103)

s N + 36. (48)S~dB

Also, SI N, can be converted to S/ N for some other bandwidth B as

follows (under the assumption made above):

=-(I x 4000) • (49)N N1

Sor in dB'S
( dB dB(N B+36- 0 log B. (50)

In dealing with multichannel systems, a number of noise and

I signal power level terms are encountered, which are however, beyond

it the scope of this report Many of them are referenced to a certain

weighting term, such as FL, C, or CCIF psophometric. When these

weights are indicated - (usually by an appropriate notation with lower

case letters a, c, and p respectively) - they refer to a particular

weighting or spectral shaping function applied to the voice frequency

spectrum. For illustr.-tion purposes, the characteristic shaps of these

weighting functions are shown in figure 16 (Oliver, 1964).
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4. DETERMINATION OF REQUIRED SIGNAL RATIOS

4. 1 Discussion

As noted in section 2, the required signal power at the input

terminals of a receiver in a communication system depends on the

required grade-of-service (g,) established for the system. In this

section we shall discuss the methods of measuri-ig the grade of service

for a voice communication system and other forms of information trans -

mission and to relate this parameter to the required signal ratios for

satisfactory system performance. Emphasis will be placed on the grade

of service required for voice comnmunication circuits, since this is of

prime concern to the present ATC communication system. However,

digital modulation and transmission systems will be treated briefly, as

they are also important to the ATC system. Determination of both the

grade of service and required signal ratios is based on laboratory

measurements, theoretical considerations, and overall system
performance analysis. '

Determining the required g, in radio communications is generally

not a simple or straightforward process, because it is dependent in

turn on many other factors and system parameters. Also, grade of

service should not be viewed as an absolute measure, since in an

operating system it will be variable; at times the act,.1 grade of service

~ provided will perhaps exceed the one established as a minimum required

for the. system, and at other times, due to propagation anomalies and

unexpected interference, it will fall shor- of the established minimum.

Therefore, in system design or analysis, the most general procedure

is to determine a minimuinz acceptable grade of service under static

or median conditions and to allow for the expected propagation or

interference in the specification of other system parameters, such as

transmitter power. For example, if a required D/ U(g,) has been
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deterrnined for a communication system based on median values of

transmission loss in the propagation medium and it is known with

some degree of certainty that the system will be subject to normal

fading on the order of 6 dB about the median, the power budget can

be increased by 6 dB to provide a compensating fade margin. The

transmit'tr p-,wer can then be increased, the antenna system gain

improved, the path length reduced, or a combination of such alternatives

applied to alter the power budget appropriately. Examples of these

design procedures are given in section 5 of this report.

The required grade of service for a voice communication

system should ultimately be established in accordance with the

requirements of the system user. In other words, the performance

of these systems should be evaluated so that the m-easure used is

indicative of the performance that would be ascribed by the system

users in subjective performance tests. To counteract these arduous

and time-consuming tests, a well-defined and reasonably well-

established cbjective performance rating based on an articulation index

(AI) has been devised (French and Steinberg, 1947; Kryter,

1962; Kryter and Ball, 1964), and found to be quite useful in voice

3ystem evaluations (Busch, 1969). The AI is a qum ntitative measure

calculated from S1 N averaged over 20 specified frequency bands in the

voice spectrum and has been shown to be well correlated with

subjective intelligibility ratings. The: latter should perhaps be used as

an absolute standard for voice circuit performance, based on

established test procedures and word lists, such as the "modified

rhyme test" (MRT), (House et al., 1963; House, 1'V5) phoneticslly

balanced (PB) words, or messages typical of the system use. A

secondary standard more readily applied for objective evaluation can

be formulated from the AI performance technique.
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The required grade of service for a digital transmission system

is generally based upon the acceptable error performance of the system.

There are two principal measures of error performance encountered in

the literature, both of which are defined as error rates or percentage

of error. One is based on bit (binary digit) errors (i. e., the straight-

forward errors in a binary bit stream) and the other on character

errors. The latter refers generally to a coded system, in which a

character is composed of a bit sequence that defines a unique code

word or message. In these cases, the character error rate is more

important than the bit error rate, as it is often possible with coding

technirues (including error correcting codes) to correctly identify

a character received with a number of bit errors occurring within

the transmission. Error rates considered in this report are restricted

to bit rates in an uncoded binary stream.

The theoretical performance analysi, of communication systems
is fundamentally based on such quantities as S/ N or carrier -to-noise

(S0 IN) power ratios at various points in the system. For example, the
performance of various modulat-on detection processes are

characterized in terms of their SIN out.put to S! N input properties

in much the same manner that noise factors were defined in section 3.

On the other hand, system performance measurements such as those
presented later in this section and in appendix C have been based on

D/ U at the input terminals of the receiver. The balance of thij section

is devoted to determining the relationship between these characterizations,

their dependence upon other system parar-Leters: and the specification

of the required D/ U in the analysis of overall system performance.

Both measured quantities and those calculated from theoretical aspects

are used. Fundamental characteristics of the modulation processes

are included when they are used in the examples. For a more complete
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summary of these characteristics the reader is referred to appendix B

and to Hubbard et al. (1970).

4. 2 System Parameters

Many parameters in a radio communication system affect the

performance of that system. Some of these are of course under the

direct control of the system designer; others, such as propagation

and interference anomolies, are not. In contending with the latter, the

designer can only be as cognizant as possible of their probability of

occurrence and to assess their degradation of the system performance.

In this section, we shall consider the most important system para-

meters necessary for determining the required signal ratios.

4. 2. 1 Grade of Service for Voice Systems

Several studies have been devoted to intelligibility testing ol

voice communication systems to determine grades of service obtained

with varying degrees of noise interference. The basic tests used have

included those mentioned previously, such as MRT, PB words, and

sentence. A summary of typical results is shown in figure 17, which

indicates that a higher degree of intelligibility for sentence tests is

obtained at a lower articulation index than for other test vocabularies.

The primary reason for this is the redundancy of the language; the

listener can usually properly receive the message in a sentence even

if several words are missed or not understood. However, if the

sentence contains detailed or specific information (such as a numerical

value) that cannot be anticipated or associated with some other element

of the sentence, intelligibility is significantly reduced when this

information is lost. A comparison of the performance characteristics

obtained when rhyme tests cor nonsense syllables and sentence

vocabulary tests are used is shown in figure 17. In the former there is
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no message redundancy or word association to imply a missing message

element.

Phonetically balanced words are a group of test words that have

essentially the same number of phonetic sounds (phonernes) in each.

In nonsense syllable tests (as in fig. 17), a test vocabulary of meaning-

less monosyllabic sounds composed of consonant-vowel-consonant

form is used. Since they are meaningless sounds, the test listener

is unable to guess the ce-rect sound from either association or

familiarity. In consonantal rhyming tests, a vocabulary of words that

rhyme in either the final or initial consonat (such as meat - beat, or

bat - back respectively) are used, generally composed of the consonant -

vowel - consonant form. The MRT is of this type, but differs in test

administration and evaluation procedures (House et al., 1963).

Intelligibility testing can result in wide variability. For

example, Akima et al. (1969) have compared the results of a PB word

test obtained in several investigations of AM/ DSB systems. These

results are shown in figure 18, in which we see that the results are

spread over a range as wide as 20 to 12 dB for a given articulation

score. A number of variables can account for the spread in these

data; the training and experience of both the talkers and the listening

panel may be aAte different, the modulation and level settings may

vary, and the environmental conditions, such as ambient background

noise, may differ greatly. If well-trained and well-chosen teams of

talkers and list#eners are used, results can be very reliable

(Stuckey, 1963) when other conditions are well specified and controlled.

To provide some insight into both present and future ATC voice

circuit requirements, a series of subjective and objective tests

relevant to the ATC system have been performed (Hubbard and Glen,
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1968). These tests were performed for both an AM-DSB end an FM

VHF voice circuit in a laboratory system configuration under the

following conditions:

AM-DSB FM

Receiver Type TMR-5 TMIR-5

(Manufactured by Defense Electronics, Inc.)

Noise figure 5 dB 5 dB

3 dB bandwidth 20 kHz Z0 kHz

Modulation 100% (voice peak) 5-kHz peak deviation

Desired IF level -33 dBm -35 dBm

Equivalent RF level * -107 dBm -105 dBm

Test frequency 10 MHz IF 10 MHz IF

Output bandwidth 10 kHz i0 kI-z

Undesired signal Broadband Gaussian Noise

*(see app. C, fig. C. 35)

The analysis details of these tests are discussed in the above report,

and will not be repeated ',ere. A typical library of enroute ATC

messages was used in one subjective test, and a more standard IVMRT

word list was also used. An objective measurement under the same

interference conditions was performed with the "speech communication

index meter" (SCIM) (Kryter and Ball, 1964). The SCI is a measured

index very closely related to the AL.

Thirty FAA controllers from the National Aviation Facilities

Experimental Center (NAFEC) who are experienced in the ATC

communication system were used as listeners. Evaluation o. these

data enabled us to measure grades of service as determined by system

users and to relate them directly to a range of S/ N values at the input
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to tbte receiver. These tests were made under conditions of wideband

noise interference to the desired signals, as this is anticipated to be the

worst situation for noncoherent formr of interference. Additional

objective test.3 presented in this report (app. C), and the reports

by Hubbard and Glen (1968) and 0 Brien and Busch (1969) largely

verify this a•ssumption for the cochannel tests. Some forms of

coherent interference in the cochataiel configuration can be more

detrimental to performance; an example is the audible beat-frequency

interference between channel carriers as shown in figure C. 19,

appendix C.

Overall performance characteristics derived from wideband

noise interference tests with MRT words and ATC messages are

presented in figures 19 and Z0. The MRT and ATC message

evaluations and the SCI data from the associated objective tests are

included. Figure 19 shows the results of the AM tests, and figure 20

shows similar data for FM tests. The curves in these figures a:e

plotted for the sample means, and the calculated standard deviation

for each data point is indicated. As the performance curves approach

100% intelligibility leveL, the standard deviation becomes quite small,

indicating more confidence in message interpretation with increasing

SIN values. It is of inWerest that the MRT test for the AM system

in figure 19 agrees quite well with the results obtained by Lick'ader

and Goffard (1947), shown in figure 18, when S, / Nw is converted to

S/N for a Z0-kHz bandwidth (see sec. 3.3.4).

The air traffic controller' s, ability to read typical ATC

I messages intelligibly with relatively high noise interference is evident

from a comparison of the step-function character of the ATC

performance curves with those derived from the standard MRT tests.

I • Because of the s-nall ATC vocabulary, interdependence of words,
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redundant message characteristics, context in which an ATC message

may be given, and the controller' s training, the evaluators were able

to correctly identify the ATC messages more easily than the

noninterdependent MRT words subjected to the same interference.

Kryter and Ball (1964) have shown the close realtionship

between SCI scores and Al, which in turn is related to speech

intelligibility, as indicated by the curves in figure 17.

Similar transfer relationships between tfhe subjective ATC and

MRT tests and the objective SCI have been derived fron the data

in figures 19 and 20. Figure Zl shows the intelligibility evaluated

by the ATO controllerst panel versus the SCI scores for the AM system,
and figure 22 presents similar characteristics for the FM system.

Note that slightly higher subjective intelligibility was obtained at a

given SCI value for AM than FM. The reason for this is unknown, but

perhaps again indicates the controllers' experience in the conventional

AM ATC system.

Because of the statistical uncertainty of the subjective data

and the highly e%.,erienced listening panel used for deriving figures 21

and 22, care must be taken in application of these curves. They show, 4

for example, that a SCI Ž 0.4 will generally result in 100% ATC message

intelligibility when the ATC personnel are experienced. However, the

ATC communication system must accemodate less experienced personnel

as well (such as the aircraft pilot in a noisy ambient environment),

working in the commercial, military, and general aviation fields.

The required grade of service for such personnel should not be

directly inferred from the curves in figures 21 and 22. TheirV

requirements may be more nearly those indicated by figure 17, or an

SCI 2 0. 85 for a high percentage of intelligibility as suggested by

01 Brien and Busch (1969).
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The characteristics presented ini this section will form a basis

for establishing the required grade of service in the ATC voice

communication channel.. They are used in later examples for

determining the required signal ratios and in assessing the perform-

ance of several possible channel configurations for the ATC system.

4. Z. 2 Grade :-f Service for Digital Systems

Two aspects for grade of service in a digital communication

system must be considered, depending upon the application of the

system. If digital techniques are used for transmission of data

signals and reception is in a digital mode, the grade of service is

based entirely on the error performance as mentioned previously.

When the digital system is used to transmit analog and/ or voice

signals, as in pulse code modulation (PCMI or delta modulation (DM)

schemes, the grade of service will again be based upon S/ N cndi or

intelligibility.

Only the binary error performance of frequency-shift keying

(FSK) and phase-shift keying (PSK), the two most widely used digital

transmission fozms, will be considered. However, on-off amplitude

shift keying (ASK) is also noted, as it may be of benefit to ATC syvtems.

The fundamental error performance characteristics of these systems

are illustrated in figure 23. The optimum threshold characteristics

of the on-off ASK system can be shown to be the same as those for the

noncoherent FSK system (Stein and Jones, 1967). The advantage of

ASK is that, compared with FSK, a reduced transmission bandwidth is

1 required. However, ASK on-off systems are threshold dependent and

perform poorly in fPding transmission channels. From figure 23, we

I see that the grade of service in terms of error performance depends

or the type of transmission and detection used. For example, if system
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performance requires a probability of error of 10-3 o- less, a non-

coherent FSK system will require approximately 4. 5 dB higher S1 N

than for a coherent PSK.

The performance curves in figure 23 are based upon steady

signal conditions and thus represent optimum expected performance.

Fading conditions withir. the transmission channel must be taken into

account to specify the required SIN to provide the required grade of

service. An F.pproximate degradation of performance can be given

for the typical slow, Rayleigh fading chamnel (Schwartz et al., 1966).

For this faciing condition and SIN >> », the probability of error (P.) is

found to be inversely proportional to S1 N. :t can be stated as follows:

P. 1/1p for noncoherent FSK, (51a)

P0  I/ 2 p for coherent FSK and DPSK, (51b)
and

P. I//4p for PSK, (51c)

where p is the input SIN ratio. This characteristic for fading conditions

results in the requirement that a 1-0 dB increase in S/N is required for

every decade improvement in P. as compared to an approximate 1 -dB

increase at high SI N for the nonfading conditions in figure 23. rhe char-

acteristics of (51) are plotted in figure 24 for values of S/N> 5 dB.

It is important to note that in between the extreme performance

characteristics indicated by figures Z3 and 24, there is a Large family

of performance curves based upon diversity reception, combining and

multilevel transmission techniques. It is beyond the scope of this

report to consider these techniques, but an excellent reference on
multiple FSK is Akima (1963) and on diversity techniques (among others)

Schwartz et al. (1966, chs. 10 and 11). Required S/Nw for some

diversity orders have been calculated for slow Rayleigh fading by

Akima et al. (1969), and are given later in table 2.
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For the transmission of voice or other analog signals in a

"digital system, the signal must be converted to a digital format. There

are a number of meth'ds either devised or proposed for this purpose.

(Proc. IEEE, 1967), laut two such systems predominate: pulce code

modulation (PCM) and delta modulation (DM), which will be the only

techniques considered in this report. A more detailed discussion of

these methods and their characteristics are included in appendix B.

Although the error performance of PCM and DM techniques is

important, it is not the primary characteristic needed for establishing

grades of service. Since these systems are used in the transnission

of voice or analog information, their output S1 N chararceristics for thet analog signal is of primary concern. Unfortunately, because there is

no vast accumulation of either engineering experience or empirical

data to assist in the evaluation of these systems, we must rely almost

exclusively on theoretical analyses. Digital errors occurring in the

system due to quantizing, coding, and detection result in a self-noise

relative to the voice or analog signal outputs. For PCM, this noise

has been calculated by Akima (1963) for a sinusoidal input signal

sampled at the Nyquist rate. These calculations coupled with the
!' prediction of errors caused by additive Gaussian noise in N-ary FSK

transmission yield the theoretical SIN performance curves shown in

figure Z5 for binary transmission (N = 2). The parameter n in this

figure is the number of elements used in the quantized signal. The

limiting ,egien of the curves is estal&'ished by the quantizing noise

* lev'-1d. Quantizing noise for a DM system has been computed by van

de Weg (1953), and corrected for a 3-dB error by Hartman (Hubbard

et a!., 1970). The resulting threshold performance of DM is plotted

from these results as the dashed lines in figure 25. Performance

below threshold and the location of the knees of the DM performance
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curves are unknown. One curve for DM (n = 1) has been extrapolated

to reflect a calculation by Wolf (1966) but its validity is questionable

(see app. B). Figure 25 is useful, however, to establish at least a

first order estimate of the S1 N input required to achieve a given S1 N

output. The latter will then relAte co a grade of service for a voice

communication system as developed in subsequent sections.

4. 2. 3 Signal-to-Noise Power Ratio

In the preceding discussion we not.e that grade-of-service

definitions are based in essence on one torm or another of an S1 N.

For example, the subjective and SCIM performance measurements

for a typical AT% voice circuit are presented in terms of an S/ N at the

input to the receiver (figs. 19 and 20). Error performance

characterlstics tor the digital transmission systems are also dependent

on SI N. Thus this ratio is an important parameter throughout the

communication systern, and certain values must be met or exceeded in

the noise environment to provide the desired grade of service.
In the typical AI[C circuits considered in the measurements

presented above, the SIN associated with the required grade of service

can be used directly to specify other system parameters. However, it

is important to note that these measurements apply to a particular set

of receiver characteristics (such as a 20-kHz IF bandwidth), ar'd may

not apply directly to other conditions. In this section, we will

describe the manner in which the required S/ N(g,) at the receiver

input terminals can be estimated from th.oo' etical values of S/ N at

other points in the circuit. Examples are presented for an AM and

FM system, and the calculated estimates are compared directly with

measured values in figures 19 and 20.

Using methods suggested by Kryter (1962a), Akirna et al. (1969)

have computed the relationship between AI and the speech S1 N density
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ratio at the audio freq, mcies. This characteristic is shown in

figure 26. The the.ory for computing Al and a number of measurements

in voice communication systems ic•icate that articulation depends

primarily on the speech to noisz power density ratio rather than SIN

(Akima et al., 1969). As a result, the articulation varies only

slightly with IF receiver bandwidth. This is illustrated by the PB word

articulation test results shown in figure 27. Note that at 60% PB

articulation, the spread of these data is approximately 3 dB for IF

ba.ndwidth ranging from 2. k" kHz to 52 kHz. This fact simplifies the

theoretical determination of S1 N(g,) in a voicE communication system,

as it permits a direct translation of a S1 N value at the input to the

detector to an equivalent value of S1 N at the input to the receiver,

almost independent of IF bar dwiflth. This characteristic is denmon-

strated only for the broadband noise interference case, and is probably

not applicable to coherent forms of interference, which are discussed in

later sections (4. 3, 4.4, and 4. 5) o{ this report.

The insensitivity of articulation scores to IF bandwidth shown

by figure 27 should not be misinterpreted. Note that these data are

plotted as a function of signal carrier to noise density ratio in which

the noise power is defined in a 1 -Hz bandwidth. The total noise in the

receiver, of course, is a function of bandwidth, and the receiver

threshold is thus very sensitive to bandwidth, as discussed in section

3.3 . 2. If the data in figure 27 were plotted for each case as a function

of S1 N (N = total noise power in the bandwidth) a wide variation of

S1 N values for a given articulation score would be evident, and

consequently a wide range of required signal power would be noted

in each case.

To illustrate the application of these data and characteristics,

consider an AM-DSB voice system in which the receiver has a Z0-kHz
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IF bandwidth, and in which a linear amplitude detector with the

I characteristics shown in figure 28 is used. We shall assume that a

grade of service is required that will assure approximately 100%

ATC message intelligibility under stable conditions. The following

procedure is used to estimate the required S/N at the receiver input

terminals:

- (1) From figure 21 we find the AI (or SCIM score) required

for a g, corresponding to 100% ATC message intelligibility

to be

Al Ž0.3.

(2) From figure 26, for an AI = 0. 3 we find the required S/i N

at the baseband or audio frequencies to be

I S/N= 52 dB

which is the value required at the output of the detecto:-.

Assuming an audio output filter bandwidth for the receiver as

B, = 10 kHz,

we convert to SIN at the output of the detector -filter

(see sec. 3.3.4)

(S/ N). S/ Nw - 10 log B,

52 -40 = 1Z dB.

(3) From figure 28, we find the carrier to noise power input

ratio (S, I N), at the linear detector correspondinq to (S/ N)0 =

12 dB to be

(S, N) = 9 dB.
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Based on an earlier premise, the above S. / Nw can be translated to the

required Se/N(g1 ) power ratio at the input to the receiver almost

without regard to IF bandwidth. However, a correction for the effective
Snoise bandwidth of the receiveric should be made. Skolnik (1962, p. 24)

has computed the i atio of effective noise bandwidth to 3-dB bandwidth

for several types of receivers. These are given in table 1. For the

example chosen, we shall assume two stages of single-tuned

amplifiers in the receiver IF strip. Thus, from table 1, the effective

noise bandwidth is

SB_ = l. 22 B3 4 6

= 1. 2Zx20kHz

= 24.5 kHz.

The proportionality factor of 2. ZZ in this case will increase the

effective noise power density in the receiver by 1. 22 (or approximately

0. 9 cdB). Applying this correction, the approximation to the required

SI/N(g,) at the input to the receiver terminals for this example

becomes

S,/Nr(g, = 100% ATC message intelligibility) = 9.9 dB.

The parameters selected for this example are those that apply to the

measurements presented in figure 19, and the required S/N

e3timated above can be compared directly with the i0-dB measured

value. The agreemePt is very good.

_0 Effective receiver noise bandwidth is defined as the bandwidth Br

of a rectangular filter, which will have the same total noise power at
its cutput as the true filter response characteristic.
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Table 1. Comparison of noise bandwidth and 3-dB bandwidth

Type of Receiver Ratio of Noise Bandwidth

Coupling Circuit No. of Stages to 3-dB Bandwidth

Single-tuned 1 1.57
2 1. Z2
3 1.16
4 1.14
5 1.12

Double -tuned 1 1. 11
2 1.04

Staggered triple 1 1.048
Staggered quadruple 1 1.019
Staggered quintuple 1 1.01

Gaussian 1 1.065

A similar example in which we assume an FM system is

presented as follows:

Required g. = 100% ATC message intelligibility.

Receiver 3-dB bandwidth = 20 kHz.

AF output bandwidth B, = 10 kHz.

Modulation index SF = 1.Z.

lie = 4.2 kHz,AF 5 kHz).

(1) From figure 22 for the specified g, , AI >-0.4.

(2) From figure Z6atAl = 0.4, S/Nw = 55 dB

(SIN)o = S/Nw - 10log B, = 15dB.

(3) Figure 29 gives the typical performance characteristics for

FM detectors. From the curves at (SIN),, 15 dB, we

estimate for B = 1. 2

(S,/N)1 = 6dB.

(4) Again making a correction of 0. 9 dB for the effective noise

bandwidth, we find
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S/ N(g, I=00- ATC message intelligibility) = 6. 9 dB,

which -an be compared with the measured value of 6 dB

in figure 20.

in the exam;ple above, nctt• that the parameters selected show that the

FM detector would be operating at near-threshold level. Thus a grade

of scrvice should perhaps bI specified as AI z- 0. 6 or MRT score = 83%

(fig. 20). This would require an SI N of approximately 12 dB and

"luld a-ure operaLion above threshold level in the FM receiver.

It should be emphasized again that the required S1/N calculated

in this section are based on steady signal conditions and thus represent

opcimu.n value5 for a noise-limited service. Propxagation anomalies

must be accounted for by the techniques used for predicting the

available signc.l ratios in 5ection 3. The limiting noise power level

can be computed as in section 3. 3 and the required optimum Lignal

power determined from the required S1 N(g 8,) value as computed above.

For example, consider the noise-limited receiving system

discussed ii section 3.3.2. The li-niting s-ystem noise power at the

input to the system %a - found to be approximately

PT = -144 dBW in a 30-kHz bandwidth.

If an S1 N(g,) of 10 dB has bet n determined necessary to provide the

required grade of service, then the minimurn signal power required is

S = PT + 10 = -134 dBW.

The EIRP from the transmitter must be sufficient to provide the above

minimum signal power, together with the transmission loss and any

required fade margin for the associated propagation path.

Based on the approximate grade-of -service transfer function

given in figure jl and using techniques similar to those described in

this section, Akirna et !!. (1969i and Barghausen et al. (1969) have
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computed the required S/Nw for some standard voice emission systems.

These are shown in table 2 for two listed grades of service and include

some estimates of ratios required in iading channels with and without

diversity. The stable condition values agre-3 well with those determined

in this report. For example, consider the 6A3 value given for 904

intelligibility in this table:

SI Nw = 50 dB (6A3 emission).

Reception of this signal in a receiver with an effective noise bandwidth

of 20 kHz would result in

SIN = S1NK - 10 log (ZC x 103)

= 50 - 43 = 7 dB,

which agrees quite well with the AM-ATC curve of figure 19.

4. 3 Cochannel and Adjacent Channel Protection Ratios

As stated p. eviously, broadband noise interference is

considered to be the worst case at a receiving terminal with the noted

exception of cochannel beat-note interference. If the system is subject

to interierence from many like transmissions on adjacent channels
0

and/or cocha.nnels separated by long distances, the effect is a "noise-

like" environment. If the system is subject to interference from only

one or a few like transmissions, the interference is more coherent

and is less similar to broadband noise. To determine the interference

effect in the latter case, a zuumber o• laboratory tests have been

performed on typical ATC equipment configurations to determine

the required signal ratios for various grades of service. The desired-

to-undesired signal power ratio D/ U has been used in these tests to

di-stinguish thenm from the noise-limited measurements. Data

gathered in tests at ITS, ESSA (Hubbard and Glen, 1968) and a•t
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NAFEC (O' Brien and Busch, 1969) are compiled in tables 3, 4 and 5,

and are discussed in appendix C. The wideband noise interference

data for the SCI performance curves in figures 19 and 20 are also in

appendix C, figures C. 16 and C. 17.
In all the tests reported, use has. been made of the SCIM

objective measurement technique discussed in section C. 1. The SCI

was measured either directly on the SCIM analyzer or indirectly

through magnetic tape recordings of the SCIM output signals from

each test configuration. The SCI values measured can be used to

establish other grade-oi-service specifications from figures 21 and

22 for the ATC controller, or from figure 17 for the inexperienced

system user.

Tables 3 and 4 summarize two sets of ITS measurements.

The curves from which required D/ U ratios were determined are

shown in the figures in appendix C. For the initial measurements

(table 3), the SCIM signal was recorded on magnetic tape and sent to

NAFEC for analysis on the SCIM analyzer. Without direct access to

the SCIM analyrzer in these tests, we could not predetermine whether

the desired carrier signal was sufficient to overcome inherent receiver

noise and achieve a SCI of 0. 99.

Table 4 surmmarizes the tests where the SCIM generator and

analyzer were available to ITS and it was possible to establish

test carrier levels high enough to obtain 0. 99 SCI readings. In this

way, -87 dBm was chosen as a suitable desired carrier level to

overcome inherent system noise. The earlier measutements were

usually run at lower carrier levels (as shown in table 3) in comparison

with the levels indicated in table 4.

The required Di U' s contained in these tables have been

determined on the basis of a SCI 2 0. 4. This value of the SCI was
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chosen arbitr,,rily from figures ?. and 22 as Ui.L cquired to provide

esentially 100-" ATC nmesbage intelligibility for the experienced

controller, and approximately 704 intelligibilht, of MIRT words in

each case. Table 4 also shows a tabulation of required D/ U ratios

based on SC- 0. 85, which has been suggested as a grade of service

more representative of that required for the inexperienced system user.

Additional measurements were made at NAFEC (O0 Brien and

Busch. 1969) for configurations with channel separations of 50 kHz.

These are summarized in table 5.

Modulation levels, desired signal levels, and other parameters

were changed in the various tests shown in tables 3 and 4. When

determining required D/ U ratios at a particular SCI, variables such

as these must be taken into consideration. That is, we should compare

protection ratios from tests that were performed under similar

conditions. Table 6 is a summary of all measurements, with those

made under similar conditions grouped together. They include those

made by NAFEC (O0 Brien and Busch, 1969) and ITS (Hubbard and Glen,

1968), including additional tests reported in appendix C of this report.

The table presents the required D/U for SCI = 0.4 and 0.85, as

determined from the arithmetic rmea.ns of the measured values, rounded

Table 5. Summary of required D/ U (dB)
for 50 kHz chaunel separation.

10-kHz IF 20-kHz IF 30-kHz IF
Bandwidth Bandwidth Bandwidth

SCI=.4 SCI=. 85 SCI=.4 SCI=. 85 SCI=.4 SCI=. 85

AMD / AM -62 -51 -63 -53 -61 -51

AMO / FM -64 -56 -65 -60 -60 -54

FM0 / A'. -60 -45 -64 -55 -50 -42

FM 0 / FM -64 -48 -65 -59 -52 -47
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off to the nearest dB (except where the value is le.C than one). The

sltndard deviation was not computed sl•ýn- the small number of

samples tends to make it meaningless. Basec on the nican D/ Ld, the

time available for specified service and the numrcr of inrerfering

facilities (n) that can be tolerated at a satellite tturinmnal in the

conventional AM network can be determined fron, pro'edur(2 g~ven

in a ppeniEx A (fig. A. 5).

In each test configuration an tables 4 and 5, the subscript D is

used to indicate the desired carrier. F<,r examp]e, AMI/ Fivi / AM

indicates the FM desired signal and two AM adjacent-channel

interfering signals. Details can be determnined fronm týhe tables.

The cochannel tests involving AM desired signals (ANMD are

based on a small number of samples to determine the nean required

D/ U. However, for FM desired (FMO) there are more sanmples and,

as a result, more faith can be placed in the mean required D/ U. In

either case, the required ratios appear reasonable, and perhaps

conservative, as the average has been weighted by the high D/ U

values (28 and 23 dB values in table 6) in the FM0) tests for SCI = 0. 85.

Table 6 shows chat an A~M signal requires a lower protection

ratio than an FMD for a c-channel case. When SCI = 0. 4, the mean

required D/ U is -5 dB highe; for the FMD than for the AMc signal. A 3

shown in figures B. 30 and B. 31 (app. B), there is a higher level of poce.-

tial interfering power in the 951,) amplirude-modulated signal than in the

FM carrier with 5-kHz deviation, which could explain the greater

degree of interference to the FMD signal.

The greater number of measurements used to determine the

mean required D/ U for adjacent channels lends nmore confidence to the

results than for the cochannel cases. The mean required D/ ' s in these

tes,'s appear reasonable when compared with rebults of simnilar test
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configurations, in which differeit parameters, such as modulation

index and carrier level (figs. C. 31, C. 3Z, and C. 33, app. C),

were used.

4.4 Multiple Interfering Signals

In this series of configurations (tables 4 and 6), the values

reported for the FMO tests agree very closely with those reported for

the adjacent channel tests (FM,) with one interfering source. For

configurations with AM desired signals and two interfering sources,

howev'er, the results do not agree well with those of the simple

adjacent channel tests and their validity is open to doubt. The

problem of receiver front end saturation (desensitization) considered

as contributing to these poor performance figures is discussed in

appendix C, sec. C. 1.

:4

4.5 FM Capture Effect

Aircraft communication is affected by a large number of

extraneous and multipath signals. Multipath fading is prominent at

low receiving 5ntenna elevation angles (Baghdady and Gutwein, 1965)

and in air -to -air propagation (Ellington and Kirk, 1967). The FM

dete,:tion 0l desired signals in the presence of cochannel or adjacent

chaim:l interference and fading can be i.mproved by increasing the

capture ability of the receiver.

The capture ability of an Fh- receiver is often judged on the

basis of a pcriormance index called the "capture ratice". The capture

ratio of a conventional demodulator is defined "as the highest value

of weaker -to-stronger signal amplitude ratio for which the FM

demodulator output is essentially dependent (on the average) only
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uponi the frequency niodula-ion of the stronger of the two input signals.

Stated diifere'ntly, the capture ratio is a measure of how closely the

weaker signal could approach the stronger one in amplitude and

still reiiain suppressible - it is a rineasure of the smallest amplitude

diffierence that a given FM demodulator is able to resolve in -

suppressing the weaker signal under the prescribed interference

conditions" (Baghdady and Gutwein, 1965).

For example, the capture ratio of the TR-711 receiver used

by ITS in the SCIM tests reported in appendix C is 0. 8 or Z dB. High-

:idelity receivers may have captare specifications of less than 1 dB

(capture ratio greater than 0. 9). Other commercial- receivers may

have a much poorer capture ratio specification.

Proper design of the limniter and discriminator will support a

high capture tio and limit multipath effects. The "widebaziding"

technique (Panter, 1965, p. 195) requires that (a) the limiter avid

discriminator accommodate amplitude and frequency vw riations as

the levcl of the interfering signal approaches the desired signal and

(b) the stages preceding Lhe limiter have a flat frequency resporse over

the frequency range oc, -pied by the desired signal.

Other techniques to improve capture ratios have been proposed
I ~~by Baghdady (1969). They are described as the dynami•c traplig

the feedfozAard, the feedback, and cascading narrow-bandi limiter

techniques. However, the performance based on dhe narrow-band

nimiter £tchnique can be exceeded by either the feedbacR.k or feed-

-forward systems. Proper design and use of the feed-iorward and

dynamic-trappbnp systems can result in capture of a weaker desired

signal.
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S. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES

5. 1 Time Availability and Service Probability

Semi-empirical methods of predicting t&e time variability,

location -to -location variability, and prediction uncertainty oi trans -

mission loss for tropospheric communication circuits have been

developed and incorporated in the concept of service probz lity

(Barsis et al., 1962; Rice et al., 1967, ann. V; Longley and R.-ice,

1968, ann. 1). Although comprehensive discussion of these methods

is beyond the scope of this report, a )le illusti ative example

(Gierhart and Johnson, 1969, sec. 5. , volving service probability

is given in this section.

Information given in section 3. 1 can be used to calculate the

effective distance parameter d. used by Rice et al. (1967, ch. 10)

to describe the time variab.lity of hourly median transmission Loss Y(q)

in terms of the time variability q1 , where q is the fraction of time for
which a given value of transmission loss is not exceeded. Figure 30

(Rice et al., 1967, fig. 10. 20) shows Y(q) versus d, for a frequency

of 417 MHz.

Prediction errors or path-to-path variance, oa (q), and service

probability, Q, has been discussed by Rice et al. (196-, ann. V). The

interpretation of service probability depends upon the criterion for

service applicable to specific situations, e. g., satisfactory service

may require that signal level, S1 N or some other parameter exceed

• In this section q is used for time availability to be consistent with the
notation used by Rice et al. (1967) and Gierhart -1d Johnson (1969),
and qr was used previously to be consistent with che notation used by
Longley and Rice (1968), i. e., qT = q ii this report.
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a critical value for a specified time availability. A link designed so

that the critical signal level is available when the transmission loss

for the path corresponds to Lb. + A, (sec. 3) would have a time

ava;rbilAv, and service arobability of 0. 5, i. e. ' he probability that

a particular link wi1l provide a time availability of 0. 5 is 0. 5.

Variation from this design may be interpreted as a change of time

availaility and/or service probability.

Where satisfactory service is dofined in terms of critical

hourly median signal levela r4d the only uncertainty in the link perfor-
mance estimnate is associated with the transmission loss prediction,

service prot?ýbi1fty is estimated from the path-to-path variance of Y(q).

The extent ik dB by which the actual received signal level would exceed
the critical level when the basic transmission lobB fo' the line is equal

to the Lb, + A. level (q = 0.5 and Q = 0.5) can be defined as power

mar&. Levels of power margin required for various time availability

and service probability values in a special case are shown in figure 31,

e. g., a grade of service corresponding to q = 0. 99 and Q = 0.5 would

require a link designed with a power margin of about 20 dB. The

frequency (417 MHz) and effective distance (175 kin) used for this

example were selected so that the time variability is close to the
maximum obtainable for any combination or parameters when the long -

term fading model is used.

Power margin levels AP shown in figure 31 were calculated

from

A P = -Y(q)+z.. a.(q) dB, (52)

where Y(q) was obtained from figure 30, the standard normal deviate

z.. is related to Q by figure 32 (Rice et al., 1967, fig. V. 7), and G.(q)

was determined from Y(q) by (Rice et al., 1967, eq. (V. 40)),

- 99
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|vie

er(q) = W i 3+0.lZY'(q) dB. (53)

For example, Y(0. 001) 42 dB for d. = 175 km in figure 30 used with

(53) gives (;(0. 001) = i[12.73 + 211. 68 = 15 dB. Q = 0. 999 in figure 32

corresponds to z. -- 3. 1, and these values used in (52) result in

AP = -4Z + (3. 1 (15) = 4.5 dB for q = 0.001 and Q = 0.999, which is as

plotted in figure 31. When Q = 0.5, zU = 0, so that AP = -Y(q) and

values can be obtained directly from figure 30.

High service probability requirements can be used to minimize

the probability of accepting an unsatisfactory system. Service

probability is also useful as a weighting factor in cost-benefit studies.

However, the probability of overdesign (excessive power, etc.) will

increase with increasing Q, and the number of links that can be

operated in a given area on a particular frequency band will, decrease

with increasing Q.

5. 2 Service Restrictions Near an Undesired Station

Figure 33 shows a typical configuration of an aircraft

(reprecenting the receiving terminal), a desired transmitting facility,

and an undesired transmitting facility. All three are aUgned along a

great-circle path, and for simplicitya, .ssned to be above a smooth

surface. In the example drawn, the aircraft is within the radio horizon

of the desired facility, but beyond the radio horizon of the interfering

station. The distances along the great-circle path from a point

vertically below the aircraft to the desired and the undesired station

are denoted by do and du, respectively. The aircraft is at a height

E6 above the earth. The angle E betwaen the horizon rays from the

aircraft and the interfering station is an important parameter in the
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calculation of tranztmission loss for beyond-the-horizon paths (Norton

et al., 1955a). Figure 33 is oversimplified because radio rays can

only be drawn as straight lines under special conditions, one of which

is that H2 must be less than 5000 ft (Rice et al., 1967, fig. 6.7).

A sample of the signal ratio curves developed by Gierhart and

Johnson (1967, sec. 5. 5) for the VHF omnirange (VOR)12 is rown in

figure 34. 7I U *- the neighborhood of an adjacent-channel undesired

station are given for an aircraft altitude of 15, 000 ft, -e. g., the inter-

section of the D/ U = -20 dB line at a distance of 34 nm with the

curve for S = 40 nm means that at 15, 000 ft the undesired signal

exceeds the desired signal by 20 dB for 5% (100-95) of the time at a

distance of 6 nm (40-34) from the undesired station. If, in an

application to an adjacent-channel interference, problem, the undesired

signal causes trouble only when it is greater than the desired signal

by 20 dB, service is available at least 95% of the time when the

D/ U curve for the station separation and aircraft altitude involved

does not become more negative than -20 dB.

These curves do not show the effect of interfere%,ýe beyond the

undesired station or at locations off the great-circle path connecting

the stations, i. e., the distance do shown ,u the abscissa scales locates

the aircraft on the great-circle path betwveen the desired and the

undesired station. However, a method of approximating the locus of a

constant interferenve ratio, D/ U(qT), as a circle enclosing the

12 The VOR is a navigation aid, and the signal ratio curves obtained for
it are probably not applicable in a quantitative sense to communication
systems. They are included here only to illustrate the application of a
type of D/ U presentation. Readers interested in a detailed
description of the method used to obtain these curves are referred to
Gierhart and Johnson (1967).
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Figure 34. VOR signal ratios for 15, 000 ft. (After Gierhart
and Johnson, 1967, fig. 41.)
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undesired st•.tion has been developed,, For a given aircraft altitude, this

circle is r entered on an extension of the line connecting the ground

stations concerned, but on the "far" side uf the undesired station. The

pertinent geometry is shown by a top and a side view in figure 35.

Generally, service can be regarded as being unsatisfactory within

this circle, even though rome locations having satisfactory service

may exist above the undesired station because of the vertical pattern

of its antenna.

Two basic assumptions must be made as follows:

(a) The geometry represented by figure 35 is treated as plane

geometry, i. e., the earth is assumed to be flat, and slant

range projections, du and di, onto the horizontal plane

are approximately equal to the actual ranges, ru and ro.

(b) The interference ratio, D/ U(qT ), is assumed to be

proportional to the logarithm of the ratio of the ranges,

rD/rU, i.e., D/U(qT) = M log (r,,/r.), where M is a constant.

Assumption (a) is reasonable if do > d,, > (aircraft altitude/

1600), where the distances, do and du, are in nautical miles and the

aircraft altitude is in feet. Hence, the problem of finding the locus of

r 0 / ru = constant can be solved thrcugh plane geometry. This locus is

found to be a circle with radius R, whose center is set off from the

path center by a distance C. The equations required to calculate C

and R are given in figure 35.

As an example, consid-r the S = 150 nm curve in figure 34,

(VOR; 15, 000 it). For D/ U(0. 95) = -40 dB, which may very well

constitute the adjacent-channel interference threshold in a practical

case, the distance, do 130 nm, from the desired station (d = 20 nm)
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is read from figure 34. B, C, and R are calculated from figure 35,

i.e.,

B 130 6.5,

C = 75(43/41) = 79 rim, and

R 975/41 = 24 nm.

Thus, inside a circle with a radius of 24 nm, centered at a point 4 r-m

beyond the undesired station, VOR service at 15, 000 ft aircraft

altitude would b'e expected to be substandard.

This method is only approximate. The second assumption,

(b), is violated by lobing in the transmission loss versus distance

curve, which may occur at any constant altitude because of ground

reflections or the ground antenna pattern. Assumption (b) is also

violated by a change in the slope of the transmission loss versus

distance curve which, as an example, occurs in the vicinity of the

radio horizon. However, the use of the smallest do corresponding

to a particular station spacing and a particular signal ratio from

Gier~art and Johnson (1967, sec. 5. 5) avoids the ambiguity due to

"lobing. Furthermore, in most applications ser-Ace is limited by

noise rather than by interference if ranges beyond the radio horizon

of the desired station are encountered (Vergara et al., 1962).

5. 3 Satellite ATO System

The ex-amplets in this section illustrate the application of the

methods mentioned in this report to a VHF synchronous satellite air

traffic control system. Although most of the parameter values ueed
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in these examples were recommended by Mr. Garth Kanen of the

FAA in informal communications, they should be regarded only as

f reasonable estimates and not as "optimum" or officially sanctioned

values. In fact, it is not certain that VHF frequencies will be used

for satellite ATC systems (Haydon, 1970).

S5. 3. 1 Interference at Satellite

Interference at a VHF satellite due to transmissions from a

multitude of conventional ATC networks with amplitude modulation is

analyzed in appendix A, some interference prediction examples are

given in section A. 2. 5, and the frequency-sharing implications are

summarized in section A. 4. A network consists of a single ground-

based facility and the aircraft it serves.
Even if the lowest required cochanriel protection ratio for a

0. 4 SCI given in table 6 (-Z dB) is used to read figure A. 5, service

free of cochannel interference would not even be available 15% of the

time when interference from a single conventional network is

encountered. Thus, a clear channel would probably be required for

the satellite system.

The number of adjacent-channel conventional AM networks

allowable can be estimated by using a -45-dB protection ratio (table

4, SCI = 0.4, AM/ FMO / AM) to read figure A. 5. This indicates that

more than 1000 undesired adjacent-channel conventional networks

could be tolerated within line of sight of the satellite even if very high

(>99.99%) time availability requirements were imposed. However,

the allowed number o! networks includes those for both adjacent

channels.
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5. 3. 2 Interference at Satellite Facility' from Aircraft

Adjacent channel interference at a satellite facility

communicating with a satellite in a 15F3 mode (emission bandwidth

BR = 15 kIz, FM, maximum modulating frequency f.= 3 kHz) can be

experienced from an aircraft communicating with a conventional ATC

facility in a 6A3 mode (emission Bt = 6 kHz, AM, f.= 3 kHz) when the

separation between the two channel centers is 25 kHz. Required

ground-facility separations are shown in figure 36 These curves were

developed from the transmission loss curves given by Gierhart and

Johnson (1967) with the A. discussed in section 3 neglected. Time

availability and service probability are both 0.5. The conditions

assumed for calculating a single point in figure 36 and sample

calculations are given below.

Conditions

Satellite (15F3) transmission (desired).

Satellite EIRP is assumed sufficient

to produce an available power of

-140 dBW at the antenna terminals

of the satellite ground facility.

Frequency = 125 MHz
= .125 kHz.

Airborne (6A3) transmitter (undesired).

EIRP = 14 dBW.

Distance from 6A3 facility (dp) = 25 nm.

Altitude (hs = H12 ) = 5, 000 ft.

Frequency = 125 MHz.

Ground-based receiving facility for satellite.

Antenna gain toward 6A3 aircraft = 10 dB.

Antenna height = 50 ft.
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IF bandwidth = 20 kHz.

Channel spacing = 25 kHz.

Required protection ratio from

table 3 (AW - SCI = 0.4) = -41 dB.

Example of computation

(a) Compute the minimum allowable tranBrnission loss

for the aircraft to satellite facility (undesired) path when the facility

antenna gain in the direction of the aircraft is assumed to be 10 dB.

-140 dBW Desired signal level.

(-) -41 dB Required protection ratio.

-99 dBW Maximum allowable undesired signal level.

14 dBW Undesired (6A3) aircraft EIRP.

10 dBl Facility gain toward undesired aircraft.

(-)-99 dBW Maximum allowable undesired signal level.

1Z3 dB Minimum allowable transmission loss.

(b) Compute the minimum station separation required

to achieve a lZ3-dB minimum allowable transmission loss.
68 nm 15F3 facility to aircraft distance

(fig. 6; H. =50ft; H2 =5,O0ft;

L. = 123 dB).

25 nm 6A3 facility to aircraft distance d4.

93 nm Minimum station separation S.

5.3.3 Interference at Aircraft "A" Using Satellite from Aircraft "B"i

An aircraft "B" using a -:onventional (6A3) facility can cause

adjacent channel interference to the reception of a desired (15F3)

satellite trancrnission at an aircraft "A". Required ground-facility

separations for this case are shown in figure 37. These curves were
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developed from the transmission loss curves given by Gierhart and

Johnson (1967) with the A. discussed in section 3 neglected. Time

availability and set-vice probability are both 0. 5. The conditions

assumed for calculating a single point on figure 37 along with sample

calculations are given below.

Conditions

Satellite (15F3) transmission (desired).

Satellite EIRP is assumed sufficient to produce

an available power of -140 dBW at the terminal

of aircraft "All using the satellite.

Frequency = 125 MIHz
= ±25 kHz.

Airborne (6A3) transmitter (undesired).

EIRP = 14 dB.

Distance from 6A3 facility (ds) = 150 nm.

Altitude (h, = HO) = 40, 000 ft.

Frequency = 125 MHz.

Airborne (15F3) receiving aircraft "A".

Antenna gain toward aircraft "B" r 10 dB.

Altitu,-e (hA = H-1 ) = 40, 000 ft.

IF bandwidth = 20 kHz.

Channel spacing

Required protection ratio from

table 3 (AI - SCI = 0.4) -41 dB.

Example of computation

(a) Compute the m niiimum allowable transmission loss

(123 dB) for the "Bt"-to-"A" (undesired) path as in section 5.3. 2.

(b) Compute the minimum station separation required to

achieve a 123 dB minimum allowable transmission loss.
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148 nm "Bh-to-"AhI path distance

(fig. 38; H, = 40, 000 ft; Hz 40, 000 ft;

Lb. = 123 dB).

150 £ 6A3 facility to "B" distance d.

298 nm

5. 3.4 Interference at Aircraft Not Using Satellite

5. 3. 4. 1 Interference From Satellite. Interference to conventional

AM networks from satellite transmission is discussed in section A. 3.

Figure A. 7 shows the maximum service range reduction required to
I

overcome interference versus normal facility service range for

several required protection ratios. It is apparent that for the

conditions assumed to develop figure A. 7, the protection ratios listed

in table 3 for cochannel and adjacent-channel operations would result

in negligible service range reductions.

5.3.4.2 Interference From Satellite Ground Station. Adjacent channel

FM transmissions from a satellite ground facility using 15F3 can cause

interference to a conventional AM network using 6A3. It is ass-tuned

that adequate protection for the conventional facility from these trans -

missions is achieved if the satellite ground station is sufficiently

separated from the aircraft using 6A3 when corditions are such that

maximum undesired and minimum. desired signal levels are available

at the aircraft. These conditions are taken as the highest allowable

aircraft altitude, minimum allowable satellit e facility-to -aircraft

distance, maximum allowable aircraft-to-desired AM facility distance,

and the maximum applicable value of path antenna gain for the undesired

signal path. Required ground-facility separations are shown in figure

39. These curves were developed from the transmission loss curves

given by Gierhart and Johnson (1969) with the AX discussed ii section 3
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neglected. Time availability and service probability are both 0. 5.

The conditions assumed for calculating a single point on figure 39 along

with sample calculations are given below.

Conditions

Conventional (6A3) ground facility (desired).

EIRP = 14 dBW.

Antenna height (HI) = 50 ft.

Frequency = 125 MHz.

Satellite (15F3) ground station (undesired).

Radiated power (power into lossless antenna) = 20 dBW.

Antenna gain toward aircraft = 15 dB.

Height of transmitting antenna (-1) = 50 ft.

Frequency = 125 MHz
= :125 kHz.

Airborne receiving terminal.

Altitude (h) = 40, 000 ft.

Distance from desired station (4) = 150 nm.

Antenna gain = 0 dB.

IF bandwidth = 30 kHz.

Channel spacing = 25 kHz.

Articulation index = 0.4.

Required protection ratio from

figure 40 (01 Brien and Busch, 1969, fig. 16) = -19 dB.

Example of computation

(a) Compute desired signal level at terminals of aircraft

antenna

14 dBW EIRP.

(-)123 dB Transmission loss (fig. 6, 150 nm, 40, 000 ft).

0 dB Aircraft antenna gain.

- 109 dBW Desired signal level.
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(b) Compute the minimum allowable transmission loss for

the satellite facility-to-aircraft (undesired) path when the gain of the
facility antenna in the direction of the aircraft is assumed to be 10 dB.

-109 dBW Desired signal level.

(-)- 19 dB Required protection ratio.

- 90 dBW MA&ximum allowable unds. sired signal level.

20 dBW Undesired radiated power.

15 dB Applicable gain, undesired station.

0 dB Aircraft antenna gain.

(-)-90 dBW Maximunm allowable undesired signal level.

125 dB Minimum allowable transmission loss.

(c) Compute the minimum station separation required to

achieve a 120-dB minimum allowable transmission loss.

190 nm Undesired distance (fig. 6; 40, 000 ft; 120 1B).

150 nm Desired distance (initial conditions).

340 Rn Minimum station separation.

5.3.4.3 Interference From Air craft Using Satellite. Adjacent channel

transmissions from an aircraft using 15F3 intended for a satellite

relay can cause interference to a conventional facility using 6A2. It is

assumed that adequate protection for the conventional iacility from

these transmissions is achieved "f the aircraft "A" transmitting

15:r3 is sufficie-ttly separated from !he aircraft "B" using 6A3 when

conditions are such that znidxmum undesired and minimum desired
signal levels are available at aircraft "B". These conditions are taxen

a, highest allowable distance from aircraft "B" to its desired ground

Station, and the maximum applicable value of path antenna gain for the

aircraft "A"-to-aircraft "B" path. Required ground station separations

are shown in figure 41.
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Conditions

Conventional (6A3) facility (desired).

Same as in section 5. 3. 4. 2.

Aircraft "A" (15F3, undesired).

Radiated power - 24 dBW.

Antenna gain toward "B" = 10 dB.

Altitude (hA) = 40, 000 ft.

Frequency = 125 MHz
= :E25 kHz.

Other parameters including those for the airborne receiving

terminal, "B", are the same as those given in section

5.3.4.2.

Example of computation

(a) Compute the desired signal level at the terminals of

aircraft "B" as in section 5. 3.4. 2.

(b) Compute the minimum allowable transmission for

aircraft "A" -to-air craft "B" (undesired) path when the gain oi the air-

craft "A" antenna in the direction of aircraft "B" is assumcd to be

10 dB.

-90 dBW Maximum allowable undesired signal level

(calculated as in sec. 5. 3.4. 2).

24 dBW Undesired radiated power.

10 dB Aircraft "A" antenna gain.

0 dB Aircraft "B" antenna gain

(-)-90 dBW Maximum allowable undesired signal level.

124 dB Minimum allowable transmission loss.

(c) Compute the station separation required to achieve a

124-dB minin-uum allowable transmission using figure 38 (Gierhart and

Johnson, 1?99, fig. 13).
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168 nm Undesired distance (fig. 38; 40, 000 ft; 124 dB).

150 nm Desired distance (initial conditions).

318 nn Minimum station separation.

Many of the points needed to draw the curves shown in figure 36,

37, 39, and 41 require duI s for LbI s that cannot be accurately

obtai•ed from Gierhart and Johnson' s (1969) atlas becuase of the short

distances (or low Lb.' s) involved. However, in these cases an adequate

estimate of du can be obtained by equating Lb to the free-space basic

transmission loss Lb, i.e.,

Lb. = Lt = 37.8 +20log f+20 1c du dB, (54)

or

20log d4 Lt -37.8 -Z0 log f Cq dB, (55)

and d, ICu /20
= 10 C nm, (56)

where f is frequency in MHz•. For example, these equations yield a

du = 166 nm for Lb = 124 dB, which is nearly equal to tOe 168 value

just obtained, i.e.,

Cj = 124 -37.8 -20 log 125 = 86.2 -41.9 = 44.3 dB,

and
d =I044.3/20 2 22

The adjustment factor AY discussed in section 3 was not used in

developing these figures, but the range of parameters considered is

such that the resulting scation separations are correct or somewhat
too large. This occurs `%,cause (1) A.' s for the desired transmissions

are not significant for the conditions considered, (Z) AY I s for the

undesired transmission would cause the undesired signal levels to

decrease if they were included, and (3) a decrease in undesired signal

levels would result in smaller station separations.
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5.4 System Hardware EngineEring Examples

There are a number of practical constraints imposed by

equipment limitations that must be considered in overall system

planning. Each of these will have an impact on the system design,

such as on frequency channel allocations and on electromagnetic

compatibility problems. The two most important constraints as far

as band-planning is concerned are the frequency tolerances for the

systera and the frequency stabilities that are maintained. A third

important parameter to consider is the peak-power requirements

and/ or radiation produced in various modulation processes. These

three engineering constraints are discussed in this section.

In planning the use of a band of frequencies allocated for a

specific communication service, where system users are assigned

contiguous channels, the frequency tolerance of the channel carrier

becomes important. The channel bandwidth permitted must be

sufficiently wide to accommodate the signal emLission bandwidth, and

the adjacent-channel separation must be adequate to prevent adverse

interference to a desired channel. Frequency tolerances and

stabilities of both the transmitter and the local oscillators in the

receivers combine to increase both the required channel frequency

separation and the required system bandwidth respectively. These

effects will be noted in following examples.

Frequency tolerance is defined as the allowable frequency

departure of the center frequency of any emission signal from the

assigned carrier frequency. In general, allowable toler:nces are

established on a worldwide basis for various frequency bands and

station categories by the International Telecommunication Union

(ITU). In the United States, more restrictive requirements may be

imposed by other regulatory agencies, such as the Fedex •
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Communications Commission (FCC). For the convenience of the reader,

the following table contains an abstract of tolerances specified by the

ITU for several types of radio services in the frequency bands of

interest in this report (ITT, 1969).

As an example, consider an aeronautical station asignment

in the VHF band at 125 MHz. Table 7 specifies the transmitter

tolerance as ±50 x 10' (. 005%) or better. Thus, at 125 MHz, the

carrier offset frequency of the transmitter can be

±fd = 125 x 106 x 50 x 10-6 = 6. Z5 kHz.

An adjacent-channel assignment in the same service could have a

tolerance of the same magnitude. Taking the extreme condition,

assume that the displacements of two contiguous channels are of

opposite signs so that the actual carrier frequencies are closer

together than the specified 1hannel separation by an amount

Table 7. ITU frequency tolerances.

Tolerance
Frequency Band Type of Service (Parts per 106)

118 - 136 MHz Fixed station > 50 W - 20
Aeronautical 50
Aircraft 50

1540 - 1660 MHz Fixed station > 100 W 100
Land based 300
Mobile 300
Radio determination 500

5000 - 5Z50 MHz ý'ixel station > 100 W 100
Land based 300
Mobile 300
Radio determination 2000

15, 400 - 15, 700 MI-Iz Fixed station 500
Radio determination 7500
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2 fd 12. 5kHz.

To fully protect the service in either channel from the adjacent channel,
the minimum required channel spacing must be increased, i. e., an

additional 12. 5 kHz between the channels is required in this example.

Because acded frequency spacing for channel protection wastes

spectrumn space, spectrum use is enhanced whenever frequency

tolerances can be made smaller. In the above example, for instance,

if the nominal channel separation is to be 50 kHz, the additional

separation above would account for 25% of the available band, leading to

a loss of a possible 5 channels in every Z0 assigned for use.

In some services, it is possible to alleviate the protection

requirements -;f actual channel assignments can be made on a

geographic basis. In other words, if an adjacent channel is assigned

only in a geographic location remote from the service area of the

desired channel, the added spacing between the channels is not

necessary and the spectrum space is conser'-ed. This type of channel

assignment is generally possible in the ATC environment. Frequency

tolerances as listed in table 7 are considerably greater in the higher

frequency bands, and thus tor the same emission service as considered

in the VHF example above the protection requirements would waste

more spectrum space. Geographic assignment- of channels should be

used, or the ITU tolerances significantly improved, in these bands.

Frequency instability is defined as the drift from the nominal

frequency as a function of time. It is usually measured or specified

as an rms value over a specific inter;vl o.f ti-,e. Fon example,

the frequency stability of a crystal or other highly stable oscillator

is specified as short-term and long-term, such as the folluwing-
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Short-term stability: 8 x 10-40 averaged over I ms.

1. 5 x 10"1° averaged over 10 ms.

Long-term stability: < 5 x 10"10 averaged over 24 hr.

The rms value of freqaency drift of an oscillator does not convey

the peak deviation unless the distribution of the drift is known.

However, since the fluctuations in the short-term interval are

generally quite rapid, thi rms drift is indicative of performance.

Long-term drifts are generally much smaller in rms value than the

short-term and consequently are not as important in band-planning as

the short-term drifts.

Oscillators applicable to mobile and/ or aeronautical terminals

are generally of the quartz-crystal type, stabilized for temperature

drift through the use of controlled ovens. Much more stable

oscillators, such as rubidium and atomic standards, may be

considered for fixed and/ or ground stations in the aeronautical service.

The frequency instability of the transmitter and local oscillators

require additional bandwidth in tne system design. Th.. worst case as

far as band-planning is concerned is perhaps the drift between

oscillators in airborne equipments, and thus the air/ air channel is

the most critical for determining the additio-al bandwidth required.

Figure 42 illustrates the requirement. The solid spectral line at

fo in the RF range of the sketch represent:; the assigned carrier

frequency for a particular channel. We assume in figure 42 that the

transmitter frequency has drifted by a value of ,f 0 below the assigned

frequency in (a) and above this frequency in (b). The channel or trans -

mission bandwidth B, is illustrated by the rectangular spectral function

around the actual carrier frequency f. I. As a worst case, we also

assume that .he local-oscillator irequency in the receiver has drifted

in the opposite direction from the transmitter drift. The results of
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these drifts at the IF of the receiver are illustrated on the left in figure

42. The actual IF is seen to move respectively both above and below

the tuned IF by an amount

AIF = AfO + Ao, (57)

which is the compound or total frequency drift. The actual operating

IF is determined from the expressions given in figure 42 for each

case. Note that the tuned IF remains fixed in spectral position, as

this is the frequency at which the IF amplifier strip in a super -

heterodyne type receiver is fix-tuned.

The additional receiver bandwidth required to accommodate the

compound frequency drift has been exaggerated in figure 42 for

illustrative purposes. However, this fpctor can be significant in

comparison with the transmission bandwidth, depending upor, the

magnitude of the frequency drifts. The total increased IF bandwidth is

As seen in figure 42, if the receiver is to pass the transmission or

message bandwidth B. without distorl5..n, the total IF bandwidth of

the receiver must be at least twice as wide as the compound drift

plus the transmission bandwidth, i.e.,

Ba = 2(I to +I f+ 16f + B.

= ZAIF + B. (59)

I The increased IF bandwidth requirement of (58) (if we assume

equal transmitter and local-oscillator cLrifts) is plotted in figure 43

for each of the four frequency bands of interest in this report. A

single frequency within each band has been selected (near bandcenter)

for illustrative purposes. The bandwidth increase is plotted versus

frequency stability. A line for the emission bandwidths of two typical
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systems (6A3 and 15F3) (ITT, 1969) are plotted in the figure. The

intersection of these lines with the curves represents the point at

which the added bandwidths required to accornodate the frequency

instabilities are equal to the emission bandwidths. In other words,

Sat these points of intersection the receiver bandwidth must be
0-

doubled over the emission bandwidth requirement.

The effect of increasing the receiver bandwidth 3s to increase

the overall system noise threshold (see sec. 3.3. 2) at the receiver,

and to increase its susceptability to other interfe:ing signals. Thus

for the points of intersection in figure 43, the system noise threshold

would be increased by 3 dB. This can be considered a practical

limit in system planning, and thus only the region to the left of the

emission bandwidth lines in• figure 43 would be considered practical

for single-channel service configurations. Other emission lines ,,.y

ba added to this figure, or other threshold lines for more restrictive

I added bandwidth requirements may be considered by the reader.

Note for example that the frequency stability for a 6A3 channel

in the 15. 5-GHz band must be better than±l part in 107 to limit

the added bandwidth requirement to the transmission bandwidth

1 or less.

Using the above concepts, Frisbie et al. (1969) have computed

the number of possible channel frequency a ssignments per M1iz of

Sband space as a function of frequency stability for several contif.awus

channel configurations. Their computations include an additil.nal

I Iterm for Doppler frequency shifts between a satellite terminal and

2 a zioving aircraft. For the two lower bands (VHF and C-band),

however, the Doppier shift is less than I k-Iz at aircra-Ct velocities

below about 500 nm/hr. The results of some of these computations

are presented in figure 44. The channel spacing factors used in the
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development of this-figure are based upon the follovin- criteria:

1) The receiver !F bandwidth characteristic is assumed

to have a shape factor (SF) as

SF = Bol = 1.5 (60)

where B60  = the receiver bandwidth at the -60 dB

level,

B= required receiver bandwidth (fig. 42).

2) The minimum channel spacing is computed on the basis

that an adjacent chanmel emission bandwidth is allowed

to overlap the desired-channel receiver characteristic

at the -60 dB, and no higher, level. The computation

is then made from

M i. l(f.) -(f,)j -- x 1. 5 4 + l.fola + [,Y. 1  (61)

where BO = the channel or ei.nission bandwidth in Hz

Ale = total carrier frequency drift in Hz including

the Doppler shift fo given by

I v fo
-3-1 , (62)

Swhere v = rate of change in path length (m/ s).

The subscripts a and d indicatc the adjacent and desired

channels respectivemy. These factors are illustrated in figure 45.
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The last equipment constraint we wish to consider is the peak-

power requirements for various transmission signals. In appendix B,

table B. 3, we list the peak-to-average power ratios for several

j modulated signals. In all cases except for PM and FM, the

modulated signal ratios (AM) are a function of the peak-to-average power

ratio of the baseband signal (As), which are given in figure B. 32.

Table B. 3 shows that for PM and FM, the peak-power handling

capacity for a transmitting power amplifier stage or the receiving

amplifiers must be twice that of the nominal carrier power. Thus

for example, if the transmitter power is to be a nominal 1 kW, the

power amplifier must be capable of 2-kW peak to avoid distortion of

the modulated signal.

For AM and AM-DSB/ SC, the values of As and Am have been

computed in table B. 4, for a = 10"' and M = 0.8. For example, if

a speech signal (Laplace in table B. 4) is used in the baseband we

find respectively:

AM = 8. 1 dB (AM),
and

AM = 19. 2 dB (AM-DSB/ SC).
A

Thus in theqe particular cases, the peak power requirement P for a
1 -kW transmission are respectively (without speech clipping):

P = 6.45 x 1 = 6.45 kW (AM),
and A

P = 83 x 1 = 83 kW (AM-DSB/SC).

The latter is a rather formidab'.e requirement, and emphasizes the

advantage that may be gained from signal-proceasing techniques

applied to the baseband signal, su..h as speech clipping. The peak-

power advantage of AM is also evident from this example.
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S~ APPENDIX A

Frequency Sharing With an ATC Satellite

This appendix is intended to provide the FAA with technical

information relevant to the solution of frequency-sharing problems

in the VHF band that are associated with the use of VHF for the

aircraft/ satellite 15 k of a synchronous satellite air traffic control

(AT•) system. Specifically, this appendix deals with the estimation

of (a) RF D/ U available at the satellite when interference from a

multitude of conventional AT'I networks is considered, and, (b) the

extent to which the service range of a conventional ATC facility can be

reduced because of interference caused by transmissions from a

satellite.

The results are applicable to either cochannel or adjacent-

channel interference problems, and can be easily modified to

accommodate a variety of system parameter changes. Specific

examples of several such modifications have been included. However,

an edtimate of the D/ U required for satisfactory service (protection

ratios) must be made by the user in order to apply these results

to interference problems, as they are expressed in terms of the signal

power ratios available under various conditions. The results of an

experimental program to determine protection ratios for some of the

system combinations that might be encountered in developing a

satellite ATC systenm are discussed in section 4.

A. 1 System Parameters

The system parameters used in this study were selected on

the basis of information contained in the technical literature,

discussions with FAA personnel, and the authors' analysis of the
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systems avolved. All nonsatellite stations considered here are

assu.-ned to require, :o. satellite observation, a look angle that is

greater than 0. 5° relative to a horizontal plane located at the point of

observation, i. e., these stations are within •'5000 nr of the sub-

satellite point (a point on the earth' s surface directly below the

satellite). The minimum look angle for the aircraft using the satellite

is WZ° or greater: -4000 nm from the subsatellite point. A wide

variety of narameters of this type could be considered, but because

of the urgent need for some specific results a very restricted set of

parameters was selected. However, the results can be easily

modified to allow for changes in some of the noncritical parameters,

such as the EIRP of the aircraft using the satellite (see sec. A. 2. 5).

A. 1. 1 Satellite ATC System

The restricted nature of this study limits the requirements for

satellite ATC system parameters to those involved in the VHF

satellite/ aircraft link. A specific set of parameters, listed in table

A. 1, had to be selected for this study even though the parameters

to be used in the final system design are unknown. In fact, it is not

certain that VHF frequencies will be used for the satellite system

(Haydon, 1970).

Literature dealing directly with satellite ATC systems

(DeZoute, 1965; McClure and Dute, 1964; Miller, 1965; and Spence,

1966) was used as a guide in selecting parameters. Although some

consideration was given to the associated practical and theoretical

problems, the equipment configuration implied should be regarded

simply as a reasonable illustration of a possible system and not as

an "optimum" one.

The IF bandwidth was chosen to fit comfortably in a 25-kHz

channel and still pass the third pair of sidebands associated with a
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Table A. 1. Satellite ATC system paramveters.

Item Common Parameters

Frequency, f 130 MHz

Median basic transmission loss Lb3  166. 3 dB

Lb. from fig. A. I for 35* + 20 log (130/ 125)

Fading margin, M. 1.2 dB

Receiver IF noise bandwidth 20 kHz

Johnson' s noise Pj -161 dBW

(sec. 3.3.1)

Modulation FM-voice

Peak deviation 5 kHz

Effective S1 N at antenna' 7 dB

(SCI= -. 4, fig. C. 17)

Receiver noise factor, f, 2.51

or figure Fr = 10 log fr 4 dB

Line loss factor, tt 1. 259

or loss Lt = 10 log tt I dB

Line temperature Tt 288°K = T.

Line noise factor, it 1.259

(fig. 15, sec. 3.3.2)

Antenna circuit loss factor, t, 1. 12Z

or loss L. = 10 log tL 0.5 dB

Antenna circuit temperature T. 288'K = T

Antenna circuit noise factor, f. 1. 122

(fig. 15, sec. 3.3. 2)
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Table A. I (continued)

Item Parameters Not Common

Aircraft Terminal Satellite Terminal

Antenna noise factor, f,*** 2 1

or figure F, = 10 log f. (dB) 3 0

(fig. 8, sec. 3.3. 1) galactic T. = 288"K

System noise factor, f. 4. 55 3.55

(eq. (40), sec. 3.3. Z)

System noise figure F, (dB) 6.6 5.5

F, = 10 logf,

Total system noise power PT (dBW) -154.4 -155.5

F. +P., sec. 3.3.1

Antenna elevatic- angle (deg) 35 -90

above horizontal

Antenna beamwidth (deg) 65 vertical 17

90 horizontal 17

Antenna gain G (dB) 4** Zl*

above isotropic antenna 3* 20*

of same polarization 5*** 2z***

Polarization vertical left-hand circular

Polarizatlon loss L. (dB) 3 0

Signal power at antenna* W (dBW) -147.4 -148.5

P 7 + (S,/N),, at antenna* Z PT + 7

Transmitter power Wt (dBW) -1 0.1

W +Lt+LCt'+LIs+Mf+Lb, -G's =W + 147.5

where G's are median values and W is for receiving terminal.

EIRP (,iBW) 2.5 zo.6

Wt - Lt - L, + Gt= Wt - 1. 5 + G~where G, is the maximum value.

* minimum value

** median value

*** maximum value A-4



3-kHz audio frequency. These are the only "significant" sidebands

(Panter, 1965, p. 252; Abramowitz and Stegum, 1964, p. 398) for

the 3-kHz tone when the modulation index is 1. 4.

Noise figure calculations are based on information given in

section 3.3. Antenna, tranbmission line and receiver noise factors

are included. The only important contribution to the satellite antenna

noise factor is taken to be the noise temperature of the earth, 288*K.

Satellite antenna beamwidth provides earth coverage only,

and its gain corresponds to that of a helical antenna (Jasik, 1961,

sec. 7. 1). The left-hand circular polarization used will result in

some rejection of right-handed elliptically polarized transmissions

from conventional ATO facilaties (Dudzinsky, 1969) and avoid fading

caused by Faraday rotation (Blackband, 1967, pp. 37-43). However,

a polarization loss of 3 dB is associated with the aircraft antenna

since it is not circularly polarized.

The fading margin used to calculate required transmitter

powers is sufficient to provide satisfactory service 99% of the time

when a small desired signal level variability is assurmed; i. e., a

variability that is normally distributed in decibels about its median
with a standard deviation of 0. 5 dB (see fig. A. 4). This variability

is associated with the variation of transmission loss with look angle

(fig. A. 1) and failure to realize full antenna gain because of antenna

orientation, but does not allow for multipath fading caused by

reflections from the earth or scintillations due to the ionosphere.

Fading due tc these mechanisms will be discussed in section A. 2. 5.

IMaximum power flux-density at the earth' s surface due to 3

satellite at synchronous altitude (3. 59 x 107m) with its antenna

directed toward the earth in dBW for 1 in• (dBW/ m2) is 10 log (4 -1) +

20 log (3. 59 x 107) = 162. 1 dB less than the satellite EIRP in dBW
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when free-space propagation is assumed and reflections from the

earth are neglected. The EIRP given in table A. 1 would result in

a maximum power flux-density of -141. 5 dBW/ m.

A. 1. 2 Conventional ATC Network

Conventional Aeronautical Mobile/ VHF ATC networks using

amplitude modulation (AM) are considered as the source of inter-

ference to the aircraft/ satellite link of the satellite ATC system in

this study. Such AM networks consist of a ground facility and the

aircraft it serves. The need to consider interference caused by a

large number of AM networks, and the difficulties that would be

involved in an exact description of any one particular AM network

Sduring a specific interval of time have dictated the "typical network"

approach. For this study all AM networks are assumed to have

characteristics identical to those .of a "typical" network. The system

parameters assumed for the "typical" AM network are tablulated in

table A. 2.

Table A. 2. Typical AM network system parameters.

Item Aircraft Terminal Ground Facility

Frequency -'130 iMHz -430 MHz

Modulation AM voice AM voice

IF bandwidth (receiver) 40 kHz 40 kHz

Audio bandwidth 3 kHz 3 1-kHz

Line less 3 dB 2 dB

Antenna gain (see fig. A. 2) 0 dB

Antenna polarization (transmit) Vertical Right-hand elliptical

Transmitter power 14 dBW 17 dBW
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Documents dealing directly with conventional AM networks

(FAA 1963, 1965a, and 1965b) were used as a guide in selecting these

parameters. Exact values for them would be expected to depend on

the particular facility and the aircraft types involved during a

particular time period. The parameters selected are intended to

provide an estimate of average or typical conditions. Because some

of the initial calculations discussed here are more easily performed

with discrete distributions, discrete random variables are uscd to

describe the typical AM network.

The discrete distribution assumed for gain of the aircraft

antf.nna is shown in figure A. 2. It is based on an analysis 4 gain

data for a number of aircraft antenna configurations. Several of

the gain data distributions for which the final distribution is

representative are also shown in the figure.

A. 2. Interference at Satellite

The methods used for predicting distributions of D/ U available

at the satellite are outlined in this section. Also included are the

resulting distributions and a discussion of methods to modify these

rz;ults to account for changes in system parameters.

Distribution of D/ U in decibels for n undesired AM networks

will be denoted by D/ U(p, n), where p represc.nts the percent of time

for which D/ U equals or exceeds particular values.

To determine D/ U(p, n) the following steps are necessary:

(1) Determine the distribution of desired FM signal power

levels at the satellite on the assumption of continuous

transmission from a single aircraft using the satellite.
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(2) Determine the distribution of undesired signal power levels

at the satellite that is caused by a single, typical AM

*-:twork.

(3) Determine the distribution of undesired signal power

levels at the satellite caused by n typical AM networks.

(4) Combine the distributions of desired and undesircd signal

levels to obtain D/ U(p, r.).

Distributions of D/ Ulp, n) are independent of system parameters

common to both the desired and undesired signals. In this arnaly-,

satellite antenna gain, satellite line loss, and median basic trans -

mission loss can-be treated as common to both signals. The calculated

v-.lues of desircd and undesired signal power normalized in the sense

that the common parameters mentioned above are not included in

calculating them.

A. 2. 1 Desired FM Signal Power at the Satellite

Circu2qr polarization for the satellite antennia was selected

so that fading caused by Faraday rotation could be neglected.

Because the aircraft: is located above the firat kilometer of the

earth' s atmosphere and the takeoff angle for an aircraft -to-sztellit

ray is always great -r than 12 relative to a horizontal reference

at the aircraft, -t is possible to negle4t losses associated with the

troposphere (JTAC, 1961). However, some consideration is given

to ionospheric absoiption variations (Balakrishnan, 1963; Lawrence

et al., 19C4), the change in basic transmission loss as the aircraft-

to-satellite distance changes, and the failure to realize the full gain

of the aircraft antenna at all air,-rdft locations. The loss associated

with these factors -s assumed to bc normally distribute& in, decibels,

with a standard deviaticn of 0. 5 dB about a median of 0 d.B. Even

though the air.rOft.-to-satellite distance may vi.v from -19, 400 to
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-•22, 300 nm, the difference in transmission loss caused by this distance

change is only about I dB. Multipath fading caused by ground

reflections and scintillatiojis due to the ionosphere are neglected in

the initial an~alysis, but will be discussed in section A. 2. 5.

Thus, the "normalized"• desired signal power will be normally

distributed in decibels with a standard devile-ion of 0. 5 dB and a

median value of -1. 5 dBW. The median was calculated based on

value~s for the aircraft terminal from table A. I as follow's:

Transrn-.Atter power 1.-I 0 dBW.

Polarization loss H- 3. 0 dB.

Line loss (-) 10 dB.

Antenna c~rruit loss H- 0. 5 dB.

!• Antenna gain 1)4. 0 dB.

Median normalized power for -1. 5 dBW.

aircraft (de sired)l/satelIlite link

t Calculated values of desired an.6 undesired signal power are normalized

S~in the sense that items common to both systems are not included.

.t

S~Specifically, median satellite artenna gain and circuit loss. and
median basic transmission loss are nct includd in normalized powaer

Sfcalcuations; i.e., available power at the ioerminals oi nhe satedite

Santenna is 145. 8 dB less than given normalized power levels.

tA. 2. i Undesired AMb Si Power From a Single Neet ork

The distribution hf norrdalized signal power at the satelliteIfrom the typical AM n-t.ork (sec. A. m .d ) is developed by combining

normalized power da-veloped for a typical airblrne terminal and a

" ~typical ground facility. Combining is performed• by calculating the

probability of obtaining certain discrete power levels when it is

Sassumedthat (ai the ground facility and airborne terminal do not

S~A-11
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transrnit at the same time, (b) the time during which transmission

occurs is equally divided between the two, and (c) no transmissions

occur during 5% of the tinme. Discrete ditrihutions of the power

available from each type of terminal and the discrete distribution

resulting from the combination process are shown in figure A. 3.

The mean and variance of the power distribution for a typical

facility are II. 52 W and 196.27 W2 . respectively.

Statistics for power received from the undesired AM airborne

terminal are developed on the assumption that, (a) the airL•ft

antenna gain effective for a direct ray to the satellite is statistically

independent of the gain effective for a ray reaching the satellite via

ground reflection, (b) the gain statistics shown in figure A. 2 are

applicable to both rays, (c) the phase angle between the two signals

is uniformly distributed between 0 and ZT (Norton et al. , 1955b), and

(d) the reflection coefficient of the earth is unity. To obtain the

proper values of normalized power, the distribution developed based

on these consid~rations was modified by the addition of 9 dB. This

constant was calculated from values in table A. Z for t&e aircraft

terminal as follows:

Transmitter power (+) 14 dBW.

Power increase due (+) I dB.

to modlation

Line loss (-) 3 dB.

Polarization loss (-) 3 dB.

Normalization constant for 9 dBV.F,

undesLred AM aircraft

transmissions

Normalized power statistics for the ground facility were

developed by using the "standard propagation curves for earth-space
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links" given by Rice et al. (1967, fig. 1-24, 0, = 0.03, 2 GHz), and

making a minor adjustment (Rice et al., 1967, fig. 10. 15) to acczount

for the lower frequency (130 MHz) being considered in this study.

A factor of 8 dBW was used to make the conversion to nor.nalized

power; it was calculated from values in table A. 2 for the ground

facility as follows:

Transmitter power j+) 17 dBW.

Power increase due to modulation (+) I dB.

Line loss (- 2 dB.

Polarization loss (-) 10 dB.

Gain due to ground reflection (+) 2 dB.

Antenna gain (+) 0 dB.

Normalization constant ir undesired 8 dBW

AM ground facility transmissions

For communicating with circularly polarized antennas (Reed

and Russell, 1964, Ch. 8; Dudzinsky, 1969) the antennas must have

the same polarization sonse (right-handed or left-handed). The loss

due to a polarization mismatch between the ground facility antenna

(right-har-d elliptical) and the satellite antenna (left-hand circular)

is estimated to be 10 dB.

A. 2. 3 U:idesired AM Signal Power From Multiple Networks

Distributions of normalized signal power at the satellite due

to n typical AM networks are developed by combining the powers

expected from the various networks by statistical means. The "power

convolution" and "log-normal" methods of combining distributions

are used. It is assumed that the average power received from a

number of networks at any particular time is simply the sum of the

average powers received from each individual station, and that
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these powers are statistically independent random variables. The time

period used to determine average powers must be long enough to assure

that contributions to the resultant average power from terms that

involve relative RF phase differences between the various signals

received are negligible (Moore and Williams, 1957).

For a small number of networks the "power convolution"

method is used to calculate distribution of resultant power levels.

In this method successive convolutions of power (watts) distributions

for groups of stations are performed to obtain the resultant power

(watts) distribution for n networks. The operational aspects of this

method are summarized by the following equations where the

operational symbol B denotes the statistical convolution process, and

U(p, n. represents the distribution of power, measured in watts,

resulting from n undesired networks.

U(p, 2) = U(p, 1) e U(p) I), (A-la)

U(p, 4) = U(p, 2) S U(p, 2) , (A- ib)

and
Su(pn) = u(p, U(p,), for n = z, A-ic)

.where N* is a positive integer. Successive convolutions

by pairs are performed to minimize the number of operations required

to find U(p, n).

If random variables x aud y are statistirally independent

their distributions can be convoluted (Davenport and Root, 1958,

pp. 36, 37, and 55), and the distribution of either the variable

Z = x + y, or the. variable z = x - y can be obtained, depending on tVe

result required. xe distribution of z can be obtained by selecting

a number of equally spaced percentage values from the individual

distributions, characterizing the levels in particular percentage
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ranges by a specific xf or yj value, calculating all possible sums

Zk = xI + y , and forming a distribution of all values of zk obtained

in this manner (Rice et al. , 1967, sec. 10. 8). A distribution for z'

can be obtained in a similar fashion.

If the uncorrelated random variaýbles x and y are normally

distributed (Panter, 1965, sec. 4. 2) with means and variances of

Yn and my a0 respectively, then the distributions of z and

z' will be normally distributed with means and variances that can

be calculated as follows:

mz = mX +my , (A-2)

m?= mx - my , (A-3)

and
+z C 2x +C• (A-4)

However, the power (watts) distribution for a typical AM network

is not approximated very well by a normal distribution and this simple

procedure should not be used.

A simplified version of th: log-normal method given by

Norton et al. (1952) was used for values of n greater than 16. This

simplification results from the assumptions that the same distribution

describes the power radiated by each undesired network and that the

power levels received from the various networks are statistically

independent. Because the log-normal method carries the assumption

that the power (watts) resulting from one or several stations is log-

normally distributed, it could not be used for small values of n. The

relationships used to calculate the mean, M,, and variance, a, of the

normally distributed dBW resulting from n stations by using the mean,

•, in W, and variance, U, in W 2 , of a typical AM network are

given below:
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M = in(nO) - - c dBW, (A-5)

C2 = In I +()+ dB2 , (A-6)

where c is 10 log e as in (20). In this report "In" is us.cj for natural

logarithm and "I(og" is used for common logarithm.
Values of ME, and -, calculated for several valaes of n and

the ccrresponding values of nu, na, and 10 log na are tabulated in

table A. 3.

it can be shown that M, approaches 10 log nCL and .n approaches

zero as n apptoaches infinity. The values in table A. 3 indicate

thw" M. can be taken as 10 log na for n larger than 8 and that -n

can be taken as 0 for n larger than 10'. This means that power

Table A. 3. Results of log-normal calculations.

n nu na 10 log na M a

W W dBW dBW dB

1 196.27 11.5Z 10.6 8.7 4.13

2 392.54 23.04 13.6 12.4 3.23

4 785.08 46.08 16.o 16t0 2.44

8 1,570.16 92.16 19.7 19.3 1. 79

16 3, 140.32 184.32 22.7 22.5 1.29

32 6,280.64 368.64 25.7 25.6 0.92

10Z 1. 9627 x i04 1. 152 x 103  30.6 30.6 0.53
3 5410 1. 9627 x 10 I.15Z x 104  40.6 40.6 0.17

10 1.9627 x 106 . 152 x 105 5C. 6 50.6 0.05

105 1. 9627 x 107 1. 152 x 10 6  60.6 60.6 0.00
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received froin n networks, where n is larger than 102, ca•, be

assumned io have i constant level given by

Mn A + N dBW, (A-7)

where
A 10 log r dBW, (A-8)

and
N = 10 log n dB. (A-9)

Distributions of undesired power U4sw(p, n), developed by

the methods just discussed are shown in figure A. 4 for several

values of ii, along with the distribution of power received from the

desired station. This figure illustrates five points:

(i) The per.od cf time for which no undesired power is

transmitted diminishes rapidly as n increases.

(2) Although the log-normal method should not be ured for

small values of n, it yields results that are close to those

obtained by the power convolution method for values of

n as small as 16.

(3) The v-ariation of undesired power about its median level

decreases significantly as n increases.

(4) The power received from a single undesired network is

greater than that received from the desired station

a significant part of the tirr-e.

(5) The tirte variability associated with the desired station is
mnuch s ,naller than that associated with the undesired

networks when their number is small.

A. Z. 4 Desired-to-Undesired Signal Ratios

The distribution of D/ U(p, n) in decibels, for n undesired
networks is calculated by che convolution procedure when both the

desire.d power and undesired power are expressed in dBW. However,
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the procedure required is somewhat different from the one called for

in (A-1) in that the difference between the random variables is needed.

This corresponds to the z' = x - y case discussed in section A. 2. 3.

"With Dj.d (p) and UdON (p, n) used to represent the distributions of desired

and und*esired dBW, respectively, the required calculation can be

expressed as

D/ U(p, n) = D4a9(p) S Usw (p, n) dB, (A-10)

where e indicates the required convolution procedure.

Three techniques can be used to perform the convolution

indicated in (A-10); the technique depends on the value of n.

For n z 32, the variance associated with the power from the

desired station is much smalle3 than that asscciated with the power

from the undesired networks, and the desired power level is assumed

to be constant and its mean level. Points for particular D/ U(p, n) can

then be obtained by (a) reading UG,, levels from UdaW from ',p, n)

distributions (fig. A. 4) corresponding to percentage values of 100-p,

where p is the p of D/ U(p, n); (b) subtracting the resulting Udew levels

from -1. 5 dBW, which is the median "normalized" desired signal

power level from section A. 2. 1; and (c) plotting the results as a

function of p to obtain distributions of D/ U (p, n) in decibels.

I'or n -16 the distributions of Uasw(p, n) are assumed to be

normal. Distributions for D/ U(p, r.), in decibels, are then normal

with the mean, D/ U(50, n), and variance, cD,• , given by

D/U(50, n) = -1. 5 - Tj,4(50, n) dB (A-11)

O'D,2n = (0. 5)2 + a! dB2 . (A-1Z)

For n 1 >0', the variance of UdBw (p, n) can be neglected in contrast

to that of Ds, (p), 0. 25 dB 2 . Distributions of D/ U(p, n), in decibels, are

then normal with a rne:-n given by (A-11) and a variance of

A-Z0
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Ii The above discussion indicates that two techniques were used

to obtain D/U(p, n) distributions for n = 16 anda = 32. The results

obtained, and the other D/ U(p, n) distributions determined for this study

are shown in figure A, 5. Dashed lines show distribuuions resulting

from tht use of the technique discussed above for n S 32.

Figure A. 5 is particularly useful when -atisfactory service

for the satellite is defined in terms of D/ U 'protectionr aio) th:t

must be available or exceeded. For example, if a cochannel

"proLection ratio >0 dB is required, then the time for which

satisfactory seriice would be expected is <10% when interference

from a single AM facility is considered. As another example, suppose

that a signal ratio of -43 dB could be tolerated for adjacent-cbannel

interference and that service is desired 99% of the time, then

interference from 1000 adjacent-channel AM networks coulk, be

tolerated.

A. 2. 5 Modif*,,ations Required for Parameter Changes

The D/ U(p, n) distributions shown in figure A. 5 are dependent

upon the specific parameters outlined in section A. 1. However, some

SI ,rameters, su,..h as satellite antenna gain (provided the beam is not

n-amde sufficiently narrow to discriminate against some undesired

facilities), are noncritical in that a change will affect both the desired

and undesired power equally, and the D/ U(p, n) distributions would

remain valid. Other noncritical parameters are line loss at the

satelltc and free-space basic transmission loss between the earth

and the satellite.

Modification of the parameters used in calculating the constant

requzred for conversion Uo normalized desired signal power in

section A 2. 1 would necessitate a similar modification of theD U(p, n)
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distributions, i. e., an increase of 3 dE in aircraft (desiredj trans-

I mitter power would require that D/ U values read from figure A. 5

also be increased by 3 dB. For example, if (a) a L" U of 15 dB is

requited for satisfactory service, (b) service is required 95% of tI
timve, Lnd (c) frequency-sharing with 8 _A networks is desired then

the -24 dB read from figure A. 5 at the 95% levei far n = 8 can be

interpreted as meaning that the normalized desired station signal

power must be increased by 39 dB (15 + -4) in order to achieve the

desired frequency-sharing. The aircraft transmitting desired FM

to the satellite could be modified to meet this objective by use of a

cir--Uiariy polarized antenna (3-dB increase) and an increase in the

aircraft transmitter power by 36 dB to 35 dBW (-Z kW).

Figure A. 5 can be used to estimate interference conditions

caused by VHF extended range faciLties (DeZoute, 1964; Grann, 1965)

if we assume that the distributions for undesired power at the satellite

remain unchanged in shape even though the levels involved may change.

This requires that the constants used for conversion to normalized

power for the iirborne and ground stations differ from those of the AMj network (se.. A. Z. 2), by about the same amount. An estimate of these

constants for an extended range facility can be made as follows:

Ground Station Airborne Station

Trxnsmitter power (+) 33 dBW (+) 27 dBW

Line loss (-) 2dB (-) 1dB

Polarization loss (-) 3 dB (-) 3 dB

Additional gain (reflection) (+) Z dB 0 dB

Antenna gain (+) -4 dB (side-lobe) (+) 4 dB

Extended range constants 26 dBW 27 dBW

Becat•se these constants are 18 dB greater than those in section A. 2. Z,

I the D/ U values read from figure A. 5 should be decreased by 18 dB when
this analysis is considered reasonable for extended range facilities.
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In selecting parameters for the aircraft/ swteUite link and

estimating the desired signal variability at the aircraft, we neglected

the effects of reflection from the earth and ionospheric scintillation.

Figure A. 5 can be used to estimate directly the number of AM net.

works tolerable when an allowance for these factors is included in

the system design, if we assume that (a) the EIRP of the desired

aircraft-to-satellite transmission is inc:-eased just enough to

compensate for the additional signal attenuation at the encouatered

required time availability when service is not interference limited

and (b) the nmnber of tolerable AM networks is determined when

the desired signal at the satellite is at its lowebz acceptable level, e. g.,

an increase of 10 dB in desired transmission level required to over-

corniý_ iC dB of additional attenuation will provide the D/ U in figure

A. 5 when thab atLenuation is encountered (at required time availabilty).

Desired signal level distributions for the VHF satellite-to-

aircraft link caused by earth reflection multipath or ionospheric

scintillations are shown in figure A. 6. The point (-6dB at 98. 6%)

takcen from NATO(1969, p. 4Q) is applicable to " . . . an aircraft

flying over the'Nbrth Atlantic samewhere between the southern tip

of Greenland and Iceland. This flight path is at the edge oi the region

of madmun auroral disturbance, say at 60* N. geomagnetic latitude."

It represents night hours and would be expected to be about half

(3 dB) for daytime hours. Distributions "A" and "B" were taken from

NATO (1969. p. 11), and Bergemann and Kucera (1969, fig. 3) respectively,

and are based on experimental data. I)istribution "C" is a Nakagarni-Rice

distribution (.Rice et al., 1967, fig. VI, K = 4 dB) used to estimate a

signal level distribution for the 7-to-15 dB equatorial scintillations

reported by Kuegler (1969, p. 4). Although this distribution probably

does not represent the worst equatorial scintillations possible, since
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the data were collected during July an-d maximum activity is expected

during September (NATO, 1969, p. 031, it is applic'able only to a

period during which the. lading occurs ("The evidence is that during

periods of high sunspot number the extent of the high scintillation

region near midrnight. is plus and minus 10"-15° from the geometric

equator .... •' NATO, 1969, p. 57), and a distribution that includes

the periods when 1 .ss disturbed conditions are p.•esent would show

less variability. A "worst case" Nakagami-Rice (Rice et al., 1967,

table V. 1, K < -20 dB) or Rayleigh distribution is shovn as

distributiov "D" (Nesenbergs, 1967).

Figure A. 6 implies that an increase in desired signal trans-

mission level sufficient to achieve a )9.9 reliability d~rying disturbed

periods would be (a) 10 dB when the aircraft is at the edge of the

imaximum auroral disturbance region, and (b) 15 to 20 dB when

strong equatorial scintillations are encountered. The reqcirement

for such large increases in signal transmissicon level could be

reduced by (a) compensation for poor propagation conditions in the

areas ;d dui-iig the time for which it is expected by reducing the

air tra-tfic d-znsity so that a lower communication reliability could be

safely tolerated, (S) use ol polarization diversity, and (c) use oi a

higher frequency that would be less effected by the ionosphere.

Takahabhil s (1969) analysis suggests that polarization diversity

may be useful in combating ionospheric scintillations. A'his is not

in accord with infurmation given by NATO (1969, p. 4 3) and Golden (1970)

which indicates that polarization diversity (also frequency and space

diversity) would be ineffective for aircraft use. However, polarization

d-versity would be expected to be effective in reducing earth reflection

multipath when the transmitted wave is circularly polarized and the

aircraft-to-satellite look angle is greater than about 1Z. For these
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look angles, the phase lag associated with a specular reflection for

horizortal polarization differs by about 1800 from that for vertical

polarization (Rice et a!., 1967? figs. IlL 1 to M1. 8).

Detrimental ionospheric efifcts decrease with increasing

fi equency (Little et al., 1964), and operation at 1, 500 MHz instead
of 130 hM=z would be expected to eliminate ionospheric scintillation

or at least Teduce it considerably, But, the use cf circular

polarization and/ or polarization diversity to combat Faraday rotation

and earth reflection multiprth would still be desi'-able. Systems

more complex than the single-channel FM-voice system assumed

here, such as those with a direct navigatic.n and/ or surveillance

function, may encounter problems at VHF with transmission through

the ionosphere, such as angle-of-arrival fluctuations that cannot be

solved simply by increasing transmitter po•vers. Such systems may

benefit more from operation at a higher frequency than the voice

system considered here (Haydon, 1970).

The curves in figure A. 5 can also be used to estimate inter-

ference conditions that might exist if the 1, 540 to I, 570-MHz band

were used for the airccaft/ satellite link, if various assumptions are

made. One possi'le set of such assumptions is as follows:

S() The distributions for desired and undesired power at the

satellite terminal would remain unchanged. in shape even

though the levels might change.

(2) The transmitter powers for AM network service are

increased by 22 dB in order to overcome the increase in

free-space basic transmission loss caused by the increase

in frequency.

(3) The 22-dB increase in free-space basic transmission loss

for the desired aircraft-to-satellite link is overcome by
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[ use of a circlAhrly polarized aircraft antenna (3--dB gain),

increasing the aircraft transmitter power by 19 dB

(18 dBW total), and increasing the power of the satellite

transmitter by 19 dB (19 dBW total).

This set ol assumptions would allow th- D/ U values in figure A. 5 to

be used directly. If an increase of AM network powers of only 12 dB

is assumed %,a.itead of 22 dB), the D/ U vales in figure A. 5 would be

too low by 10 dB.

The modifications discussed above were included to illustrate

how the curves ehown in figure A. 5 can be ased to estimate inter-

ference conditions when system parameters differ from those

assumed in developing the curves. Various assumptions are required

to make these estimates, and their validity may be somewhat

questionable in some cases. For example, the side-lobe antenna gains

assumed in the discussion of extended range could be in error by

several decibels, Better estimates can be made for situations in

which the system parameters differ from those assumed for this

analysis by repeating the analysis for the specific parameters of

interest.

A. 3. Interference to Convenr.ional AM Networ-ks

This section deals with the effect of satellite transnmissions

on the service range of AM r etworks that are directly i.'minated by

the satellite. A "worst case" approach is taken to this problem and

curves are given that show the maximum service range reduction that

could be required to overcome interference from the satellite versus

normal AM network service range for various levels of desired-

to-undesired signal ratios. AM networks are assumed to be most

sensitive to interference at airborne receiving stations.
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The distribution of undesired power available from the satellite

at the terminals of an airborne receiving station of an AM network

I.�frorxm the satellite can be obt'.ineO from the distribution labeled "airborne

terminal . . . "1 in figure A. 3 by adding -157.2 dB to the indicated

power I•v•;s. This conversion constant is determined by adding the

difference (-12. 9 dB) in satellite-radiated power (0. 1 - 1 = -0. 9 dBW, table

K A. 1) and total AM aircraft-radiated power (14 + 2 - 3 = 12 dBW, sec.

i A. 2. 2) to the denormalization constant (-145.8) given 2n figure A. 3,

then adding 1. 5 dB to compensate for the fact that the lowest free-'! space transmission loss was not used in calculating the -145. 8 dB. If

we assumethat the satellite transmits continuously, the distribution

shown in figure A. 3 (for airborne terminal) can be used directly a 3

an ews.nrate of the undesired power received from the satellite by

an aircraft using a conventional AM ground ATC facility, provided

the level adjustment just discussed is made. For example, an

I estimate of the maximum interfering power can be znade by reading

the highest level on the figure A. 3 distribution (18 dBW) and adding
-157.2 to it, i.e., 18 - 157.2 -. -139 dBW.

For analysis of the AM network maximun service range

reduction that could be required to overcome interference from the

satellite, the normal service range of AM network is defined as the

range at which the desired (from the ground AM facility) power

' available at the terminals of the aircraft antenna is -120 dBW (with

' t3-dB line loss, 5 UV across 50 0 at receiver input), and the maximum

'I undesired (from satellite) power available at the aircraft antenna

terminals is taken as -139 dBW. Under these conditions the minimum

D/ U, D/ U(min), at the normal service range is 19 dB.

To estimate the maximum reduction in service range required

to assure D/ U(min) levels greater than 19 dB, we assumed that the
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desired signal wiU. in-zrease as the distance (altitude fixed) to the[ gound facility is decreased and that the lowtstincrease, AD, in

desired power for a decrease in distance from the normal range,

RN nm, to a reduced range, RR nm, is given by

RtN

AD =Z0 log- dB. (A-14)

The distance dependence in (A-14) is the same as that associated with

transmission loss in free space. The equation can be rearranged

to give the range reduction, AR, required to achieve AD, i. e.,

tD

AR RN -RR = RN (1-10 )nm, RS Rn. (A-15)

Values of D/ U(min) are related to AD by

D/ U(min) = 19 + AD dB, RR -5R . (A-16)

The relationship between RN, IRL, and D/ U(min) is shown

in figure A. 7. For example, if a D/ U(min) of 19 dB or less is

sufficient to assure satisfactory service for the AM network, then no

reduction in the normal range would be caused by interference from the

satellite. If, on the other hand, a D/ U(min) of 25 dB is required and

the normal service range of ZOO nm, the maximum reduction of

operating range expected because of interference from the satellite

is 10O nm, and the operating range would be reduced from Z00 to

100 nm.

If the normal service range is near or beyond the radio

horizon, then the service range reduction indicated by figure A. 7

would be expected, to be more than sufficient to assure satisfactory

service for distances equal to or less than the normal service range

reduced by the indicated amount, i. e., the range reduction indicated
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for these cases is expected to be too large by an amount that will be

dependent upon the propagation parameters (terrain profile, terminal

heights, etc. ) involved in specific cases. When the desired signal

does not increase with decreasing range (lobing) in the vicinity of

the normal service range, the range reduction indicated M not

be sufficient to assure satisfactory service. However, this is not

considered to be a serious restriction, because the normal service

range is most likely to be near or beyond the radio horizon.

Values of D/ U(min) given in figure A. 7 can be modified to

4ccount for parameter changess. For example, if the gain of the

satellite antenna (satellite power unchanged) is decreased by several

decibels, then the D/ U(min) values should be increased by a similar

amount. Application to an extended range facility might require

that the power level used to define the normal service range be

decreased by several decibels; then the D/ U(min) values should be

decreased by a similar amount.

As mentionttd previously, the analysis used in developing

figure A. 7 is of the 'worst-iase" type, and range reductions

determined from it (with system parameter changes properly con-

sidered) will be sufficient for "almost all" situations lM:ely to occur.

Better estimates can be made for particulaz situations if such

inici-ation as terrain profiles, and antenna elevations is used,

but the number of such special cases could easily become so large

as to become unmanageable.

A. 4. Frequency Sharing Implications

' Estimates are shown in figure A. 5 of the RF D/ U available

at the satellite when interference from a multitude of AM networks

is considered. "•L_- methods used to make these estimates and
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modifications that can be made to account for changes in system

parameters are discussed in section A. 2. 5. Estimates of the extent
to which the service range of AM networks can be reduced because of

interference caused by satellite transmissions are shown in figure A. 7.

The development and possible modifications of these estimates were

discussed in section A. 3. Protection ratio values required to interpret

the curves shown are discussed in section 4.

The following observations concerning interference can be made:

(1) To allow cochannel operation of the satellite system

with a small (4) number of conventional facilities, the

satellite receiver would have to be capable of providing

satisfactory performance when the desired signal is 25 dB

below the undesired signal; i. e., the required protection

ratio must be -25 dB or lower. Thus, ft is likely that a

clear channel will be required for the satellite system.

(2) Significant service range reductions will be encountered

for conventional facilities when they are operated cochannel

with the satellite system if a protection ratio higher than

19 dB is required. This may provide another reason for

a clear channel assignment to the satellite system.

(3) A required adjacent-channel protection ratio at the satellite

as high as -45 dB would allow adjacent-channel operation

with a sign5Xicant numnber (103) of conventional facilities.

However, the allowed number of stations must be divided

between two channels since there are two adjacent channels.

(4) A service range reduction for conventional facilities

because of adjacent-channel interference from the satellite

would not be expected, because a required protection ratio

as high as 19 dB could be tolerated.
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These observations might have to be changed to some extent as

changes in system parameters are considered. In this analysis

we have assumed that all stations are within the horizon of the

satellite, and frequency-sharing on a cochannel basis between a

satellite system and AM networks should be possible if the AM

networks are located sufficiently distant beyond the horizon of the

satellite.
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APPENDIX B
Modulation Characteristics

This appendix summarizes the fundamental characteristics

of the basic analog and digital modulation methods for the ATC system

and describes the salient features of the signal in a communication

system. Emphasis is given to certain parameters of greater

importance than others in relation to the systems and frequency bands

i considered, which are presented as practical considerations and con-

straints in system design and band planning. We concentrate on the

information signal (which in this report we shall consistently refer to

as the baseband signal) and its effect on the description of the

modulated waveforms. The material has been condensed from a

report by Hubbard et al. (1970).

The process of modifying carrier signals by an information

signal is viewed in the classical s'nse of modulation as the operation

of the baseband signal on the carrier. This process can be divided

into two subclasses for analog modulation: linear and exponential.

Each of these has a counterpart in digital schemes, as will be noted

in section B. 2.

Modulation can also be considered as a process operating

directly on the baseband signal, rather than on the carrier as in the

classical approach (Bedrosian, 1962). Both of these concepts are

used here to describe analog modulation schemes. The classical

V concept is perhaps more useful in considering the actual physical

or practical process of developing a modulated signal ior trans-

mission, while the more recent approach, based on signal-product

concpets, is more useful in directly describing the spectral

characteristics of the modulated signal. This is especially true

for single-sideband (SSB) signals.
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B. I. Summary of Analog Modulation Methods

In analog modulation, the carrier waveform is assumed to be

sinusoidal with constant amplitude A0 , constant angular frequency

w., and initial phase Po and is expressed as

Eo(t) = Ac cos(wot+ 0
0 ) , (B-1)

where (Lot+ 9o) is the total phase and can be written as

ý 0o(t) = Wot+ + 0 (B-2)

The time derivative of this expression is the angular frequency

$0 t) = Wo =- * o (B-3)

Three separate parameters of the carrier waveform can be varied

to modulate this signal in accordance with a baseband signal. These are

the amplitude, frequency, and phase, each of which may become a func-

tion of time. Thus the modulated carrier can be expressed in general as

El (t) = A(t) cos cp(t) , (B-4)

where A(t) is the instantaneous amplitude, and m(t) is the instantaneous
phase of the modulated carrier. The analog modulation techniques can

be described as amplitude modulation (AM), phase modulation (PM), and
frequency modulation (FM). In AM the instantaneous amplitude A(t) is

rr.de to vary with the baseband signal. In PM and FM, the angular

freqv-'cy is caused to vary by modulating cp(t) irn accordance with the

baseband signaL Each of these techniques can be considered by writing

B-2•
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the time variant parameters in terms of the unmodulated carrier as
i• follow s: SA(t) = a(t) A O A M ,

and CO(t) = O(t) + rDO PM,

9= b(t) + w0o FM

Based on these relationships, we can write the modulated carrier wave-

form as

E4(t) = a(t) AO cos [wor+ 30 + e(t)j (B-5)

This expression can be used to define all the analog modulation methods

by specifying how the carrier parameters depend upon the baseband sig-

nal E3 (t). For example, to describe AM, we must specify the

manner in which a(t) depends on Es (t). In PM the phase It) is caused

to vary directly with E. (t), and in FM G(t) is proportional to E. (t). How-

ever, before discussing the individual features of these forms of modu-

lation, we will use a normalized form of the modulated carrier ii (B-5)

to simplify later notation.

~ If we make certain assumptions about the total communication system

between the modulator and the input to the receiver detector, a normalized

I expression for the modulated waveform will be useful at all intervening

points of the system. The two necessary assumptions are that all inter -

vening stages of the system are time-invariant and cause no appreciable

distortion to the signal. Thi•, if we normalize the expression (B-5) by

the amplitude of the unmodulated carrier A0 , we can define

SeM(t) = EM(t) a(t) cosjw0 t+ 0(t)] , (B-6)

where the arbitrar'y phase angle 00 has been ignored without loss of

generality. It follows that if we wish to write an expression for the

B-3
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modulated wa-ieform at any point in the system between the modulator

and detector, we need only multiply (B-6) by the appropriate equivalent

carrier amplitude at the desired point. This value can be determined

r. rom knowledge of the total gain and/or loss parameters from point to

point in the system.

Similarly, we can write for convenience a normalized expression

for the baseband signal E9(t). Normalization is made with respect to

the peak value of the signal Es and becomes

e. (t) - A (B-7)E13

In the classical description of modulation, we apply the modulating

or baseband signal e. (t) directly to one of the time parameters of the

unmodulated carrier wave of (B-6). Forexample, linear AM is accom-

plished by letting

a(t) = 1 +M e9 (t) , (B-8)

where M is the modulation index, and we write the modulated waveform

as

em (t) = [ + H e (t)] cos[ wot + 0(t)]

= cos[ wot + 0(t)] +M e3(t)[cos mot + 0(t)] . (B-9)

This expression is composed of a pure carrier component of

constant amplitude and a modulated componenc that h-s a particular

spectrum. Other Iforms of linear and exponential modulation can be con-

sidered similarly; for example, if a(t) = M e. (t) in (B-8), then the re-

sultant modulation is AM double sideband suppressed carrier (AM-DSB/

SC).

In the transmission of such signals, we are concerned with their

spectral chararteristics, i. e., their bandwidth occupancy and power

density. The two linear forms above are relatively simple to visualize
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in spectrum. However, other forms, such as SSB and exponential

modulation, are more difficult. Description of t.lese forms is more

straightforward if we use the signal-product concept mentioned

earlier.

To describe modulation processes in signal-product form, we use

analytic signal notation (summarized below), and from this

notation we can readily develop the spectra for theae signals. The
Fourier operator is used frequently for the transform of signals between
the time and frequency donmains, which is defined by the transform pair

as

F[x(t)] X(w) S x(t) e -jt dt, (B-10a)

and

-O=~t X2r ej dw , (B-10b)

where F[ ] denotes the Fourier transform operator and X(w) is the

s pectral function of the real signal x(t).

A complex function of time can be written

g(t) = x(t) + jy(t) = 1g(t) I exp jo(t) , (B-Il)

where x(t), y(t), jg(t) 1, and O(t) are all real-time functions that have the

following relationships:

Ig(t) 12 = X2(t) + y (t) , (B-12)

NOt) = tan-, [yt)x(t)] , (B-13)

and

x(t) = Re g(t) y(t) = im g(t) , (B-14)

where Re real part and Im = imaginary part.
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We also introduce the notation g*(t), lvhe-r * indicates the complex

conjugate

g*(t) : x(t) - jy(t) (B-I5)

Analytic signai notation makes use of the fact that the mathematical

analysis of real-time functions is often simplified by replacing the real

signal with a complex function, such as g(t) in (B-11) {Bedrosian, 1962).

If we apply this technique, the real signal of interest is taken as Re g(t)

or ft g(t) + g*(t)] . The imaginary part of the complex signal can be

selected almost arbitrarily (Baghdady, 1961), but many authors have

demonstrated that the most convenient function to select for the imaginary

part of the representation is the Hilbert transform of the real part x(t).

In this report the use of a Hilbert transform pair is made an integral

part oi the definition of an analytic signal. With this definition, (B-11)

becomes

•(t) = x(t) + jA(t) , (B-16)

where j(t) is used to denote the analytic signal. The imaginary part of

&(t) in (B-16) is the Hilbert transform of x(t) described mathematically

as the operation H[x(t)] and is written as

1 C {()
M =H[ x't)] = O 2a T , (B-17)

where indicates the Canchy principle value.

We see from the definition of the convolution integral (Steirn and

Jones, 1967) that (B-17) can also be written as

M =(B-18)

where the symbol 0 is used to denote the convolution process defined as
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x(t) Ny(t) = $x(t) Y(t T) dT (B-19)

By applying the following transform identity (Baghdady, 1961)

F[x(t) 0 y(t)] = X(w) • Y() , (B-20)

the transform of (B-18) yields

X (W) =j6.~-W) - 8- (W)] X(w) ,(B -21)

where 6-. (w) is the unit step fwuiction and is defined as

w
6 (W) = $ o(x) dx (B-2Z)

and 80 (x}'is the unit impulse function. From (B-Z1), we note that

the Hilbert transform has had the following effects on the spectrum X(w):

(a) The spectrum on the L > 0 axis has been phase shifted

by - j or - 90.

(b) The w < 0 portion of the spectrum has been phase shifted

by +j or + 900.

This can be written in terms of a transfer function for the Hilbert trans -

form as

H"(W) = -j sgn(w)

where

+ 1, w>0

sgn(w) 0, = 0. (B-23)
-1, u•<O

The equivalent expression for (B-Z1) is then

A V

X(w) = -j sgn(w) • X(w). (B-Z4)
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This spectral property of the Hilbert transform has special signifi-

cance when applied to an analytic signal. To see this sign-Lficanee we

shall find the spectrum of the signal in (B-16). Taking Fouvier trans-

forms of both sides oi that expression and using (B-Z4), we obtain

V

App~~~~ingu) th defniio j: 7.I2A2W~)? ~)ta
= X(wv) + j[- j sgn(w)] X(w)

:[I + sgn(w)] X(w) .(B-25)

Applying the definition of sgn(w) in (B-Z3), we see that

Z X() > 0
G_(w) = X(0), w = 0 (B-26)

0, t•<0

whichhas no spectrum on the w < 0 axis. Thus, (B-26) shows

that the spectrum of an ,-nalytic signal is single sided, and this property

is very useful in describing SSB modulation forms.

The two transforms (Fourier and Hilbert) discussed above and the

analytic signal notation are used to describe the spectral properties of

several signal notations. These are summarized in table B. 1. Signal-

product notation for moduLated signals is based upon a modulation function

e(t) and an exponential carrier function

eo(t) = exp J wot • (B-27)

Repeating an earlier premise that modulation is a process of multi-

plying two functions, such as rm(t) and the carrier of (B-27), we obtain the

modulated waveform

em(t) = mr(t) exp j wot . (B-28)

Taking Fourier transforms of (B-Z8) and using the results in table

B. 1, we find the general spectrum of th- modulated wave to be

B-8
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M~w-W 0 )(B-29)

where M(w) is the ,peectrum of the modulation function m(t).

Equation (B-29' states that the spec rum of the modulated waveform

will be precisely that of the modulation function, reloýated from a ref-

erence of w = 0 to w = u' 3 (the carrier frequency). Since (B-29) is

obtained from an analytic signal, this general result does not represent

the spectrum of a real moduiated signal. The latter, however, can

easily be obtained.

We recall that the real carrier signal can be written as

eo (t) + eo*(t] , and, using table B. I for the spectrum of analytic

signals, we write the spectrum of the real carrier as

F[Re eo(t)] = F reo (t) + eo(t)]

=n [t(w- Wo)+ 5(w +we)] , (B-30)

from which we note that, in terms of a real carrier, the spectrim of the

modulation function will be translated to the region of the carrier Tre-

quency on both the positive and negative frequency axis. The corn. l-te

modulated wave spectrum for a real carrier can then be r,'; itten in the

general form

= -fM'W - W") + M.Ww)] (B-31)

This equation can be used to evaluate the modulated waveform spectra

for a variety of modulation functions.

B. 1. 1 The Modulated Signdl

The modulating signal in the signal-product notation is considezcd

as the modulation function rn(t), which is related in a prescribed manner

to a function we shall call the baseband function b(t). The latter is in

turn related to the information signal e, (t) that is to be transmitted.

These relationships for the analog modulation methods are tabulated in
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table B. 2, in which the riormalized modulated signal is given. Also,

based on entries in table B. I and on (B-31), the spectral expressions for

the modulation function and the modulated carrier signal are given for

the linear forms. Note that these spectral functions are written in terms

of the spectra of the baseband functions @B (w). In all of the linear forms

we note that the modulated signal spectra are either SSB or DSB signals

that contain replicas of the baseband spectra in the region of the carrier

Xrequency. The spectra of the baseband signals are discussed in sec-

tion B. 1. 3. The factors Of and Op in table B. 2 are the modulation

indicies for the exponential forms, FM and PM respectively.

Because of the nonlinxar nature of the modulation function in the

exponential forms, the spectra for these modulated waves cannot be

derived simply. Estimates of their shape and spectral extent can be

made, however. Two principal papers on this subject are those by -,.bram-

son (1963) and Hollingworth (1967). Their resuits i-e summarized in

a report by Hubbard et al. (1970, sec. 2.6. 1) for a general basebanr

function. For a single sinusoidal modulatang &;ignal, the modulated

spectra can be estimated on the basis of Bessel functions. Curves

useful for this purpose are shown in figure B. I, where the Bessel function

J•d() of tke first kind and order n is plotted versus ti e parameter

ni f (Baghdady, 1961). Actually these are not continuous curves w'henii n is taken in discrete values, but they are useful in estimating both the

shape and. extent of the aodtulated spectr. when plotted as continuous

functions. _F-r example, consider an FM s-st.-n with a peak deviation

AF = 5 kHz modulated with a 1 -kHz sinus aid (f,). Then,

f,= 5

The total number of *ideband components considered important

to the signal estimate is usually based on an assumption that components

B-I1
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below a certain value are insignificant. Thus, assuze that those com-

ponents below 0. 1 timnes the unmodulated carrier can be ignored. In

figure B. I from the curve 8 = 5, we read a value of n/8 at J,(8) < 0. 1 as

1.3

or

n =1.38=6.5.

In this case it ;.s only necessary tc, consider the first six or seven

orders of Bessel functions to describe the modulated waveform.

Also, since f : AF/ ,., w• can write

fn• •r-AF=nf"

and we recognize n f. as the maximum frequency in the modulated sig-

H nal. Thuu, the approximate bandwidth of the iodulated spectrum is

I Igiven by

=2 nAF =n f = 2X 6.5 x I= 3 kHz

where the factor 2 accounts for both sidebands, and the general shape

of the upper sideband spectrum (w > wo) is that of the 8 = 5 cirve in

figure B.I. If several sinusoids are used to modulate the carrier. each

j can be treated as above, and the total spectrum will become the sum of

j several curves similar to those in figure B. 1. This procedure becomes

cumbersome with more complicated baseband signals, and the methods

I I referenced previously are suggested for these cases (Abramson, 1963;

Hollingworth, 1967).

A The spectral estimate for the single sinuosidal case above is similar

I to the familiar Carson' a rule, which can be used to estimate the modu-

lated aignJl l-andwidth for a general baseband signal. It gives no estimate,

iB
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Figure B. 1. Variation of J,,(B) witi. n/S9 for values of n/9 near unity.
(After Baghdady, 1966"
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V= however, of the modulated spectrumn shape. Carson' s rule for the band.-

width of the modulated signal for FM is

BR :- 2(8f+ 1) fr , (B-32)

where f. is defined as the maximum frequency in the baseband signal.
This expression is actually dependent upon the fraction (a) of the power

in the modulated signal that is ignored in the estimate. It has been

plotted in figure B.2with a' as a parameter.

For a Gaussian amplitude signals Reinhart (1966) has shown that thej spectra for FM or PM can be analytically described, if we assume a

particular tractable power density function. The general development

is reviewed by Hubbard et al. (1970), in which the tractable power

density function used by Reinhart (1966) is shown to be a reasonable

"bracketing" function for a speech spectrum. The Gaussian statistics

are not a good mlodel for speech di, tributions (Hubbard et al.,

1970). However, the results have been compared favorably with the FM

spectral slope found by Glasser (1967) and the spectral signatures of

figures B. 27 and B. 28. Fi rpre B. 3 presents the results of this develop-

ment, in which the baseband spectral density function is given. The

parameters in figure B. 3 are as follows:

01= modulation index,

B9 = bandwidth of the baseband signal,

= peak-to-average power ratio of the baseband signal (see

Ssec. B . 1.3),I= frequency at wh",ch the baseband spectral density function

[58S (f)] peaks, and

It fd = SEBg A = rms frequency deviation.

In summary, there is no general expression that will precisely

determine the modulated signal spectrum and bandwidth for the exponential

B-15
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forms. The methods presented here are presently the best

known for estimating these modulation parameters. Examples of the

complexity of these modulated spectra are illustrated in figures B. 10

and B. 11.

B. 1. 2 Spectrum Signatures of Modulated Signals

To aid in the evaluating of system performance tests reported

in section 4 and appendix C, several spectrum signatures and output

waveforms were recorded. These are shown in figures B. 4 through

B. 31. Some tests noted in table 3 (sec. 4) were inadvertently

performed with overmodulated signals. The modulation levels were

adjusted by use of a I -kHz tone in the SCIM signal, but the speech-

shaped noise peaks in this signal are 12 dB higher in amplitude.

The resultant spectra of the modulated signal and the distortion for

FM are shown in figures B. 10, B. 11 ani B. 12. Other spectra

signatures of interest are shown in the remaining figures, where

each caption is sell -explanatory.

B. 1.3 The Modulating Signal

Three baseband signals are of primary interest in analog

modulation processes: Gaussian noise, which is representative of --/

analog data or rmultiplexed baseband signals; the sinusoid that is

used as a test oi- pilot sign&; and speech. These signals are

described statistically (even though the sinusoid is a deterministic

signal) and their properties are important for two reasons:

(1) The modulated signal spectrum shape and bandwidth are

dependent upon the baseband signal (sec. B. 1. 1).

(2) The power relationships of the modulated signal are

dependent upon the same properties of the basebc.nd

Pignal.
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MidulatIng signa! 1000 Hz
Carrier = -33 dBm at 10 MHz FM
Deviation = 5 kHz on signal generator and

receiver meters
IF bandwidth = 20 kHz
Input at playback input Jack of TR-711

receiver
Outimt at video outpit Jack of receiver

Figure B. 4. FM receiver video output for sinusoidal
signal with normal modulation.

Conditions are the name exccpt the peak
Amplitude of the 1000-Hz modulating tznu
ha been doubled.

Deviation 9 kHz on receiver meter and
27.5 kHz on FM signal
generator.

Figure B. 5. FM receiver video outpuc for sinusoidal
signal "ith overmodulation.

Conditione are the name as in fig. B. 4,
except tha peak amplitude of the 1000-Ha
tone haa now been quadrupled.

Deviation 11. 5 kHz on receiver meter
and 27. 5 kHz cv, FM signa
generator.

Figure T. b. FM recIiver video output for .inusoidal
signal ,',ith ox ermodulation.
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Spectrum analysis for conditions
in fig. B. 4.

Calibration of the spectrum analyzer is:
Vertical calibration a 10 dB, per divisior,
Sweep calibration u 2 kHz per 4livision; 20

klHz on left, 0 kF-% on
right.

Figure B. 7. Spt~ctruni of FM receiver video output for
smnusoidal signal with normal modulation..

Spectrum analysis for conditions
in fig. B.S.

Figure E. 8, Spectruim of FM receiver video output for
sinusoidal signal with over modulation.

Spectrum analysis for conditions
in fig. B. 6.

Figure B. 9. Spectrum of FM receiver video output for
sinusoidal sgnal with overi-odalation.
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'tre11tru analysis of 800' amplitude
modulated 1000 lz.

Calibra~ion of the spt ( truin analyzer is:
Veitu al Lalibratnon =10 dB3 per division
wvep = k lz per division, -20 kl-z on

left, 0 kilt on right.

Carrier L-33 (]Bil at 10 M4Hz AM.

Fipure B. 10. Spectrum of AM receiver video cutout tor
sinusoiial signal with n,. -,nal mnodulation.

Shows the izýý reas nl. widebancn power
vhen the peak amplitude of thc inodulation
signal is doubled.

Figure B. 11. Spectrum Qf AM receivex video OUtput for
sinusoidal signal with over eodulation.

The conditiona a~re still the same as in
fig. B. 10, except the peak amplitude of the
modulation uignal is quadru~pled.

Figure D. 12. Spectrum of AM receiver video output for
sinusoidal signal wit]- overrnoduiition.
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Spectrwy,' analysis of a 1000-Hz square
wave te to measure relative levels
or a storage oscilloac-pe. Calibration
Is saiiif.lw

ZO-W~z sweep range; 20 to 0 kHz
left-to-right

40..$A gain for higher amplitude pulsos
io-dB gain for lower amplitude pulses.

Th iz'efore, calibrat: -a in I kHz between
har.-nonicu w~th a 20--13 difference in
pulav height .This cal~bration is used
anl A ritfoenca in the following photos.

Figure B. 13. Spectrum, to calibrate frequency and

amnplitude levels un oscilloscope.

Showfi 4-to 10-M.Hz CW carriers at the
video, output of the TR-711 receiver.
IF input level a -47 d~m; ZO-lt, IF

bandwidth.
The harmoatc spread shows the carriers
to be 2to3 kHz ofi-tune from 10 MHz.

Figure B, 14. Spectrum of four 11C-Mliz GW

i".nals (2O-kHz IF).

The Isatzn conditions as In figS. B. 14 but with
a 10.kHz IF bandwidth. Lee. noise to
evident in the presentation coirzpared with
the 23 -kHz IF.

figure B3.15. Spectrumn of four 1O..MHz GVW

signais !10-kllz- IF).



Showfi the some carriers as in fig. B. 14,
except that they hava .,gen retuned to 10 MHz
as critica1V" as porsiL.. . This photo
illtutrates Iie high degree of interlerence
to be expected from four on-tune carriers
beat!ng againot each other. IF bandwidth
Is 20 kKln.

Figure B. 16. Spectrum of four 10-MHz C\W

signals (20--klz IF).

The same as fig. B. 15, except the carriers
have been retuned to 10 MHz again. L,'
bandwidth i now 10 kHz.

Figure B. 17. Spectrum of four 10-M•I-z CW

s-ignals (iO-kHz IF).

A apoctrum analysis of the white noise source
(20-kHz r.nge) from a GR-1390B random noise
generator modulat ing a carrier, Ampiitude
modulation was set at 95% with 1000 Hr,, which
had a peak amplitude equal to the highest;
meas-irable peaks cf the noise source, as
observed on a storage scope.
IF input a 10 MHz at -33 T3.Bm at the playbacka

input Jack of iho TR-71I receiver.
L Fbandwidth = Z0 kHz.

Figure B. 18. Spectrum of AM white no:sc signals

(20-kHz .F).
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T'he same ass fig. B. 18, except for a lO-kHz
IF bandwidth.

Figure B. 19. Spectrum of AA white noise signals
(10-kliz IF).

The spectrum analysis of 4-to 10-Mliz carrier*
amplitude modulated by four different voice
signals. Each carrier is separately modu-
lated. The four signals are mixed in a coupler
then fed to the playback input Jack of the
receiver.
IF inp-.t as 10 MHs at -33 d~rn for each

carrier
IF bandwidth n 10 k~z.

Figure B. 20. Spectrum of four 10-MHz AM voice
signals (10-kHz IF).

The &2a fl&. B. Z0, except IF bandwidth
20 kkLf.

Figure B. &!l. Spectrum of four 10-MHz AM signal's
(2O-kHz IF).



The output of th~e receiver when one -10-M~z
carrier at -Z3 dBm is amplitude modulated by
four voice3 recordirgs. Noiae quieting to the
1'ft of I~ a -in (-niddlt, of photo) is due to hi~gher
car-ile level. WF bandwidth ZO2 kI-z.

The slope :4 the spectrumn in fig. B. 22 is
steepev~ than that displayed in fig. B. 21.
T'he roughtir Srai~n characterietics in fig.

__13. ZZ are due to the picture not being taken
at precisely the came time and consequently
ýat the esame voice frequencies an the previous,
pictures..

Figure B. 22. Spectrumn oi one 10-MHz c-arrier, aniplit,.,de
m-odulated by fo,ý r voices (20-kliz L-').

The spectrum analysis of two 10-M~rz FM carriers
at -33 dBm with no molulation. 20-kHz IF' band-
width.

Figure B.23. Spectiumn of two 10-MHz FM signals.

The spectrum analysis of one 10-MHz FM
carrier modulated by Vt~ tape recording of a
news broadcast.

IF input = -33 d~an.
20-kffz IF bandwidth.

Figure B. 24. Spectrum of one 10-MI-z FM signal.
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Spectrum analysis of two voice modulaLed 10-MNiiz
FM csarriers at -33 dBm. Video output of
TR-711 receiver carriers are modulated by
taped voice broadcasts.
IF bandwidth = 20 kHz. Input at playback Jack
of the receiver.

Figure B. 25. Spectruin of two lO-MHL, voice EM signals

(,.xqual power).

Condtions are similar to tCiose in fig. B. 25,
ecapt ~e FM carrier is at -33 dBm while th

other has been increased tý- -23 dBm. Thjis
upect.-ur photo showu capture effect of stronger
signal.

Figur.-. B. 26. Spectrurn of twvo 10-MHz voice FM signal

(unequal power).

A spectrum analysis of two voice signals
modulating one FM carrier.

IF bandwidth a20 kHz
Playback Input, video output of the receiver
Carrier =10 MHz FM at -33 d~m.

This photograph shows similarity to the
spectrum presented in fig. B. 26, In the
region below 4 kHz the slope of the spectrum
is similar, exccept far particular frequency
features. Here again, dissimilar beat points on
the voic6 tapea were photographed.

Figure B. 27. Spectrumn of one 10-MHz F%4 carrier with
two voice signals.
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Four voices modulating one FM carriez,
Other features are the samt as ii fig. B. Z2.
The finer grain feature of four voice frcquenciei
beating against each other compared with two
voices is apparent.

Figure B. 28. SpectruI., ,,f ovL; I U-M!l. I M 1• •• ,itl,

four voice sigrntls.

An analysib of the four voicevt ued in theb- t~ t.
bt-tng nixe I ard applied dire tlý to tne i,p• trw,
analyzer. There is no tarrier. I 1e general
feattreb are similir to the previous photo.

Figure B. 29. Spectrum of four \oice signiils.

Spectrum analysis of noise from GR-1390B random
noise generator through Philco fiat filter; FM
carrier at -33 dBin, 5-kHz deviation. Il1u~trates
sharp-cutoff characteristics of filter of approxi.
mately 3800 kHz.

Video output of TR-71! receiver. IF bandvwidth
is 20 klzs.

Figure B. 30. Spectrum of FMi ,%hite no~se with "lht 1IttI .
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Kzi
Spectrum analysis of noise from random noise
generator through Philco flat filter,
Amplitude n'odulation at 954.
Carrier = -3.1 dBm.

Comparison c. K.ese two photos uhowe higher
noise power leva) of 95% AM signal vs. 5..kHz
deviation of YM signal.INW

Fig.'re B. 31. Spectrum of AM white noise with flat filter.

The power properties -,f .ht~se signals are determined from their

probability density functions (p. d. f.), which describe their amplitude

distributions. The p. d. f. I s are well known for Gaussian noise and the

sinusoidal signals. Davenport (1952) developed a modified Laplace dis-

tribution as a model for a speech signal, which was verified in the

analysis by Hubbard et al. ('970). The peak power contained

in these signals is defined as a quasi-peak value, which is a function of

the fractional power excluded from the finite integrations performed

over the p. d. f. The fra.ctional power is denoted by a, and the quasi-

peak powers F8 for these signals are given by

e= 2 o•2(ert-L)c 1 0 2  (Gaussian),

and X (in x)2 (Laplace, speech), (B-33)
A 2P= Ae cos 2 (o ,T/2) (Sinusoid),

where a2 is the variance of the Gaussian distribution, 7,2 is one-half the

variance of the Laplace distribution, A is the peak vtiue of the sinusoid,

and erfc-1 denotes the inverse complimentary error function.
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The average power in these signals is also determined from their

p. d. f.' s (Beckrnann, 1967) and is found as

P9 = a (Gaussian),

and=Pe 2 X2 (Laplace)S~andj Ps = A 2 i2 (Sinusoid) . (B-34)

We define the ratio of the peak power to the average power as As,

and from (B-33) and (B-34) we find

As = Z(erfc-1 )f2 (Gaussian) ,

andAs = !(In 01•2 (Laplace) ,anda
Ae = 2 cos2 (aT/IZ) (Sinusoid) [B-35)

In practice, we are generally interested in small values of a for low

distortion, and these characteristics are plotted in figure B. 32. We

see for a = 10- that the peak-to-average power ratio for a speech

signal is approximately 4. 5 dB higher than in the Gaussian case. In

system design, this meaaa that the peak power for speech in the base-

band is 4.5 dB greater than required for a Gaussian baseband, for

equal average powers in the two signals. The ratio As for speech is

also approximately 13. 25 dB higher than the sinusoidal sig:nai with

the same average power. These values are for no speech clipping.

Licklider (1946) among others have shown that the intelligence of

speech is not seriously affected when the signal is subjected to relatively

large degrees of peak clipping. Clipping can be applied in system de-sign to lower the peak power requirements for a speech baseband signal.

The peak and average power levels of the modulated wavwfcrms in

table B. 2 were derived from• the normalized amplitude factors.

The results of these derivations, normalized by the average carrier

power P, are presented in table B. 3. The peak-to-average power ratio

Am for the modulated waveforms are also given hi this table and are seen

B-Z9
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to be dependent on the ratio (AB) of the baeeband signals derived above.

Note that the SSB forms are incomplete and presented in terms of the

amplitude factors. The statistics of the Hilbert transforms of the base-

band signals are necessary to complete these expressions, but are not

known. Additional information on this subject is given by Hubbard

et al. (1970).

To illustrate the use of these derivatiohs, consider the following

example. For a = 10-4 in figure B. 32, we find the vaLlues of AD for the

three baseband signals and compute ih,• ratios Am in two AM cases for

l- = 0.8. The results are presented in table B. 4. As this table shows,

for a speech baseband signal (Laplace), the AM peak-to-average power

ratio is approximately 11 dB lower than for DSB/SC. It can be shown

that the AM power ratio (Am) is always less than that for DSB/SC for any

basebaad signals where As > 1. A sinusoidal baseband signal yields a

lower Am in DSB/SC signals for M > 0. 5.

The performance of analog systems is in general based on S1 N

power ratios, as discussed in section 4. The most important signei1

power in these ratios is the average value, which is used in the

comparison of system performance. Examples o. these characteristics

for an AM system with a linear amplitude detector and the basic FM

Table B.4 Ah and Am factors in AM.

Baseband As Am (dB)

, _Signal.. (dB) AM AM-DSB/ SC

Sinusoid 3 6.9 6

Gaussian 11.8 7.9 14.8

Laplace 16. Z 8.1 19. Z

B-32
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system are given in section 4. The characteristi-s for other systems

with both product and square-law detectors are given by Hubbard et al.

(1970). All these performance charactcristics are given in table B. 5.

The symbols in this table not previously defined are as follovws:

1w = power density of white Gaussian noise (W/ Hz).

(S/N), input S/N.

(S/N'10  output S/N.

B receiver bandwidth in Hz.

kv = gain factor depenca'nt upon the distribution of the

modulating signal,

W=•• , where f(t) is the modulating signal,

= 3/Z for a sinusoid.

B. 2. Summary of Discrete ModuLtion Forms

A general calss of discrete modulation methods are a series of

pulse and/ or digital icrms. Pulse nodulation is based on the sampling

theorem for band-liLnited signal* and is implemented by changing some

parameter of a uniform chain of pulses (carrier) in accordance with

the information signal. As in the analog methods, modulation of a

pulse train can be accomplished by varying either the amplitude

or time parameters. These yield two basic classifications, known

as pulse amplitude modulation (PAM) and palse time modulation (PTM).

PTM has the following subclassifications, defined in accordance with

the time parameter which is var'led:

(a) Pulse duration (?DM).

(b) Pulse position (PPM).

(c) Pulse frequency (PFM).
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Table B. 5. Comparison of barlwidths and S1 N for analog systems.

AI

Modulation Bandwidth Signal-to-Noi.e Ratio S'gnal-to-Noise Ratio Signal-to-Noise Ratia
Method Ratio (B/i.) Nt = B (actual) N f. (actual) N1  N ?JB (ideall

A, -DSB/SC S S S S
product detection ' f (-)° ] . N•

AM.-SSB/SC S SS S
product detection 1(-)0 =( )()o I S.

detection genera, )oo - s"
.orm. 14 1

I........ ..... ...... f.flfl.- - - -

AM Square-law S k_ (.S 2 S
detection approx- (•)o =•(2) (2)o -4 N( f, (N)o (I)o -jina•t form

for (), << I for (I)t <<«

N () ('No N 4 1&.'

for i >10 for (),> 10

AM Linear 2

amplitude deter.- (N)0= 0. 916(11) ( 0 a 0. 2Z9 1ZA (_)) =
i ~tionSS

for ( S) < I for (2), < I

(unmodulated carrier) (unmodulated carrier)

ior (E), > 10 for lo

3 S

FM AId Band +)Io3 Si)0zi-,afor '10 for ( S), > 10
X N-

FM Narrowi Band 2(6 1) S 3 2 (S_ ~ ()3 -() !f. l

for =P > I'l for (s> 10
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The principal advantage of pulse forms of modulation is their use

in time division multiplex (TDM) systems, in which many information

channels can be )stablished by allocating specific transmission time

slots to each. However, there is an inherent disadvantage in TDM com-

pared with FDM. FT, M systems can make use of a nonsimultaneous

multiplex loaa ad,,antage (Holbrook and Dixon, 1939), which conserves

required power capacity as the number of channels incre.ses. This is

not possible in TDM, but may be someWhat compensated for by companding

in TDM systems, where speech transmission is used (Schwartz et al.,

1966; Stein and Jones, 1967).

A basic disadvantage in all pulse modes of modulation is tiat the

transmission of a pulse requires a large amount of bandwidth. PDM

therefore ha.s a slight bandwidth advantage in that the duration or width

of the transmitted pulse is changed with the message Signal. However,

in this form, all the information is actually contained at the tra;ling

edge of the pulse, and a considerable amount of transmitted power is

wasted, since it contains little information. For this reason, PPM is

more efficient in terms of transmitter power; PAM is the most efficient

in terms of bandwidth but suffers from variation in transmitted

power.

All the above forms of pulse modulation are uncoded and essentially

depend upon an analog form of the message signal, either directly or

indirectly (as in sampled functions). Utility of the pulse forms is gen-

erally improved when they are applied in coded systems.

B. 2. 1 Quantizing and Coding

Li their basic form, the pulse modulation schemes result in the

transmission of a :'ulse train that has some parameter that varies directly

with the modulating signal. The modulated parameter is thus allowed to

assume all possible values of the information signal even though they
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are sample values. In reception of these signals, the actual value of the

sampled function becomes amoiguoua because of additive noise and other

transmnission aistortion. Thus, it is unnecessary to transmit all pos-

sible values of the sampled signal. If only certain discrete values are

permitted, then the sampled signal becomes a quantized representation.

Quantizing is done by normal sampling processes, but in addi-

tion the sampled value at the output of the quantizer assumes the nearest

discrete value to the actual value. In this manner, an analog signal is

transformed into a digital (discrete) form.

The advantage of quantizing is realized generally in the receiving

and detection process. For example, assume a quantized PAM (QPAM)

system in which the received signal has been contaminated by additive

noise. If the noise is small compared with the quantized step used, the

detection system can be designed, in essence, to correct for the noise

and produce a new output pulse at precisely the correct quantized level.

This feature is used to advanta•e in many systems that require repeaters

over long-hau: communication links. If we assume error-free output

from each detector as above, the additive noise can be eifectively- elim-

inated. In contrast, analog systems with repeaters amplify and retrans-

mit the additi-.c noise, and its effect is compounded.

Quantizing produces a distortion of the original signal known as

-quantizing noise, which is an irreducable distortion in any given system

and is the primary di.sadvantage of quantizing techniques. Quantization'

noise can be made negligible by increasing the number of discrete

quantized levels. However, as the number increases, the quantized

signal again approaches the exact-sampled case, and the quantizing

advantage is somewhat lost. Quantization noise for two particular digi-

tal modulation processes are discussed further in section B. 2. 3.

In quantized systems, the number of allowable levels is finite.

This leads into a new class of pulse modulation techniques, in which
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the finite levels are coded before transmission. Coding techniques can

be applied to any of the pulse modulation forms in which quantized

sa-mpling is used. They are classified generally as pulse-code nmodula-

tion (PCM) and are the principal forms of discrete modulation of interest

here. A wide variety of coding techniques are available for use in PCM,

the most common of which is the binary system with only two levels

(base N = 2). In these schemes, it can be demonstrated that a series of,

say, n pulses can be used to r epresent N" individual quantized signal

levels. In transmission then, we exchange each individual quantized

pulse for a particular sequence of n ralses. The bandwidth of trans-

mission in coded systems must therefore obviously increase if

n palses are to be transmitted within the same time interval as the cor-

responding q-.antized pulse. An analogy between PCM systems and

wideband FM can be made, i. e., each exchanges bandwidth for improved

performance. As shown later, PCM techniques result in a S/N improve-

ment similai" to that in wideband FM.

If the information signal has a bandwidth of f., the sampling theory

dictates the necessity of transmitting Uf. code groups per second in the

coded system. For n pulses/code group, the transmission rate becomes

r =- Znf, pps , (B-36)

and again from the sampling theory we see that (B-36) will require a

channel transmission bandwidth

B, - nf• (B-37)

a value n times that required to transmit the basic quantized signal.

PCM techniques lend themselves to TDM. The most straightforward

multiplex technique is to use a commutated sampling process, in which

SM individual channels are sequentially sampled and quantized. T'-Ids, in

1 a PCM-TDM system another bandwidth factor becomes important. If a
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single channel requires a bandwidith of Bc as in (B-37), the rDM system

will rcquire a bandwidth

BM = M4. = M nf, . (B-38)

TDM systems a .•e somewhat difficult to implement in practice,

because the encoding and de-oding techniques must be synchronized.

Otherwise, channels will not be properly separated in the detection pro-

cess and garbled communication results. Most TDM systems rely on

the transmission of frequent synchironizing information, or on extremely

stable clocks that are periodically synchronized.

B. 2.2 Digital Transmisoion

in any modulation form, the modulating sigrnl and the information

signal can be classified as analog or digital. The distinction between

these signal forms should be clear. For example, PCM systems are

basically digital, i. e., they result in a digital modulating signal. How-

ever, the intormation signal is in analog form and in most. systems will

be detected at the receiver as an analog signal. Since this class cf

practical pulse modulation schemes is of principal interest in cur-

rent ATC studies, we are concerned with the modes of transmission for

digital information and their performance. These factors are discussed

in section 4. 2. 2 for the basic binary transmission systems. Their per-

formance characteristics are given in figures 23 and 24 (sec. 4).

B. 2.3 Digital Modulation

Because thc. development of digital modulation schemes for

analog signals is quite recent, the accumulation of engineering

experience and empirical data that assists evaluation and comparisons

of analog modulation methods is not available for digital methods. An

additional complication is the abundance of different methods that have

been suggested, each with its advantages and limitations (Proc. IEEE,

1967).
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The discussion here will be limited to PCM and delta modulation

(DM) systems defined as follows: PCM, a system in which the input

signal is sampled at equally spaced time intervals, with each sample

quantized into one of L equally spaced voltage levels; DM, a system

similar to PCM, in which the slope of the input signal, rather than the

signal level, is quantized. Modifications of these methods have been

proposed (Proc. IEEE, 1967) but are not considered here because of the

scarcity of results.

Digital systems are limited by three types of noise: quantizing

noise, overload noise, and the noise resulting from errors. The last

is the most difficult to evaluate. Errors caused by pulse intermodula-

tion can usually be reduced by proper pulse shaping and will not be con-

sidered further htre. Errors related to the statistics of interfering

Gaussian white noise have been considered for PCM and DM systems

and are noted later in this section. As mentioned in section 4, the

quaLtizing noise for PCM and DM systems have been calculated

(Bennett, 1948; van de Weg, 1953). The results of these calculations,

corrected by Hartman (Hubbard et al., 1970) for DM, are given in

figure B. 33. The parameters used to evaluate digital systems and the

development of this figure are:

N = coding base,

L = number of quantizing levels,

n = number of elements the quantized signal into which is coded,

B& = system bandwidth,

B, = bandwidth of the information signal, i. e., the base-
band bandwidth,

f, = sampling frequency,

fI = maximum baseband frequency, and

ft = test tone frequency.
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Each of These curves is for a binary syiaterfi"- I• •• ..... •LvE Cu ve

DM for n = 2 is the same (within 0. 5 dB) as the curve for N = 3, n =I

Since the overall, bandwidth of the system is 2nNf,,, we see that the same
S1 N can be obtained in a smaller bandw.dth. The conditions for which

these curves have been calculated are (a) the input signal is white Gaus-

sian noise, (b) the qaantizing step is chosen so that for PCM the

rms value of the signal is 1/ 4 the overload value, and for

DM so that the rms value of the derivative of the signal is 1/4 the over-

load slope valrte. These curves do not include noise caused by overloading.

The same curves for a full-load sinusoid of 800 ITz would be 9 dB higher

for POM and 17 dB higher for DM.

Zetterburg (1955) and de Jager (1952) have calculated the overload

noise, or the point at which overload occurs for both DM and PCM sys-

tems. The overload noise in POM systems has the same effect as

clipping, and theory and data agree well. In DM, the agreement among

different theories is not good, and the agreement between the data and

ac-, particalar theory must be interpreted with this in mind. In any case,

both PCM and DM systems can b3 designed to keep overload noise at a

value less than the quantizing noise, and companding can be used advan-

tageously in both systems.

The noise caused by errors has been calculated by Akima (1963)

for PCM systems with a sine wave input at the Nyquist sampling rate,

and the results of this work are mentioned in section 4. 2. 2. Combined

with the prediction of errors caused by Gaussian noise in binary YSK

rystems, the S/N performance curves for PCM in figure 25 (sec. 4. 2. 2)

were calculated by Akirna (1963). A plot of the threshold levels in this

figure for PCM n-ary system results in a curve that may be used for

a performance comparison with other systems. This is shown in
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figure B. 34 (PCM-FP, 142Z) in comparison with a typical curve for

FM and AM-SSB. An additional threshold curve for an N-ary system

where n=l is :!so shown.

In using the results of figure B. 34, we must remember that they are

envelope characteristics of a family of performance curves. In other

words, for each point on the curves an associated parameter must be

t" 'en into account. These parameters are

(a) n for PCM-FS N = 2,

(b) N for PCM-FS n = 1, and

(c) 8 (modulation index) for FM.

Unfortunately, the performance results for DM have not been similarly

calculated because of the lack of knowledge of error noise character-

ization. A single point has been plotted for DM in figure B. 34, based

on a calculation by Wolf (1966), However, the validity of this point .s

questionable (see sec. 4. 2. 2), because Wolf assumes a Markov process

as the input signal, which has infinite rms power (Hubbard etal., 1970).

Preliminary analysis indicates that the output SIN will be sensitive to

the type of filter used to remove the DC component. Additional work is

required before a meaningful analysis of the DM process can be com-

pleted.
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APPENDIX C
System Performance Measurements

C. 1 Discussion of SCI Tests and FM Capture Characteristics

Tests to determine required D/ U have been made with the

"speech communications index meter" (SCIM) (Kryter and Ball, 1964).

Some were made to verify previous tests (figs. C. 16 through C. 33),

while others were made to investigate the effects of two interfering

signals upoai a desired signal. Results of these tests appear in table 4

(sec. 4), which is a sum.mary of the measurements. The earlier

measurements are s-unmarized in tv'ble 3 (sec. 4). A block diagram

of the test equipment is shown in figure C. 1. AGC curvea for the

TR-711 receiver are shown in figure C. 34, the TMR-5 receiver is

shown in figure C. 35, and the CEi 960 receiver in figure C. 36.

W•ben inspecting table 3, one mast take care to ascertain the

test configuration in column 2 by checking the desired and undesired

carrier frequencies reported in columns 3 and 5. This must be done

to prevent a case of mistaken carrier (desired or undesired) identity.

Required D/ U for SCI = 0.4 and 0.85 is reported in this table.

One of the major difficulties encountered while performing

these tests was the instability of the signal generators. According to

manufacturers' specifications, the drift should not be more than

0.0025% and 0. 015% respectively for each of the FM signal generators

after a 10-min warm-up. T"he signal generators performed within

these specifications over 90% of the tirr.- while the tests were being

made. When frequency checks were made before and after each test,
the frequency drift was discovered. The test would then be rerun when

excessive drift was noted. Excessi7e drift here is defined as greater

than EZ kHz per carrier. The following factors must be considered:
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adjacent-channel configuration is used.

(2) Drift of the carriers away from each other, in a cochannel

situation.

(3) Drift that takes place during a test run is undefined.

How great is the drift or, or off frequency as the test

progresses? A continuous frequency monitor was not

used on the carriers because of loading and power division

3f the signal from the generators.

If the carriers should drift toward each other, degradation of

the SCI will take place, A 2-kHz drift of the adjacent undesired

carrier toward the desired carrier would mean a degradation of the

SCI equal to 3-dB higher interference level. This is derived from

the inspection of bandpass characteristics of the 20-kHz IF filter in

the TR-711 receiver (fig. C. 2) at +0. 020 MHz. Consequently, a

4 total of 3-dB D/ U degradation can accutr just from drift caused by

signal generator instability. Similar estimates- can be made for the

other IF' s.

Another disconcerting effect was noted when the receiver was

minutely d&tuned from the desired carrier and its modtilating SCI

t signal. The SCIM test signal was monitored at all timeS at tt,,: video

output of the receiver by an os. illoscepa. During one test, t•.e RF

tuning knob was bumped at a point ol-en the noise being introduced
I ~was becoming a major factor in the• SCI readings; the SCI was

dropping rapidly for a given D/ UI (fig. C. 5). This detuning resulted

in a 3-dB improvement in the protection ratio. Subsequent tests

confirmed this idiosyncracy of the SCI analyzer. The I -kHz SCI

calibrating tone would be observed and the receiver detuned until a

C-3
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slight amount of hash appeared on the tone. With a low carrier level

(<-90 dBm), improved SCI readings resulted.

One of the basic problems encountered in these tests was the

necessity of establishing a relatively high signal level (-87 dBm,

-77 dBm) to reach a SCIM reading of . 99. As the desired signal level

was raised, it became necessary to i:.crease the signal power level

of the interfering signals, particularly in the adjacent channels.

A result of this "power escalation" ie the front-end saturation

of the receiver. According to 1Lagbdady (1969), "all receivers start in

the RF-to-baseband processing section with I linear' stages purported

Sto preselect and amplify a frequency range that includes the spectrurn of

* the desired signal. Then, through frequency conversion processes

followed by further linear filtering and amplification, the selected

portion of the spectrum is narrowed down to the desired frequency

channel, with the guard bands (if any) falling in the nominal cutoffI regions. In practice, the degree of linearity of these receiver stages

depends upon the input signal level, as well as upon the level of the

interference present. Strong interference will usually cause the

amplification, mixing, and filtering stages to be driven into non-

linear modes, of operation, causing a considerable increase in the

receiver susceptibility to interference from all sources operating

within the effective frequency response range of the antenna system.

Thus, one must recognize that so-called linear stages of

selective amplificatiou and frequency conversion in reality have

limited dynamic ranges of linear response. A strong interference

(anywhere in the spectrum) that drives these front-end stages into

saturation will cause

(a) a drop in the level of the desired signal relative to

a ttendant noises (so-called, desensitization) as

delivered to the IF stages, and

C-5
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(b) spurious by-products (in the IF range) of nonlinear

interaction among signals present at the antenni

terminals.

An illustration of the effect of dynamic range and the selection of LO

and IF frequencies to minimize ' spurious responses' is shown in

figure [C. 3].

The response of the ' linear' stages is also usually regulated

by automatic gain control (AGC) and automatic frequency control

(AFC) to minimize dependence of their characteristics upon signal

level and reduce susceptibility to frequency drifts. The presence of

interference may influence the receiver response by affe..ting the

AGC and AFC operations".

A possible solution for preventing receiver front-end

saturation and intermodulation products has been suggested by Trott

(1966) and Higgins (1968). Both authors recommend inserting a high-

pass, low-pass, or symmertically balanced filter between the antenna

and the receiver. Trott' s paper describes commercially available

notch filter-, that would be useful in eliminating particular inter -

ference sources, while Higgins uses network filter theory to design

a cascaded high-pass, low-pass, and symmetrically tumed RC filter

& network that has a center frequency loss of 1 dB.

C. 2. Description and Results ol SCI Tests (Figs. C. 4 through C. 15)

The results displdyed in figure C. 4 show the prominent threshold

effects of FM systems. With a D/ U rati6 change of 3 dB the SCI

ranged from . 99 tc . 45. This abruptness is a general characteristic

of FM and appears for both the 20-kHz and 10-•'-Iz IF filter tests.

When comparing these results with those in figure C. 8, we find a

higher level of interference, when the interfering channel is amplitude

c-6
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cochannel situations. In the adjacent channel tests illustrated in

figures C. 4 and C. 8, a 4-dB improvement in protection ratio is noted

in table 4 (sec. 4) when the interfering signal is frequency modulated

and has a Z0-kHz IF filter.

The wandering appearance of both sets of cochannel curves is

attributed to carrier drifts and beats between the carriers as they

come in and out of tune with each other.

Good agreement exists between the sets o! curves shown in

figures C. 5 and C. 6, where the desired signal was frequency modulated

and interfering AM and FM signals on one side of the desired were

tra.nsposed to determine a possible difference of irterfering effects.

Another objective of this set of tests was to determine whether there

would be a difference in the protection ratio when the power level was

increased similarly and simultaneously in the two interfering signals

as compared to keeping one interfering power level constant while

increasing the other.

The results in these figures indicate that the protection ratio for

these configurations depends on the total combined AM and FM inter-

fering power. They also indicate that whether AM or FM interference

is immediately adjacent is not as important as indicated by other

tests. The apparent stability of the signal generators for these

particula? tests is shcwn by the closeness of the three sets of results

plotted here. A step in the D/ U in figure C. 5 is due to a slight

detuning of the receiver and is discussed in section C. 1.

The primary difference between the results shown in figure

C. 7 and those in figures C. 5 and C. 6 is that the interfering signals

were placed on both sides of the desired carrier. Other than that,

these tests were performed in the same way. Both interfering signals

C-9
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were increased together, anc then one was varied while the other

was held conttant in successive tests.

Surprieingly, the D/ U in these tests is less (up to .5 dS) in

comnarisaon wita the tests where both interfering signals were placed

on one side of the desired signal. One possible explanation is

frequency pulling/ detuiling exerted by the high-invel interfering

signals when placed on one side of the desired signal. A GC

desensitizing in the RF tuner cannot be ignored either.

In another set of tests where the desired signal was amplitude

modulated and the interfering FM signals were both on one side, higher

D/ U ratios were required as compared to straddling the desired

signal (figs. C. 13 and C. 14). These results indicate that proximity

of interfering adjacent charnelo does not necessarily result in an

increase in the required protection ratios.

in figures C. 8 and C. 9, two sets of plotted data CL similar

tests, there ic fair agreement between the tests with 2.0-kHz IF' s and

Z5-kHz channel separation. In fact, for SCI = 4 there is a 2-dB

difference, while for SCt = .85 there is only a 1 -dB difference.

Unfortunately, when the 25-kHz channel separation test was
performed with the 10-kHz IF, the results did not agree anywhere

near as well, The probable reason is carrier frequency instability

and indicates the closer frequency tolerances necessary when tests

are performed with narrower bandwidths.

In th.e series of tests shown in figure C. 10, the FM desired

signal had AM interfering signals, + and -25 kl-z on both sides.

There is little difference in these results and those in figu.-es C. 8

and C. 9, where single interfering sources were used. Here again,

the total interfering pswer of the undesired signals appears to be the

nmain criterion influencing the SC1.
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Two tests were performed with 10-kHz and 20-kHz Ir-- s. In

one set, both interfering signals were increased simultaneously. rhis

is shown in the curves of figure C. 10. When only one interfee'ing

AM source was increased, the lower DI U is indicated in this graph,

particularly for 20-kHz IF. There is no significant difference for

10-kHz IF.

In all cases discussed so far, the desired signal was frequency

modulated in various combinations with one or two AM or FM inter -

fering signals. The D/ U range for SCI of .4 was between -38 and

-45 dB and for SCI = . 85 between -35 and -43 dB, when tested with

Z0-kH-. Ir' s. Considering the number of individual tests discussed

here (35), and the various problems encountered, the results appear

consis cent.

Figure C. 11 shows the result of a simple test configuration of

an AM desired signal and one FM undesired signal. The D/ U for

SCI = .4 is -41 dB and for SCI - ,85 it is -32 dB wvith 20-kdiz IF' s.

For this particular test, the desAred signal povwer had to be raised

from -87 dBm. to -77 C.Bm at the input to the receiver to achieve an

SCI of .99 with no interference. Lower desired carrier levels

resulted in SCI s of. 85 and . 89 at the upper extreme.

The test used to obtain tha curves ir. .6•, or C. 12 consists

oi an AM desired signal with an FM undesired signal 25 kHz below and

an AM undesired signal 25 kHz above e2.. desired carrier frequency.

As tabulated in table 4 (sec. 4), the SC? s are considerably lower than

for figure C. 11, where only one FM interfering signal was considered.

A factor here is the lower desired carrier power used (-8'1 dBm), which

resulted Lu a reduced SCI at the upper extreme. At an SCI of. 85, the

D/ U was -17 dB (20-kHz IF). For this test it seems possible to achieve

C-17
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a D/ U ratio of -21 dB for a .85 SCI if the upper limiting SCI were

increased to . 99.

The results given in figure C. 13 show a marked degradation

when two interfering FM scurces in Z5-kHz channels are introduced

rather than only one (fig. C. L 1), and there is a lower desired carrier

level. There is a 13-dB and a 16-dB degradatioi for SCI .4 and . 85

respectively for a Z0-kcHz IF filter bandwidth. V-- is degradation is also

more severe than that displayed by adjacent AM and FM channel

interference (fig. C, 12). This could be due to detection of modulation

Senergy (by the sxirts ol the AM receiver characteristics) from the

FM in•.rfering sources.

In the test associated with figure C. j4, the AM desired

signal competes with two interfering FM signals. One of the undesired

signals is 25 kHz and the other 50 kHz lower than the desired signal.

When one interfering FM signal is varie'l and the other held

constant and sufficiently attenuated, the. signal that is varied will be the

prime source of interference. For this test, one of the undesired

carriers was attenuated 60 dB, while the effects of the other were

not1'I. There should be less interference from an uncl.esired signal

50 kHz from the desired signal than from one 25 kHz from the desired

signal.

The results as recorded in table 4 (sec. 4) show a 13- and

14-dB improvement for the given SCI s when the signal. lccated 50 kHz

from the desired signal is kept 60 dB down, while the interference

25 kHz off is increased. It also can be said that with only the 50-kHz

interference in effect and 25-kHz interference suppressed, there will

be an improvement of 43 dB over that when both interf-ring sources

are introduced for SCI . 85.
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Assurbiig negligible frequency drift in all the tests, the worst

case occurs where we have twu FM stals 25 kHz anc. 50 kHz from

the desired frequency. This is in contrast to two FM sources above

and below the desired signal (fig. rl. 7) where impz oved results are

displayed.

Figure C. 15 shows the higher SCI scores possible when khe

RF input level is raised from -87 dBm to -77 dBm for similar IF

bandvwidths.

C. 3. Basic SCI Measurements (Figs. C. 'A6 through C. 33)

AM and FM system performance measurements with wide-

band Gaussian noise comprise the basic data for this report. Th,

same interference was used to evaluate performance subjectively

in the ATC message and MRT tests and objectively by means of the

SCI measure of performance. From this data, a relationship was

derived between the subje:cti• e and objective performance of the

systems (figs. 21 and ZZ).

The subjective data are plotted in figures 19 and 20; the

objective data, in figures C. 16 and C. 17. Figures 21 and 27 also

show a comparison between the subjective and objective results. Two

independent objective rmeasurements were performed in both systems.

Two AM tests (test 0-2, lines A and B) show agreement within about

1 dB, and the FM tests plotted in figure C. 17 (tests q-1B and 35)

indicate very good agreement over the range oi inte-est.

Figure C. 16, test 3, and figure C. 17.. tcst 4, present the data

obtained from a test performed with an RF noise generator as an

interfering source. The noise power output of this instrument was

not sufficient to allow measurements beyond a 0- to 10-dB range in

D/ U. However, the data are included for comparison with the results
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tests in which the wideband noise interference modulating a carrier

was used.

To overcome the limitations of restricted RF noise power, a

high modulation index FM spectrum was generated and used as an

interfering signal source. A Gaussian random noise generator was

used to frequency modulate a carrier at the IF with a frequency

deviation of "-100 kHz or to a point where the modulation index was

sufficient to suppress the carrier. The noise spectrwum produced in

this manner is ccnsidered proportional to the first order probability

density function of the amplitude of the modulating signal (Woodward,

1952), Comparison of the results obtained with an RF noise source

as an interference signal indicates that the method is valid for our

test purposes (fig. C. 16).

In figure C. 17, the high deviation le-,el for test 4 compensates

for its lower signal level, when compared to a lower deviation ratio

ane, higher signal level.

The AM/AM cochannel tests in figure C. 19 demonstrate the

effect of beat frequency interference. The 600-Hz of.-tune condition

",s seen to require 10-dB higher protection ratio than either an on-

tune or an off-tune condition where the resultant beat frequency

appears outside the audio passband.

Tests 5 and 6 (figs, C. 27 and C. Z0) are not considered entirely

valid, as the desired signal FM deviation was inadvertently sat to a

high value, The 1-kHz test tone of the SCIM signal war, used to set

the pt;ak deviation to 10 kHz. The speech-shaped noise peaks in this

signal., however, are 12 dB h5gher than the test tone, and thus the

resulting peak deviation would have been approx.imately 40 kHz, as

indicated in table 3 (sec. 4), if the modulator had been assumed linear

to that degree. It is not known precisely how the SCIM analyzer would

C-27
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evaluate the distortion that would result after these wideband FM

spectra have passed through a receiver bandwidth of 20 kHz.

These same comments apply to estimates of 120ý amplitude

modulation. When the 1 -kHz test tone was set to 30% amplitude

modulatior, the resulting modulation of the speech-shaped noise peaks

would be 1Z0%.

Tests X-11 and X-12 in figure C. 21 show the effects of

increasing carrier level from -43 dBm to -33 dBm. These tests again

illustrate the improved SCI readings caased by improved signal levels

when the modulation characteristics remain the same.

The tests in figure C. Z1 were performed at the receiver IF

frequency. Comparison of these results to results from tests at RF

frequencies shows similar improved SCI scores when the carrier level

is increased (figs. C. 22 and C. 23).

The results of measurements performed in the RF test range

reveal the effect of receiver noise. Generally lower SCIM scores

were obtained with lower levels of desired signals at high D/ U

(figs. C. 22 and C. 23). On the other hand, the performance curves

are quite similar at lower D/ U values regardles. of the desired signal

level. In these regions, the undesired external interference is

dominant, and the internal receiver noise is effectively masked.

Very good agreement between the RF and IF measurements is

observed in these lower D/ U regions of the performance curves.

The comments applying to figure C. 20 aply to C. 27 as well.

The results are not considered entirely valid because the desired

signal FM deviation was inadvertently set to a high value as explained

in the comments for figure C. 2C.

The poor SCI scores in figure C. 30 are a direct result of low

desired carrier levels.
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The tests in figures C. 31 and C. 32 again illustrate the

improved SCI scores for a given D/ U with a higher carrier level.

For these tests, run at the TR-711 receiver IF frequencies, the

SCI improvement is 0. 1 for D/ U at -25 dB and 6-kHz deviation.

Comparable improvements for RF tests are shown in figure

C. 33, Tests in figure 0. 32 were terminated at D/ U = -30 dB

because of inadequate interfering power available from the signal

generator.
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APPENDIX D
Addition of Powers Exptessed in Decibels

'The addit.on of powers expressed as ratios in decibels may

be simplifieI by the conversion of the dB difference in the powers to

a dB change to be applied to one of the powers as shown in figure D. 1.

In the usual case where the reference power is in the

denominator of the power ratios, e. g., 3ecibels referred to one watt

the decibel cbange is added to the larger ratio.

If the reference power is in the numerator of the power ratio,

e. g., S1 N ratio involving multiple noise sources or D/ U ratics

involving multiple undesired signals expressed relative to the dsir'-d

signal, the dB change is subtracted from the smaller ratio.

i I t I
\.5

d13 DIFFERENCE BETWEEN TWO SIGNAL.S

•{ Figure D. 1. Chart to simplify the addition of signals

I~ -

S<expressed i decibels.
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Example 1. (Reference powers in the denominator)

An example of determining the requirf-d protection ratio for

figure C. 4 (FMO / FM/ AM) follows. During the SCI measurements

the FM desired signal was -87 dBm, the FM interference was -55 dBm

and the AM interference was -50 dBnL for an SCI of .77. Combining

these three values requires taking the difierence between the two

interference values, reading the conversion irom D. 1, adding the

difference to the greater of the two valuei and then subtracting from

the desired signal.

(1) Determine the difference between -50 dBm and -55 dBrm.

-50 - (-55) = 5

(2) Enter figure D. 1 with 5 dB difference.

Read dB change of 1.2.

(3) Add 1. . dB change to larger ratio.

-50 + 1. 2 = -48. 8 dB (undesired signal).

(4) Subtract undesired from desired signal.

-87 - (-48. 8) = -38. 2 dB (DI U).

Example 2. (Reference power in the numerator)

If in example I the undesirc.d signals were initially expressed

relative to the desired signal, i. e. FM interference of -55 dBm as

D/ U = -87 - (-55) -- 3Z dB; and the AM interference of -50 dBm

as D/ U = -8-7 - (-50) = -37 eB the total ratio of desired to undesired

sigral may *-e calculated by:

(1) Determining the difference between -3Z and -37 dB.

-33 - (-37) = 5 dB.

(2) Entering figure D. I with the 5 dB difference and read

Sa dB change of 1.2.

D-2
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(3) Subtracting this change from the smaller ratio.

-37 - 1.2 = -38. 2 dB (D/U).

The procesa may be continued irregardless of the number of

signals involved as long as the reference power remains constant.

A
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